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FICTION



FICTION BEST-SELLERS 2013 Ledig, Agnès: JUSTE AVANT LE BONHEUR (Albin Michel, May 2013, 344pages) Short-listed for the Prix Maisons de la Presse Ø



A subtle and delicate novel about a mother's courage and determination.



Ø



A life-lesson for anyone who has ever been about to give up on optimism



Ø



An author who can be compared to the most successful novelists over the past few years, Anna Gavalda, David Foenkinos or Muriel Barbery.



In this poignant novel, full of compassion and optimism, single mother Julie has to face her little boy's death after a tragic car accident. Through this heartbreaking loss, she learns the importance of friendship. 20-year-old Julie works in a supermarket to bring up her son Lulu on her own. When she meets 50-yearold retired Paul, recently divorced, they progressively build a strong and reassuring friendship. Paul ends up asking Julie to join the trip he is about to take with his son Jerome, young doctor whose wife just commited suicide, to their family house on the Brittany coast. During this singular excursion, they learn to know each other step by step and start to heal their hearts, surrounded by Lulu's joyfulness. But on the way home, a car accident leaves the young boy in a deep coma. When Lulu dies, Julie finds some confort in Paul and Jérôme's support, but she also fell in love with Romain, her son's physical therapist. As a life just ended, Julie refuses to let herself drown in sorrow and starts a new life. She gives us a lesson of courage, love and tenacity. Agnès Ledig started writing when her own son was in the hospital, diagnosed with leukemia. She published MARIE D'EN HAUT (Les Nouveaux Auteurs, 2011), awarded with Femme Actuelle prize. JUSTE AVANT LE BONHEUR goes deeper into her favorite leitmotives: the complexity of the human soul and the ability to bear the unbearable. Rights sold to : Italy (Mondadori), Israël (Kinneret), Suède (Forum),Korea (Prunsoop Publishers), Spain (Grijalbo) and Germany (DTV)



Le Callet, Blandine: DIX RÊVES DE PIERRE (Stock, January 2013, 256 pages)     20 500 copies sold in France ! Ø



Poetic or raging, tender or dramatic, nostalgic or darkly humorous, these ten short stories depict people who are prey to the same passions, the same fears and the same hopes.



Ø



Ten “dreams in stone” to save as many lives from oblivion.



Ø



Some epitaphs are powerfully evocative; reading them conjures the ghost of someone who may have died even centuries ago.



In this collection Blandine Le Callet brings together real epitaphs, using them as springboards to imagine the final hours, final days or final months of the person’s life. She resuscitates a slave girl who has just been granted freedom, a philanthropist trapped in the stifling secrecy of a Paris brothel, two individuals united by an extraordinary love as they head for the gallows, a cantankerous old woman writing her will, and many more besides Ten lives interrupted by death: gentle or violent, sudden or anticipated, alone or with others. Ten journeys between the past and the present, from the shores of ancient Asia Minor to a tiny village in deepest Brittany, from the Paris of the Ancien Régime to the same city in the nineteenth century, from medieval Normandy to Ukrainian plains devastated by the plague...
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BEST-SELLERS 2013 Blandine Le Callet was born in 1969. She is a senior lecturer at the Paris-XII university and carries out research in ancient philosophy and Latin literature, on monsters in ancient Rome (her essay, ROME ET SES MONSTRES, was published in 2005 by Editions J. Millon). She lives near Paris. Her first novel, UNE PIÈCE MONTÉE, enjoyed great critical and popular acclaim in 2006 and was awarded the Livre de Poche Readers’ Prize in 2007. It was adapted for the screen in March 2010: “Pièce montée”. Her second novel, THE BALLAD OF LILA K (Stock, 2010) was awarded the Livre de Poche Readers’ Prize in 2012 Rights sold: Estonia (Eesti Raamat), Poland (Wydawnctwo Sonia).



de Castro, Eve: LE ROI DES OMBRES (Robert Laffont, October 2012, 320 pages) 45 000 copies sold in France Ø It took thousands of behind-the-scenes-people to keep the monarchy running. This is their untold story. The underbelly of Versailles is exposed in this powerful story of love and betrayal. Louis XIV’s Versailles was built around spectacle: 20,000 people at all levels of the food chain were required to keep the monarchy functioning. This is the adventure of those whose story has not been told: those in the shadows who tended to the sprawling grounds, to every room, to the minutiae. Though they barely existed to those whom they served, this narrative shows they did not go unnoticed: like Nine la Vienne, the wigmaker who was too ambitious for her time, or Baptiste le Jongleur, the apprentice hanged for treason. The fates of these servants are inextricable from the fate of Louis XIV and his brother Philippe d’Orléans. A unique exploration of Versailles from another angle altogether. Eve de Castro has written numerous books and is also a screenwriter Rights sold: Germany (Bastei Lubbe Gmbh), Spain (Random House Mondadori), Italy (Rcs Libri) Poland (Albatros) “Eve de Castro, qui connaît son affaire, multiplie les coups de théâtre et trousse une intrigue de haut vol, sans jamais s' essouffler malgré la cavalcade.” Echos “Connaissant tous les secrets du Grand Siècle, de Histoire à la vie quotidienne sans oublier les alcôves, Eva Castro campe de magnifiques personnages dans un décor vivant.” Vers Femina “La plume de la romancière est alerte, sa langue élégante, son intrigue documentée, efficace et prenante.” Le Figaro



Sfar, Joann: L'ETERNEL (Albin Michel, avril 2013, 455 pages) 20.000 copies sold in France Ø Successful graphic-novelist and filmmaker Joann Sfar, author of the irresistible RABBI’S CAT brings us his first novel, about the life and transformation of a sort of Nosferatu – as seen through the eyes of Woody Allen and Albert Cohen. Ø A novel that jumps on the vampire bandwagon, but stands out thanks to the historical context, Jewish folklore, complex characters and questions of identity... and still manages to make the characters both funny and endearing. Ø This first novel is soon to be adapted by the author as a series for Canal +. 1917, between Odessa and the banks of the Volga. Ionas, a Ukrainian Jewish violinist and dreamer, is killed in combat. He comes back as a vampire. But drinking blood makes him feel horribly guilty, and he decides to try to find his fiancée… who turns out to be married to his brother Cain, with whom she is expecting a child. His naturally sweet disposition prevents him from taking revenge, and instead he tries to kill himself, over and over. A century later, New York. Ionas has lost his memory and is just starting analysis with the psychiatrist Rebecka Streisand. Thanks to her, he learns to overcome his feelings of guilt and to live in peace with his demons. Ionas – the naive vampire who feeds without killing anyone, adopts a poodle and heads off by night with his sleeping beauty – is an appealing character. Between his masterfully visual, cinematographic writing style, his unique tone of voice and the themes he addresses, Joann Sfar’s inimitable style is immediately recognizable. A truly one-of-a-kind vampire story that brings a breath of fresh air to the genre, immersing us in a gothic tale that is wry, dreamy, erotic… and funny, too!
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FICTION Joann Sfar, a multi-talented artist, achieved fame through his graphic-novel series DUNGEON and THE RABBI’S CAT. But he has also had a successful debut as a filmmaker, with his biography of Serge Gainsbourg and the animated adaptation of THE RABBI’S CAT. (His website: joann-sfar.com) Joann Sfar has stayed true to the themes dear to his heart, treating them with wry humor.



Ferney, Alice: CHERCHEZ LA FEMME (Actes Sud, March 2013, 550 pages) 60 000 copies sold in France Top 15 bestseller lists. Ø The author analyzes the story of a couple, from falling in love to breaking up. An uncompromising portrait of a couple from every angle, showing the subtlest nuances of how their feelings evolve over the decades. Ø A lush, meaty novel, about women, couples, love, family and how the way one was raised affects one’s adult life; and about death, illusions, broken dreams and reality – and how painful it can be to be pulled up short by it. A thoroughly absorbing character study, CHERCHEZ LA FEMME is a captivating book that takes apart the delicate mechanisms of a marriage with remarkable intelligence, sensitivity and humor. Ø The novelist performs a veritable dissection of the couple: heredity, education and unspoken expectations: implacable reflections about matrimonial and familial happiness; a complete and lucid immersion in a couple’s intimacy, marked with stunning truthfulness and humanity. Alice Ferney’s impressive ninth novel follows two families joined by marriage, from the 1960s to the present day. With her wonderful narrative sense, her artistry in creating characters and her profound psychological insight, the author explores a couple’s expectations, desires and disappointments. Vladimir Korol, 27, an engineer and a Communist, lost his mother when he was still a child. Nina Javosky, 15½, is the daughter and granddaughter of miners. He plays the accordion, she dreams of a career as a singer. They get married, and Nina has her first child when she is 17: first Serge, then Jean take all her time and energy. Nina stops school, starts drinking too much and regrets not having a real job. Serge, the favorite son, grows up to become a successful lecturer. He marries Marianne, an athletic, outgoing woman. The young couple inherits both hopes and inner wounds from their parents and grandparents. As precisely as clockwork, the novelist shows how their freedom is restrained by the invisible determinism passed down from preceding generations. Fifteen years later, Serge, in the midst of a mid-life crisis, falls in love with another woman. Marianne takes a lover too, and they eventually get divorced. First his parents, then his ex-wife die. The novel ends with Serge’s death at age 70, in a fast car with a young mistress beside him. The plot expresses the burden of personal desires; misunderstandings and differences between social categories show up through dialogue. But the keynote is what the characters tell themselves, how their dreams get pulled up short by reality, how they cope with both life and solitude. Since 1993, Alice Ferney has written several critically acclaimed books published by Actes Sud, including LE VENTRE DE LA FEE, L’ELEGANCE DES VEUVES, GRÂCE ET DENUEMENT (winner of the Culture et Bibliothèques pour Tous Prize; English title: “Angelina’s Children”), LA CONVERSATION AMOUREUSE (“The Lovers”), DANS LA GUERRE, LES AUTRES, PASSE SOUS SILENCE. A critic for the Figaro littéraire, this mother of three also wrote PARADIS CONJUGAL, published by Albin Michel in 2008. Rights sold: Italy (Bompiani) “Alice Ferney sauve son roman du désespoir par un sens de l'humour à toute épreuve – conjugale. Marianne lui donne une grâce folle par son intelligence et sa bienveillance. Cherchez la femme.” Elle “Ce livre impressionnant de la dépendance amoureuse sera aussi celui de la liberté et de l'ironie conquises au bout d'une intarissable épopée du bonheur et de la grande douleur.” Le Figaro littéraire



Cusset, Catherine: INDIGO (Gallimard, January 2013, 320 pages) 65 000 copies sold in France ! Ø Linking events together with precise and effective narrative craft, Catherine Cusset’s latest novel leads us to discover a humanity that is complex, tormented and compelling.
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HIGHLIGHT FALL 2013 In India, the occasion of a cultural festival brings four French people, two men and two women, together for eight days. None of them know each other, but each is in for a surprise, one that will lead them to confront their respective pasts. This is a week that will turn their lives around. From Delhi to Kovalam, in the South, they travel through an India in a state of alert, anxiously conscious of the threat of terrorism just one year after the Bombay attacks. An India where their young Indian guide openly declares his hatred for the United States. An India where the heat intensifies feelings, where the sky turns to indigo before the storm. Catherine Cusset lives in London. She is the author of LE PROBLÈME AVEC JANE, Grand Prix des Lectrices de ELLE 2000 (1999) (licensed in 11 languages), LA HAINE DE LA FAMILLE (2001), CONFESSIONS D’UNE RADINE (2003), AMOURS TRANSVERSALES (2004), and UN BRILLANT AVENIR, Prix Goncourt des Lycéens 2008 (licensed in 11 languages).



Gruda, Joanna: L'ENFANT QUI SAVAIT PARLER LA LANGUE DES CHIENS (Boréal, April 2013, 264 pages) 30 000 copies sold! Ø



Above all, this captivating novel is the story of a child who never loses his sense of wonder before the twists and turns of fate. Driven by inextinguishable hope, he delivers an extraordinary lesson in survival.



He is told that one day he will understand – after the war. After all, war is not for children. In the meantime, however, Julek must learn to live in secrecy. And he rather likes it, all things considered. How can a 14-year-old boy have assumed so many identities? Lived with so many families without being found out? Worked as a secret agent for the Resistance? Raised in an orphanage when he has at least two mothers? Above all, where did he learn to speak the language of dogs, which has won him such admiration from his comrades? Joana Gruda depicts a truly unusual childhood that begins in Warsaw on the eve of war and ends in Paris after the liberation of the city. Through Julek’s eyes, we witness the darkest hours of the past century, recounted with extraordinary candour and verve. It’s a portrayal of war – inhuman but all too human – that makes you feel what it was like to be there. The need to flee and hide, the delights of playing hooky, the horrors of Nazi occupation, passing love affairs (some happy, some sad), Allied bombardments, the joy of being reunited with loved ones believed dead, the bottomless despair in the eyes of concentration camp survivors – all of this is narrated without any sentimentality, making the tragic realities of these dark years even more palpable. Joanna Gruda was born in Poland. She arrived in Canada by boat at the age of two years. She studied theater and worked for several years as an actress. She is now a translator and freelance writer. L'ENFANT QUI SAVAIT PARLER LA LANGUE DES CHIENS is her first book. Rights sold: English World (Europa USA), Italy (Edizioni E/O) netherlands (De Bezige Bij / Cargo) Poland (Znak) turkey (Pena kitap Yayinlari)



HIGHLIGHT FALL 2013 Toussaint, Jean-Philippe: NUE (Minuit, August 2013, 176 pages) Ø The final chapter in a passionate, exciting love story roaming from Tokyo to the Isle of Elba to Paris. Ø Marie, a fascinating and emblematic character, bares her all, taking on a clearly defined shape by the end of this book cycle devoted to her. Ø A chiseled style focusing on the delicately elusive atmosphere of different places and on the changes in the seasons that mirror the characters’ feelings. Ø This intimate personal story is skillfully portrayed in a in a way that feels accurate, credible and universal. The continuing romantic adventures of Marie unfold to the rhythm of the seasons. NUE, the fourth and last volume, opens in Paris in the autumn, after the narrator and Marie’s stay on the Isle of Elba – an ephemeral halcyon moment after their break up, which took place several months earlier. The return to daily life leaves
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FICTION things up in the air, but affords the narrator the thrill of hoping that the relationship will soon pick up where it left off. Absent in the first half of the novel, Marie is all the more present in that she appears only in memories invoked to help the narrator await her hoped-for return. Then suddenly she appears, and with her, NUE takes a livelier, gentler turn. The two lovers’ second visit to Elba is a study in contrasts with the preceding one, and it bares Marie’s all, exposing the exceptional being as an ordinary woman: complex and fragile. This transformation establishes a happy ending, and the novel finishes with the announcement that Marie is pregnant. The arrival of this third person, who creates a bond between Marie and the narrator, allows the couple to envisage the future both more concretely and more serenely, too. Jean-Philippe Toussaint is a writer and a filmmaker. His novels, which have all been published by Editions de Minuit and have been translated into some 20-odd languages, include LA SALLE DE BAIN (1985), LA TELEVISION (1997, Prix Victor Rossel), FAIRE L’AMOUR (2002), FUIR (2005, Prix Medicis). LA VERITE SUR MARIE (2009, Prix Decembre). NUE is the 4th and final volume in the series about Marie. Rights sold: Germany, Offers from: Italy, Spain and USA. “La réussite de NUE est telle qu’on peut lire ce roman sans connaître les trois précédents.” Le Nouvel Observateur “Jean-Philippe Toussaint est] connu pour faire naître l’apparente simplicité de ses textes d’un long travail.” Le Monde “Jean-Philippe Toussaint clôt en beauté sa tétralogie sur Marie.” Le Monde “Marie […] présente ou absente - attendue, espérée - occupe tout l’espace.” Télérama “Le quatrième volet d’un grand roman d’amour à la grâce limpide.” Télérama “NUE évolue, comme les trois autres volets, dans des espaces vidés par l’élégance. Marie est parfaite dans ses moindres gestes, ses absences, ses caprices.” Libération “Toussaint a un art efficace et discret de la composition : des scènes pâles, d’une texture presque transparente…” Libération “C’est un amour d’aujourd’hui, du début du XXIe siècle […] mais c’est aussi un amour intemporel, que bercent les saisons et que mettent à l’épreuve les déchaînements immémoriaux de la nature…” Le Nouvel Observateur



Grémillon, Hélène: LA GARÇONNIERE (Flammarion, September 2013, 354 pages) Ø You’ll find the same qualities and a few of the same ingredients as in LE CONFIDENT: a past weighed down with secrets, a skillfully mastered scenario, tremendous suspense that isn’t resolved until the last few lines of the book, and individuals’ lives affected by History. Ø Proving that she has mastered the art of the page turner, the author takes us down a slippery slope: everybody lies and is considered worthy of suspicion; appearances are deceiving until the unthinkable truth is out. Ø These portraits of women on the edge of a nervous breakdown and men trying to save their honor retrace the recent history of a country being suffocated by lies. Well-constructed, mysterious characters who we come to understand little by little. After the success of her first novel, LE CONFIDENT, Hélène Grémillon heads off in a new direction, leading us into a fast-paced, suspenseful investigation set in Argentina in the 1980s. Buenos Aires, summer 1987. The body of Lisandra, a psychologist’s young wife, is found at the foot of their apartment building, having fallen from a window. Her husband, Vittorio, is arrested and charged with murder. Despite the fact that she’s still traumatized by the death of her own daughter 5 years earlier, one of Vittorio’s patients, Eva Maria, decides to investigate on her own. In this suspenseful story, everything has a double meaning. The characters are complex; the situations, ambiguous. Little by little, veils are lifted, shedding light on different sides of the characters, who have all been more or less damaged by the bloody years of the dictatorship. After over 300 pages of a complex investigation with plenty of subplots, readers arrive at the unexpected denouement. Lisandra, consumed with pathological jealousy, had never gotten over a childhood traumatism: she was abused by her nanny’s son. She tracked him down, seduced him and orchestrated her own death in a way that was meant to designate him as the guilty party.
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HIGHLIGHT FALL 2013 But the police didn’t pick up on the clues. So it is Eva Maria’s son who winds up in prison in an attempt to save his mother from Vittorio’s accusations. With an impeccable style and a perfect mastery of the narration, Hélène Gremillon confirms her exceptional talent with this magnificent and hard-hitting tale with complex, unforgettable characters,. Helène Gremillon’s first novel, LE CONFIDENT (Plon, 2010) has sold 250,000 copies since its paperback release and has been translated into 28 languages. The Russian rights for LE CONFIDENT are sold to Corpus /AST “Un thriller savamment construit, rythmé comme un dernier tango. En piste !” ELLE “LA GARÇONNIERE devrait lui permettre d’entrer dans le club des écrivains qui comptent. C’est amplement mérité.” Paris Match



Gallay, Claudie: UNE PART DU CIEL (Actes Sud, August 2013, 446 pages) Ø An affectionate, melancholic novel about childhood, the wounds of the past, the unspoken, searching for who you are, and finding your place in your family. Ø An insightful and poetical style that gets up close and personal to the characters and places, and reveals their deepest feelings. A book about everyday life and the repetition of simple yet meaningful acts. Ø The characters are moving, flaws and all. They must cope with both the weight of the past and their hopes for the future as they try to understand each other despite their differences, and the passing of time. Carole, who has gone back to the little village where she grew up for the holidays, tries to reestablish a bond with her brother and sister, as they wait for their father, who asked them all to come. The past rears its head, especially the tragic night in their childhood when their house caught fire and their mother was forced to choose to rescue just two of her three children.There’s no news from their father, and the siblings’ attempts at conversation are awkward at this first family reunion in years. Although Philippe and Gaby have a lot in common and understand each other well, Carole can’t shake off her role as the one who left the others behind, and who asks too many questions. She winds up going back to her own life in January, without ever having seen her father. After the bestselling LES DEFERLANTES, Claudie Gallay delivers another moving and intensely personal tale whose atmosphere is set by the siblings’ mutual affection. Born in 1961, Claudie Gallay has had six novels published by Editions du Rouergue since the year 2000. They have all been released in paperback by Babel as well. Her 2008 novel, LES DEFERLANTES received the Grand Prix des lectrices de ELLE and sold over 600,000 copies. In 2010, L’AMOUR EST UNE ÎLE was published by Actes Sud. “On le sait, la famille et ses non-dits, la transmission, consciente ou non, les casseroles qu'on se trimballe de génération en génération sont un formidable moteur romanesque. Tout comme la notion de terre, la puissance fictionnelle du microcosme des origines. On le sait, oui, mais Claudie Gallay le met joliment en émotions, sans jamais tomber dans l'affectation.” Le Point.fr “Un univers âpre et mélancolique, à la fois hyperréaliste et intimiste jusqu'à la grâce.” “Des cabossés vivant à coup d'expédients. Des mal-aimés qui tentent d'aimer quand même. Claudie Gallay pose sur eux un regard profondément juste et bouleversant.” La Vie



Huston, Nancy: DANSE NOIRE (Nouvelle Agence/Actes sud, 21 August 2013, 368 pages) Ø Thanks to a well-paced, almost musical style, Huston carries us away, grabbing our minds from the first few lines, confronting us with a character who is ready to die, and with his companion, who is clinging to the idea of a four-handed project recounting a life. Ø Readers will enjoy the scenario dreamt up by Paul, which intertwines three different eras and fates, in alternating chapters that read almost like storyboards and carry us from 1916 to the present.
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FICTION Ø The novelist embarks us on a touching saga, and considers subjects like bearing witness to the past, narratives, genealogy, the difficulty of telling everything, the need to choose… creating a clever reflection of her own profession as a novelist. Nancy Huston fans will be pleased to recognize the novelist’s thoughtful style and familiar polyphony (weaving several languages, including English and Gaelic Qubecois, into the French canvas). On a hospital bed, the Québecois Milo Noirlac is gradually losing his grip on life. At his bedside, the New York- based Argentinean director Paul Schwarz is still dreaming of a final project for them to do together: a film they would co-write that would be based on Milo’s incredible life story. Set to music, the film would sing of his roots, which were first erased, then gradually recomposed. It would follow three strands of his life, which included war and exile, and bring us to the heart of the unresolvable tension between the Old World and the New, and between the need to remember and to bear witness and the dream of starting over. Taking a musical concept as her starting point, as she often does, Nancy Huston follows three vastly different fates that are nevertheless bound by blood ties. The novel intertwines three main plot lines that draw readers to the fates of Milo, born in Quebec in 1952, and to his forebears: his mother, an Indian prostitute in Montreal; and his grandfather, a rebellious Irish lawyer. From the early 20th century to the present day; from Ireland to Canada; from the sordid room of an Indian prostitute to the rhythms of the Brazilian capital of capoeira, Nancy Huston explores the complexity of origins and how to pass them on. This generous narrative, told from numerous points of view and possessed by the rustling of different languages, paints the portrait both of a man and of a century. Film or novel, novel based on a film, DANSE NOIRE is the wide-ranging, free-spirited work of an accomplished novelist at the top of her art. Born in Calgary, Nancy Huston has lived in Paris for nearly 40 years. Her books include: CANTIQUE DES PLAINES (1993), INSTRUMENTS DES TENEBRES (1996, Prix Goncourt des lyceens and Prix du Livre Inter), L’EMPREINTE DE L’ANGE (1998, grand prix des Lectrices de ELLE), LIGNES DE FAILLE (2006, Prix Femina and Prix France Televisions), INFRAROUGE (2010) and REFLETS DANS UN ŒIL D’HOMME (2012). “Quatre générations, trois continents, plusieurs langues vivantes en VO sous-titrée… DANSE NOIRE, le dernier roman de Nancy Huston, projette sur écran panoramique une production au casting international. La romancière continue dans son œuvre de fiction de tramer serrés les mots métissés de l’exil et des identités patchwork faites d’arrachement et de fidélité.” Livres Hebdo



Arditi, Metin: LA CONFRÉRIE DES MOINES VOLANTS (Grasset, August 2013, 352 pages) Longlisted for Prix Médicis & Prix Renaudot Ø In this lively novel, Metin Arditi returns to a little known period of European history: the looting and abuse committed by the Bolsheviks against the Eastern Orthodox Church. 1937. The Soviet regime loots, sells, and destroys the treasures of the Eastern Orthodox Church and closes over one thousand monasteries. The luckiest of the monks escape and live hidden in the forest. Nicodemus is one of them, who, with the help of a handful of vagabond monks, tries to save the most beautiful treasures of Eastern Orthodox religious art. Nicodemus is an imposing figure who is constantly angry. A crime he committed in his youth led him to take refuge in a monastery, and he lives with the weight of this personal tragedy he cannot confess for fear of being excommunicated. Fascinating characters surround him on all sides: a former trapeze artist, a guileless twenty year old, and a number of other fanatics. And then there’s Irina, who flees from Hell, crosses Europe, arrives in Paris, and changes her identity… Her story is at the heart of this radiant testimony of resistance and redemption that carries us from pre-war to the present day, from Bolshevik Russia to contemporary Moscow, with its billionaires and art galleries. This is a stunning tale of a few brave men. Born in Ankara in 1945, Metin Arditi lives in Geneva. He is the president of the Orchestre de la Suisse romande and the Les Instruments de la Paix-Genève Foundation. He has written seven novels, including LE TURQUETTO, in 2011, which won the Jean-Giono Prize, the Page des libraires Prize, the Alberto-Benveniste Prize and the Libraires de Nancy Prize, and the rights to which have been purchased for Serbia (Laguna), Turkey (Can Yayinlari), Greece (Kalendis), Italy (Neri Pozza) and Poland (Noir sur Blanc). Rights sold: Greek (Patakis)
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HIGHLIGHT FALL 2013 “It’s brilliant, and skillfully told.” Livres Hebdo “Metin Arditi revives a little known adventure in Russian history.” Le Point “Metin Arditi skillfully tells the story of this disparate band of wandering monks and their tribulations trying to save artworks at the risk of losing their lives.” Le Figaro Magazine



Scherrer, Pierre-Emmanuel: LA DEFENSE FISCHER (Denoël, November 2013, 224 pages) Ø The fascinating story of Robert James Fischer the most famous chess player who ever lived, who experienced everything from fame and fortune to poverty, exile and torture; from love to prison and loneliness. Ø An original point of view that puts a new twist on the life of the world’s most famous chess player. Ø An obsessive writing style that sucks readers into experiencing the main character’s paranoid delusion. Ø A novel that makes you want to learn more about this secretive and paradoxical personality. Pierre-Emmanuel Scherrer invents the last months of the life of Robert James Fischer, a controversial 20th-century character who is generally considered to be the greatest chess player who ever lived. A disorienting plunge into the twisted psyche of an obsessive and paranoid genius. Fall 2007, a man is wandering through the streets of Reykjavik by night. The man is Bobby Fischer, and he’s convinced that he is being followed by an elusive man in red, who has been hovering around his entourage for weeks. Fischer is tramping through the streets in an attempt to identify the ghostly figure who keeps eluding him, and who could as easily be an FBI, Mossad, or KGB agent as a former challenger for the title of World Chess Champion. The author draws us into the paranoid delusion of a man who is cracking up – both physically and psychologically. The attention paid to each minute detail reflects the obsessiveness of a brilliant but tormented mind for which chess is a metaphor for the world (perso, je mettrais “life” à la place de “the world” (x2) mais bon, ça change un peu le sens, alors je vous laisse le choix), and most of the time, the world is no more than a metaphor for chess. A fascinating novel that reinterprets the events and scandals that marked Bobby Fischer’s life, as seen through the prism of his obsessions and his persecution complex. Pierre-Emmanuel Scherrer was born in 1976. He lives and works in the South of France. His first novel, DESERT PEARL HOTEL, was published by Éditions de la Table Ronde in 2010.



Khadra, Yasmina: LES ANGES MEURENT DE NOS BLESSURES (Robert Laffont, August 2013, 408 pages)



Ø The energetic writing grabs our attention from the very first sentence and holds onto it to the very last. This is a fast-paced saga that has been skillfully composed.



Ø Khadra confirms his story-telling talent with his polished style, delightful dialogues, powerful scenes, lively descriptions of Algeria, and a stunning portrait gallery.



Ø Through the fate of Turambo, the author portrays the country’s extreme poverty; the complexity of relations between the Muslims, the Jews and the colonizers; and the power of fate and of forbidden love. The coming of age of a young boxer. Yasmina Khadra’s new novel marks a return to the epic and romantic narrative of WHAT THE DAY OWES THE NIGHT. His hero goes by the name Turambo and his fate to be poor is already written. But Turambo is handsome and has a rather rare character trait, candour; but above all, he has been endowed with surprising strength in his left fist and can throw a punch at anyone who is in his way. His success on the ring brings him fame and fortune. But pure hearts hate violence, and Turambo dreams of love. We learn of four women in this “education sentimental” who make this novel an evidence of Khadra’s deep interest in the female condition as well as an advocation for the respect of women and their emancipation. Yasmina Khadra’s books have been translated in 42 countries, and received many literary prizes. The ATTACK, which was recently adapted for the big screen and has already received the Audience Award in Bastia and the Golden Star (Grand Prize) at the Marrakech film festival.
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FICTION Rights sold: Spain (Destino), Italy (Sellerio) “Cette saga est menée de main de maître à un rythme trépidant où les situations claquent et les mots fusent.” Le Figaro “Dureté, pureté : comme son personnage, le roman balance entre les deux, révélant les rêves et les tensions, l’obstination et la résignation. Portrait d’un homme, de trois femmes, d’une ville et d’une société entière, le roman surprend son lecteur jusqu’à la fin. Un lyrisme qui met K.-O.” L’Express “Entre roman d’initiation et fresque historique, Khadra fait une épopée du destin grandiose et tragique d’un enfant d’Oran.” La Vie “Khadra offre un roman puissant où les personnages sont composés avec nuances et subtilité. Son roman est également un hommage à l’Algérie de l’entre-deux-guerres, belle et misérable à la fois.” Page des libraires



Lenoir, Frédéric & Simonetta, Greggio: NINA (Stock, May 2013, 304 pages) Ø Simonetta Greggio and Frédéric Lenoir have created this two-handed novel as an immersion in the intransigence and simplicity of the love we look for all our lives, and that we sometimes find only at the very beginning. Adrien is a single, forty-something Parisian with no children. He has lost all lust for life and one evening decides to commit suicide. He writes a will and a last letter to Nina, the love of his life, the only woman he loved passionately and unconditionally. Nina and Adrien were children when they met. Memories of their summer holidays spent in Ravello sweep back over Adrien in great waves. Putting off his suicide till the following evening, then the next and the next again, he writes these memories down in his long letter to Nina which, over the course of those evenings, becomes the overwhelming declaration of love he never dared to make to the young Italian woman herself. Adrien has always dreamed of becoming a writer. He had to wait until this final moment to have the courage to write. Exhausted but at peace with himself, he takes a cocktail of pills and slips into a deep coma. He could never guess that his words will turn several people’s lives upside down: firstly Nina’s but also all the people in some way touched by his writing. Simonetta Greggio and Frédéric Lenoir have created this two-handed novel as an immersion in the intransigence and simplicity of the love we look for all our lives, and that we sometimes find only at the very beginning. Simonetta Greggio is Italian and writes in French. She has written five novels published by Stock, including LA DOUCEUR DES HOMMES (2005), DOLCE VITA 1959-1979 (2010) and L’HOMME QUI AIMAIT MA FEMME (2012). The philosopher and writer Frédéric Lenoir hosts a weekly show, Les Racines du ciel for France Culture. He has written some thirty books, including five novels that have been translated into twenty languages. His latest successes include: L’AME DU MONDE (NiL), PETIT TRAITÉ DE VIE INTÉRIEURE (Plon) and LA GUÉRISON DU MONDE (Fayard). “A novel in which love is laid bare.” Figaro Littéraire “A stirring romantic thriller.” Livres Hebdo



Darrieussecq, Marie: IL FAUT BEAUCOUP AIMER LES HOMMES (P.O.L., August 2013, 285 pages) Longlisted for the Goncourt Prize and Médicis Prize. Ø A perceptive and entertaining portrait of Los Angeles that goes behind the scenes in Hollywood. Ø A striking female character: a woman rendered fragile by love, a prisoner of her feelings. Ø A fascinating male character: mysterious and opaque, he struggles with exile, his roots, his dreams and with everyday racism. Ø A tragically doomed love story, with sensitive, appealing and mysterious characters. Ø A novel that revives romanticism, over a background of ideas about love and racism.
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HIGHLIGHT FALL 2013 A star-crossed love story, set in the Hollywood Hills and the forest of the Congo. Solange, a 36-year-old French movie star, has been living in Los Angeles for the past 4 years, ever since her son decided to live with his father. One night at a party she meets Kouhouesso, a Canadian from Cameroon. She is instantly attracted by the handsome and mysterious actor. They sleep together, she leaves for a film shoot, he doesn’t call. Three days later, he shows up at her place at 4 A.M., and tells her about his plans to adapt one of Conrad’s novels and shoot it in the Congo. She sees him every 3 to 10 days, he doesn’t stay in touch, she waits for him. He tries to get his film off the ground, has trouble finding producers and actors. She’s dying to play the small woman’s part. They go to France together. He stays in Paris while she heads to the south of France to spend Christmas with her family. She doesn’t hear from him for almost three months. He’s in Africa for his movie. She gets the small part, and shoots it six months later. She invites her friends and family to the film’s premiere, and realizes that all three of her scenes have been cut. A novel that revives romanticism, over a background of ideas about love and racism. Marie Darrieussecq was born in Bayonne in 1969. She is a writer, translator and psychoanalyst. Her first novel, TRUISMES, published in 1996, was a best-seller, translated into some 40 languages. Since then, she has written a dozen novels, an essay about plagiary, (which she has been accused of twice), a play and two translations. Rights are sold: Germany, Karea, Sweden



Gavalda, Anna: BILLIE (Le Dilettante, October 2013, 220 pages) Ø The bildungsnovel of two characters battered by life. “Franck, he's called Franck because his mother and grandmother loved French singer Frank Alamo and me, my name is Billie because my mother was crazy about Michael Jackson and his song Billie Jean. Needless to say we didn't have the same fairy godmothers in life, and we weren't programmed to hang out together one day...” Not only were Franck and Billie not programmed to hum the same tunes, but they also had everything it takes to be saddled with a s*** life duly wrapped in poverty – physical poverty, moral poverty and intellectual poverty. And then, one fine day, (their first), they meet. They meet thanks to a play, DON'T TRIFLE WITH LOVE by Alfred de Musset. Billie was chosen to play Camille, and Franck, Perdican. The book is nothing other than a monumental love story between two ugly ducklings, who, by constantly pushing each other to lift their heads and reminding each other they are beautiful, finally turn into great, majestic swans. Anna Gavalda is one of France’s most beloved best-selling novelists. She burst onto the literary scene in 1999 with her collection of short stories JE VOUDRAIS QUE QUELQU'UN M'ATTENDE QUELQUE PART, which is translated into 40 languages. Since then, she has published four full length novels: JE L'AIMAIS (2002, also translated into 40 languages), ENSEMBLE C'EST TOUT (2004, translated into 38 languages), LA CONSOLANTE (2008, translated into 33 languages) and L’ECHAPPEE BELLE (2009). Every one of her books have sold millions of copies in France and many more in the 40 languages into which she has been translated. The Russian rights are under negociation.



Schmitt, Eric-Emmanuel: LES PERROQUETS DE LA PLACE D’AREZZO (Albin Michel, September 2013, 510 pages) Ø



A new brilliant novel by Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt, one of the most widely read and performed authors in the world.



Around the Arezzo square lives Brussels’ upper crust. In this elegant and contrasted neighbourhood, the student and the civil servant, the bourgeois and the artist, the call girl and the long-suffering widow rub shoulders, as do the florist and the delightful municipal gardener. There are couples, loners, the humble and the proud, winners and losers, just like anywhere else in the world. They are all governed by their passions, desires, amorous and sexual fantasies. Until one day they all receive an identical anonymous letter, most mysterious, written by a turtle-dove rather than crow. ‘A little note just to tell you I love you. Signed: You know who.’ Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt is playwright, novelist, author of short stories and essays, film maker whose work is translated into 40 languages and produced in as many countries. The Russian rights for his previous novels are sold to Azbooka-Atticus, his optionned publisher. Rights sold: Italy (Bompiani)
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FICTION Aumey, Edem: EXPLICATION DE LA NUIT (Boréal, August 2013, 216 pages) Ø



A man is condemned to relive his past torments and bear the brunt of his family’s curse.



Ø



In his fourth novel, Edem Awumey delivers a work of stunning force that relentlessly probes the obscurity that humankind carries in its breast.



Ito Baraka is going to die. In Hull, far from the sun, in the dark, dank, and shabby flat that he shares with his Native and junkie girlfriend, Kimi. But before he can die, he has a book to finish. A novel in which he recounts events that take place in a country where the suns burns, burns the skin, burns the brain, burns the retina of those forced to look at in with- out blinking. A country where another sun blazes: a dictator in the grips of fear. When a dictator is gripped by fear, he casts a wide net. First, it’s these youths at the university who display their freedom by performing Beckett on makeshift stages and handing out leaflets in which the words written by the author of Endgame have an unexpected resonance. Then it’s the elderly, who, as everyone knows, are seers, wizards, and charlatans and who, above all, have the power to bewitch and devour souls. Is magic not the most dangerous form of subversion? That is how Ito, in his cell, makes the acquaintance of Koli Lem, the blind man who never tears himself away from his books. In the middle of the blackest night, in the words they share, in their very flesh, they become each other’s sole source of light. Edem Awumey was born in Togo in 1975. He now lives in Canada. His first novel, PORT-MÉLO, garnered the Grand Prix littéraire de l’Afrique noire in 2006, one of the most distinguished literary awards in Africa. His second novel, LES PIEDS SALES, was long-listed for the Goncourt in 2009. Rights sold: Canada / US (house of anansi) France (Le Seuil) netherlands (Querido) Spain (Baile del Sol)



Soumy, Jean-Guy: LE SILENCE (Robert Laffont, January 2013, 234 pages) Highly acclaimed by critics this is a brilliant novel ! The man with whom you share a life is shrouded in mystery. Jessica’s world collapses the day her husband, Alexandre Leroy, an internationally renowned FrancoAmerican mathematician, commits suicide. How could he have betrayed her like this, disappointed their two sons, and destroyed their happiness? It seems to her like something Alexandre would never have done, but did she really know him as well as she believed? She discovers that the photo of his parents has been tampered with. Alexandre had lied about his past. He had invented his identity and even deceived the scientific community about his mathematical genius. But how was this possible? And above all, why did he do it? Mathematician and novelist, Jean-Guy Soumy presents for the first time the link between mathematics and creativity. He has published nearly twenty works with Robert Laffont in which he explores the most intimate chasms of man set against the demands of a judgmental and prejudiced society.



Viel, Tanguy: LA DISPARITION DE JIM SULLIVAN (Éditions de Minuit, March 2013, 153 pages) Ø A lovely tribute to American novels: interesting commentary strewn with winks at American fiction’s codes, clichés, and interactions between strangers, friends, relations and lovers. Ø A fast-paced, rhythmic writing style, made up of long sentences that include both the author’s thought process while writing and the character’s actions. Ø With wit and a touch of irony Tanguy Viel describes dissatisfied, dishonest characters who are adrift in life, but still have their dreams – thought they are unable to make them come true. Ø Lots of suspense and unexpected plot turns that will take readers by surprise. The narrator immerses readers in his totally off-the-wall quest, in search of how Jim Sullivan really died, composing a novel between the lines, and ending it in a poetically dream-like poetic way. By the critically acclaimed author of THE ABSOLUTE PERFECTION OF CRIME, this short, captivating tale has all the elements of a classic American novel: the Great Lakes setting; the aging, solitary hero with a drinking problem; the old car, and the road trip in search of a man who disappeared.
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HIGHLIGHT FALL 2013 The narrator, a French novelist, decided to write an American novel, and set the story in Detroit. The main character is Dwayne Koster, 50, former professor of literature, divorced from Susan, who left him after 20 years of marriage, then took up with a man Dwayne hates. We first meet Dwayne in his car, parked in front of Susan’s house, listening to his favorite musician, Jim Sullivan, who disappeared mysteriously 40 years earlier. Dwayne had been working in a video-club. When he realized that his 18-year-old girlfriend was making porn films in the store’s stockroom, he set the place on fire. The novel starts after his brief stay on a psychiatric ward. Having decided to win his ex-wife back, Dwayne starts by parking his car in front of her house. Later, he goes to see his uncle, an antiques dealer in Chicago – although the antiques are front for his arms trafficking, who promises to get rid of his problem (i.e. to bump off Dwayne’s ex-wife’s new lover) in exchange for a small favor. Carrying a suitcase full of cash, Dwayne saunters past the FBI agent posted in front of his uncle’s shop. He heads to Baltimore to get the “merchandise,” Iraqi antiques stolen during the war. Realizing that’s he’s being followed, he stops at a service station along the highway and beats up the FBI agent before fleeing the scene. After a car accident in the desert, he winds up finding Jim Sullivan. A classic American novel – but one that is very French too, with its reflections on writing, literature, madness, love, America and literary and cultural clichés. Born in Brest in 1973, Tanguy Viel’s first novel, LE BLACK-NOTE, was published by Editions de Minuit when he was 24. He was granted a residency at the Villa Medicis in 2003-2004. His other books published by Editions de Minuit: CINEMA (1999), L’ABSOLUE PERFECTION DU CRIME (2001 Prix Feneon) and INSOUPÇONNABLE (2006 Ville de Carhaix Prize). He has also written CET HOMME-LÀ (Desclée de Brouwer 2009) and HITCHCOCK, PAR EXEMPLE (Naïve, 2010).



“C’est avec un humour décapant que Tanguy Viel s’attaque à son sujet. […] les clichés restent finement pesés, et le roman glisse très habilement, suspense maintenu.” La Croix “Un écrivain virtuose qui se sert des temps comme d'une boîte de vitesses (…).LA DISPARITION DE JIM SULLIVAN est aussi un hommage au roman, comme genre vivant. On pense à Cortázar, à Calvino.” La Quinzaine littéraire



Blondel, Jean-Philippe: 06:41 (Editions Buchet Chastel/Libella, January 2013, 224 pages) 45 000 copies sold in France ! Ø You’ll find everything that makes Jean-Philippe Blondel’s novels so enjoyable in 6:41. Empathy for his characters – for their oversights, their compromises, their paths and their hesitations. A sensitive evocation of fates that could be our own. Welcome on board! Cécile Duffaut has just spent a weekend at her parents’ place in Troyes. Neither her husband nor her daughter would come with her. The old folks are too boring. Despite two days of silence and incomprehension, she stayed over on Sunday night anyway! On Monday morning, furious with herself, she is waiting impatiently for the 6:41 train to Paris. A few feet away, Philippe Leduc is pacing. He’s waiting for the 6:41 too. An atypical day is starting for him, he’ll let the office know later. He is thinking that he could disappear. No one’s expecting him. He’s divorced. His children are indifferent. He’s lost touch with his friends. Well, not all of them, because this journey is to go see Matthieu, his childhood friend. For once, the train is on time. Everyone shoves there way on board, and the train pulls away. Philippe Leduc wanders through the cars and finally finds an empty seat. Right next to Cécile Duffaut. They recognize each other right away, but they act like nothing’s up… They had been lovers once, but they broke up long ago. They had never forgotten each other, even though they’d never seen each other again. Chance and the 6:41 train for Paris brought them together that morning… A teacher in Troyes, Jean-Philippe Blondel’s novels for adults and teens have been published by Actes Sud. Amongst those published by Buchet Chastel, LE BABY-SITTER, G229 (Virgin Prize - Version femina and 15,000 copies sold) and ET RESTER VIVANT were particularly successful. Sales of Jean-Philippe Blondel’s previous books: Rights sold to: Espagne (La Esfera de los Libros), Germany (Deuticke (Hanser Verlag), Italy (Einaudi) “Habile récit à deux voix sur la destinée et les hasards qui parfois en décident, ludique, piquant, romanesque et vivant, 06H41 ouvre grand le champ des possibles.” L’Hebdo
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FICTION “Jean-Philippe Blondel dévoile avec humour et bienveillance les failles de ses personnages terriblement normaux. Et confirme que la vie se charge toujours de redistribuer les cartes.” Point de Vue “L’auteur de ET RESTER VIVANT revient avec un roman sensible et des personnages toute en sobriété, que l’on quitte à regret au terminus.” Télé 7 Jours



DISCOVERED WRITER Magda Szabó: THE DOOR (Viviane Hamy, 2003, 286 pages) 150,000 copies sold in France Ø



Prix Fémina Étranger 2003



Ø



Adapted into a movie starring Helen Mirren in 2012



THE DOOR: A duel between two very different women : an explosion of the mistress-servant relationship. Emerence is a servant, generous as only a queen without a kingdom can be. Naturally unselﬁ sh, she is deeply preoccupied by every living thing around her, but she has a strong nature and keeps her ﬂ at as a sanctuary where no one ever enters. The mistress is an intellectual, awkward with everyday things and basic feelings. They share their universe amidst tension and misunderstanding, and their relationship smoothly turns upside down, until it reaches crisis point. Magda Szabó is considered in Hungary as “a national treasure”. She was born in 1917 and started writing early. Her novels were immediately widely translated. In 1978, she was given her country’s highest honors. “Magda Szabó (…) shows us the sulfurous conflict that exists between two women, the ‘mistress’ and the ‘servant’, making the latter into a kind of queen without a kingdom.” Le Canard enchaîné “A demonic female version of Jeeves, Emerence not only clears the knots from the writer’s life but also acts as the unofficial administrator for the neighbourhood, all-seeing and as ﬁ rmly interventionist as the Old Testament God.” The Telegraph “There is much in this story that will bewilder and perplex, but The Door is a document of a vital relationship.” The Guardian Rights sold to: Italy (Einaudi), Spain (Random House Mondadori), Portugal (Dom Quixote), Norway (Aschehoug), Israel (Keter), Greece (Psichogois), Turkey (Kanat Kitap), Netherlands (Houtekiet), Germany (Suhrkamp), Hungary (Europa), Poland (Piw), UK (Harvill Press), USA (EEM)



LITERARY FICTION Chalandon, Sorj: LE QUATRIÈME MUR (Grasset, August 2013, 320 pages) Longlisted for Prix Goncourt Ø Former war reporter Sorj Chalandon has traveled the globe and darkened his notebooks with stories of men and pain that inspire each of his novels. This time, he has chosen Lebanon as his backdrop, alongside two men with a magnificent, crazy project to transform the theater of war into a theater of words and ephemeral reconciliation. Sam is a secretly Jewish Greek refugee and theater director who dreams of putting on Jean Anouilh’s Antigone on a battlefield in Lebanon. 1976. On this earth, men massacre other men. Sam decides that the country of cedars will be his theater. He makes the trip and contacts the militias and all the fighters. His idea? To put on Anouilh’s Antigone on the front line. Creon will be Christian. Antigone will be Palestinian. Hemon will be Druze. The Shiites will be there as well, and the Chaldeans, and the Armenians. He only asks for one hour of respite – just one. It won’t be peace, but a moment of grace, a breach in the war. A burst of poetry and lowered guns. Everyone accepts.
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LITERARY FICTION But Sam falls ill. On his deathbed, he makes Georges promise to carry things out in his stead, to go to Beirut, to assemble the actors one by one, to wrest them from the front and to put on this unique presentation. Georges agrees… at the risk of never being able to return. Sorj Chalandon, born in 1952, worked for many years as a journalist for the daily newspaper Libération before joining the satirical newspaper Le Canard Enchaîné. His reporting on Northern Ireland and the Klaus Barbie trial won him the Prix Albert-Londres in 1988. He has published LE PETIT BONZI (2005), UNE PROMESSE (2006, Prix Médicis), MON TRAÎTRE (2008), LA LÉGENDE DE NOS PÈRES (2009), and RETOUR À KILLYBEGS (2011, Grand Prix du Roman de l'Académie Française). Rights sold for previous works: Castilian (Alianza), Chinese (complex: Global Group, Ten Points; simplified: Shanghai 99), English (Lilliput Press), German (DTV), Italian (Mondadori), Korean (Agora), Lithuanian (Tyto Alba), Polish (Sic), Ukranian (ECEM), Vietnamese (Savina) “The novelist’s writing – which earned him the Prix Médicis and the Grand Prix du Roman de l’Académie Française – is so powerful that it makes us feel all the tension, horror, and absurdity in scenes written with outstanding visual force.” Le Point “Le Quatrième mur explodes like a cluster bomb in the reader’s mind and is sure to haunt his memory long after.” Les Echos “Le Quatrième mur renders war magnificently, but it leaves a peaceful impression – that of a reader who has discovered a great book.” Le Magazine Littéraire



Tillinac, Denis: LA NUIT ETOILEE (Plon, August 2013, 265 pages) Ø The discreet, intimate story of a trio of misfits, unsuited to our times, who live for art and literature. Ø A poetic text of great erudition in which the titles of the artwork – including books, paintings and musical compositions – aren’t simply thrown in to impress, but subtly worked in to weave a romantically admiration-filled atmosphere. Ø The author transmits his tremendous knowledge and love of art through this novel, which tempts readers to rediscover the classics, in both painting and literature. The story of an absolute love, an improbable couple and a friendly-affectionate triangle that strolls through France’s many stunning landscapes in an atmosphere of nostalgia and regret. A timeless and touching novel featuring a disillusioned publisher and a mystical academic who introduces herself as the slave of the third character – a brilliant and mysterious writer who is the key to this surprising trio, bound by their love of art and their distaste for the modern world. Denis Tillinac’s latest book is a timeless and disturbing love story that flies in the face of modernity. One day, Marcile Kalf, a brilliant and mysterious 60-year-old writer, introduces his slave, Claire, to his best friend and publisher, Victor. Once the first shock is passed, and although questions remain, Victor, Marcile and Claire begin to spend time together. From art shows to retrospectives, and from year to year, the art-loving trio crisscrosses France. Through their private lives, these endearing characters portray the world we live in with a blend of consternation, irony, nostalgia and affection. Victor and Marcile share their disgust for modern hysteria and superficiality, and their love of classical art and literature. Claire thrives on her absolute love and freely consented submission; she fuses with Marcile, choosing to renounce her own individuality. An anachronistic novel filled with characters living a timeless, ageless love story. The tale of a love that is both disturbingly and admirably absolute. The prize-winning writer Denis Tillinac has over 40 books to his name – novels, essays, non-fiction and poetry – including the DICTIONNAIRE AMOUREUX DE LA FRANCE and the DICTIONNAIRE AMOUREUX DU CATHOLICISME (Plon).



Rolin, Jean: ORMUZ (P.O.L., August 2013, 218 pages)



Longlisted for the Décembre Prize Ø A well-documented narrative that fulfills Rolin’s literary goal: providing readers with a personal, knowledgeable and concerned point of view about the region and its population, culture and geo-political situation.
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FICTION Ø Revelations about the various governments, alliances and tensions affecting the Persian Gulf, which threaten the stability of both East and West, through shared economic and geo-political stakes. Ø Clever descriptions of Dubai, which “looks like both a science-fiction fortress and an ancient vision of the New Jerusalem,” and the region’s land- and seascapes. For his latest travel narrative, Jean Rolin, the celebrated literary reporter, chose an area that is both strategic and little known: the Strait of Hormuz), which connects the Persian Gulf to the Gulf of Oman and is a crucial passage for supplying petroleum and gas to the West. Rolin introduces this strategic choke point in a well-informed book that is an unusual and fascinating blend of fiction and non. Wax, a mysterious scientist and sailor, disappears after having decided to swim the Strait of Hormuz. The narrator is a friend of Wax’s, who has been assigned the task of writing up our hero’s insanely dangerous stunt. Through him, we learn about the months preceding the attempt. Interwoven with the tale of preparing for the swim, the author portrays the latent conflicts that have been simmering in the region for years, from Iran’s threat to block the strait to the weapons race that the growing fear of a clash in the region is leading to. A clever tale that nimbly weaves together the story of the fictitious Wax with an ample and welldocumented presentation of the complex issues the Persian Gulf is teeming with. Jean Rolin was born in 1949. A writer and journalist, he received the 1988 Albert Londres Prize for his book about a journey to Africa, LIGNE DE FRONT; and the 1996 Médicis Prize for his novel L’ORGANISATION. “Wax’s donquichottish odyssey is only a pretext to discover, on the trace of the English discoverer Wilfred Thesiger, a strategic zone under high tension. Teheran, Abu Dhabi, Doha ; Rolin does the guiding with an airy humor.” Les Inrockuptibles “Magnified by the author’s sovereign style, the graceless scenery of the famous strait becomes the case of some of his main obsessions : sea, History, geopolitics in general, asymmetrical war in particular and ornithology and animals of all kinds...” Télérama “Jean Rolin places the devil and funniness in the details. Elevated phrases in which one recognizes his inimitable voice, often long serpentines, that bounces like a flipper ball.” Le Magazine Littéraire



Skowronek, Nathalie: MAX EN APPARENCE (Arléa, August 2013, 240 pages) Ø This personal narrative portrays an urgent quest to keep the personal and collective memory of deportation alive so that it doesn’t fade away with the passing of the last survivors. Ø “You can’t talk about it as though you were there if you weren’t.” Like a motto, that statement explains a writing style that switches – and rightfully so – between raw reconstitutions of the facts and more carefully phrased analyses that allow for better understanding. Ø The author is simply trying to comprehend her weighty family background, rather than aiming to create a new genre of Holocaust literature. The number tattooed on the arm of the narrator’s grandfather, a concentration-camp survivor, is the starting point for a search for the truth about her family’s history. Nathalie is exploring the history of her family, and how it was affected by the Holocaust. From Liège to Berlin, via Tel Aviv and Haifa, she searches for survivors who will talk to her, as well as for documents. She tries to gather as many elements of response as she can in an attempt to reconstitute the story of her grandfather, who, like so many others, never spoke about the trauma he lived through. The author confronts the difficulty of examining those turbulent times through the lens of memories growing weak. But her efforts pay off, at least for herself: she stops looking for answers and comes to realize that what matters is to distinguish the living from the dead, without denying her own heritage. Nathalie Skowronek was born in Brussels in 1973. She works in publishing. Her book written KAREN ET MOI was published in 2011 by Editions Arlea. “[Nathalie Skowronek] tente de percer à jour la personnalité de son grand-père Max, rescapé d’Auschwitz. […] De sa voix douce, elle raconte la vie de son aïeul, ses souffrances, ses joies, ses combines de l’après-guerre.” Elle Belgique “ […] Un témoignage personnel […] qui nous concerne par sa rigueur, sa démarche exemplaire, son souci de sincérité. Nous sommes assurément dans la littérature.” Regards
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LITERARY FICTION “Un livre juste, fort, nécessaire…” Regards



Djavann, Chahdortt: LA DERNIÈRE SÉANCE (Fayard, August 2013, 490 pages) Ø Djavann has composed a fast-paced novel that is fascinating to read, full of plot twists and has an interesting, two-part construction. Ø In this intense narrative, a woman opens the doors to her past. She shares her pain, as well as her joy and love of languages; the pages of this book deal with the body, exile, femininity, desire and survival. Ø This book will appeal to anyone who’s interested in Iran, exile and freedom. It is the moving tale of a chaotic fate, encompassing reflections about exile, trauma, depression, identity and more. Chahdortt Djavann’s novels speak of exile and of adapting to a new life. In this book, she pays tribute to the French language, a refuge within which she builds both a fate and a novel. Chahdortt Djavann was born in Iran in 1967 and moved to Turkey in 1991. In 1993, she arrived in Paris, where she studied anthropology at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales. Her editorials appear frequently in the French press, and she gives conferences regularly throughout France, Europe and the USA. A novelist and essayist, Chahdortt Djavann is the author of BAS LES VOILES! (Gallimard, 2003), LA MUETTE (Flammarion, 2008), and JE NE SUIS PAS CELLE QUE JE SUIS (Flammarion, 2011). “Un roman fort, une lecture à la fois captivante et éprouvante qui continue de vous habiter une fois le roman terminé. Djavann dresse un portrait de femme qui rend hommage au courage et à l'esprit de survie et invite à réfléchir à la condition féminine au-delà de nos frontières.” Page des libraires “À travers ce roman, Djavann poursuit son combat pour le respect des femmes sur un ton toujours alerte. Son sérieux cède parfois la place à d'étonnantes pirouettes.” Femme Majuscule



Goby, Valentine: KINDERZIMMER (Actes Sud, August 2013, 224 pages) Ø A striking portrait of young Mila, whose body is like a mirror to the metamorphosis of all bodies. Ø Goby’s KINDERZIMMER is in the vein of those novelists who address history through a single individual’s fate, like Laurent Binet and HH.hh. Ø An incisive style with short, hard-hitting sentences that illustrate the camp’s violence. Ø • Valentine Goby, who trained as a historian, offers more than just a historical narrative. She also reflects on the necessity of language in order to survive, to escape and eventually, to bear witness. Mila, a young Frenchwoman, is a political deportee sent to Ravensbruck during World War II. For a full year she faces the apocalyptic reality: sick, emaciated bodies; violence and the need for language, and then the Kinderzimmer, a room that houses the camp’s infants. Springtime, 1944: Mila arrives at Ravensbruck in a convoy of 400 women, all French political deportees. Suddenly she is faced with a new reality: ravaged bodies, hunger, sickness and humiliation. She will need to learn the words, to follow the orders and to live in unbelievably close quarters. In addition to the general sense of uncertainty about what the future holds is the fact that she thinks she’s pregnant, but isn’t sure. Mila shares her doubts with Teresa, the young Polish woman whose sleeping mat she shares. Teresa gives her the will to live and to accept the infant growing inside her. But as soon as he is born, the child, who she thought was hers to keep, is placed in the Kinderzimmer with all the other babies. Despite the ban, Mila manages to sneak in and see the babies lined up in rows. Undernourished, their faces are like those of elderly people. The infants’ life expectancy is just three months, and her James will succumb like the others. The nurse offers to let her adopt the child of a woman who died in childbirth. She can work at the camp hospital and see the baby regularly. The countdown has begun, because Mila knows the baby won’t be able to survive for more than three months. But the war comes to an end, and Mila goes back to France with the child. It isn’t until years later, when the child turns 21, that Mila reveals to him that he was born in Ravensbruck. Valentine Goby adopts a choppy style, punctuated with long lists, the better to drive in the reality of the camp and to portray the unbearable atmosphere. She focuses on the transformation of the women’s bodies, illustrated by Mila, whose unique fate blends easily into the group’s. Valentine Goby was born in 1974. In 2003, she won the University of Artois First Novel Prize for NOTE SENSIBLE (Gallimard), following Muriel Barbery. Her other books include L’ECHAPPEE (Gallimard,
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FICTION 2007), QUI TOUCHE À MON CORPS JE LE TUE (Gallimard, 2008), DES CORPS EN SILENCE (2010) and BANQUISES (Albin Michel, 2011). She also writes for children and teens. KINDERZIMMER is her eighth novel. “Valentine Goby a écrit un grand roman sur l'innocence, une magistrale histoire d'éveil. (…) La langue de Valentine Goby [est] chaotique, organique, pleine d'effroi et d'espoir, atrocement belle.” Télérama “Une écriture sans concessions, tour à tour dépouillée et glaciale — à l'image du camp — puis poétique et bouleversante, sert ce texte virtuose qui place l'auteure parmi les grands de la littérature française. (…) Un pur chef d'œuvre.” Page des libraires “Voici dix ouvrages dans lesquels nous nous sommes plongés et qui nous ont fait basculer. (…) On aime, parce qu'il fallait oser s'engager dans cet univers insoutenable nourri d'excréments, de supplices, de corps emboîtés, cognés, heurtés, enjambés, dans la même masse mouvante. Valentine Goby relève ce défi.” Le Parisien “Valentine Goby ne cherche pas à démontrer, à théoriser, à prendre l'histoire de haut. Elle se place familièrement à côté de Mila et de ses lecteurs, les accompagne de mots et de phrases qui se transforment en un chant magnifique vers un monde sans entrave.” Lire



Pattieu, Sylvain: LE BONHEUR PAUVRE RENGAINE (Le Rouergue, August 2013, 304 pages) Ø An unusual, atypical tale that is both a novel and a historical document based on an actual even and on authentic archive materials. Ø A fascinating panorama of France in the 1920s: corrupted by organized crime and prostitution, it has lost its bearings. Ø The book brings back these larger-than-life characters with their colorful, street-wise attitude and language. A sordid, real-life incident leads the author, a historian, into an in-depth investigation of archives from almost a century ago. The case is the perfect excuse for a fascinating panorama of the Roaring 20s in the south of France. Marseille, 25 September 1920: Yvonne, a naive young working-class woman who became a prostitute has been found dead. The crime, known as the “Athlete and the Pointy Nose” scandal makes headlines. The police find the guilty parties, and we learn about their years in prison. This is the story that provides the background for the author’s portrait of a city and an era: Marseille and the post-World War I period. Pimps, gigolos, cabaret dancers, anarchist workers and bandits rub shoulders in factories and brothels, which are the key meeting places in this historical fiction that brings a fascinating historical period back to life. Born near Marseille in 1979, Sylvain Pattieu teaches history at Paris VIII-Saint-Denis University. His first novel, DES IMPATIENTES, was published by Rouergue in August 2012. That same year, he also wrote AVANT DE DISPARAITRE, CHRONIQUE DE PSA-AULNAY, published by Plein Jour.



Hugo, Boris: TROIS GRANDS FAUVES (Belfond, August 2013, 208 pages) Ø



Shortlisted for the Prix Fnac The portrait of three veritable monsters: Danton, Hugo and Churchill. An “anti-biography” that is a masterpiece in terms of style, precision and insightfulness.



Georges Danton, Victor Hugo, Winston Churchill: the one thing that these three heroes have in common is that they were confronted with death at an early age, survived, and were made so much stronger for it. Trois grands fauves or how to defy death in three lessons. Taking glimpses of important moments of their lives, Hugo Boris crafts an unrelenting portraiture of these remarkable men, grasping certain truths that escaped historians. He has imagined a through line that ties the three together through history, their companionship with death that transformed into an exceptional strength. Hugo Boris is the author of three novels, all published by Belfond: LE BAISER DANS LA NUQUE (2005), prix Emmanuel-Roblès; LA DÉLÉGATION NORVÉGIENNE (2007), the inaugural literary prize winner of Hebdos en Région; and JE N’AI PAS DANSÉ DEPUIS LONGTEMPS (2010), prix Amerigo-Vespucci. “Hugo Boris’s novel is both classical in its writing and imaginative in its telling.” Livres Hebdo ”Un roman de larmes, de rires et de fureur...” Le Canard enchaîné
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LITERARY FICTION “Ni fiction, ni biographie, ni essai, TROIS GRANDS FAUVES est encore un détournement, un triptyque de monstres magnifiques.” Lire



Trouillot, Lionel: PARABOLE DU FAILLI (Actes Sud/Lemeac, August 2013, 192 pages) Ø



A trip to Haiti – a land with a culture that is both fundamentally different from France’s and also deeply connected through literature – that brings new life to both fiction and poetry.



Ø



A novel that addresses mourning in an unusual and moving way, bringing the deceased back to life through words, by invoking memories of him.



Ø



Different ways of reading this book allow for a multiplicity of interpretations; everyone who reads it will have their own, very personal reaction.



Lyonel Trouillot, the voice of contemporary Caribbean literature, is back with a powerful novel about death, brotherhood and literature. The suicide of Pedro, a surprising, melancholic street actor, leads the narrator to write a quasi-mystical text, filled with anger, interrogations about this incomprehensible act, memories and deep sadness. Flashbacks evoke the dead man’s life, friends and neighborhood while also providing a portrait of Haiti that could only have been painted by a native. This emotionally powerful text is also an ode to the importance of literature. With PARABOLE DU FAILLI, the power of writing and of words takes on its full dimension as the only possible reaction to mourning. Novelist, poet and activist, Lyonel Trouillot – who was born in 1956 in Port-au-Prince, the capital of Haiti, where he still lives – is actively involved in Francophone culture worldwide,. All of his books have been published by Actes Sud. His previous novel, LA BELLE AMOUR HUMAINE (Actes Sud, 2011) won the 2011 Métis Grand Prize 2011.



Bosc, David: LA CLAIRE FONTAINE (Verdier, August 2013, 123 pages) Ø Longlisted for the Prix Goncourt, the Prix Goncourt des Lycéens, the Prix Décembre and the Prix Jean Giono Ø A magnificent ode to an indomitable artist’s freedom. An enchantingly pastoral parenthesis for the painter, who was obliged to flee the tumult of the post- Commune period. Ø David Bosc describes the sensuality of the great painter’s way of seeing the world in a style echoing Courbet’s own: at once romantic and realistic. David Bosc has created a brilliant portrait of a slow, joyful decline that sums up the spirit of this vibrant but turbulent age. The work of the French painter Gustave Courbet, a predecessor of the Impressionists, inspired David Bosc. He brings the painter’s last years – spent in exile by the shores of Lake Leman – luminously to life. Following his participation in the events of the Paris Commune (1871), Courbet was condemned to pay an exorbitant sum, forcing him to live in exile in Switzerland until his death, in December, 1877. For art critics, those four years are thought of as uneven at best, wasted at worst. But what if they were the happiest, most productive years in his personal life, full of simple, earthly pleasures? With a light touch, looking back over the shadowy, furtive moments of a life entirely dedicated to art, Bosc composes the portrait of an outcast who refuses to give up on either his profession or his own existence. David Bosc was born in 1973, and currently lives in Lausanne, Switzerland. A publisher by trade, he is also the author of SANG LIÉ (2008) and MILO (2009), published by Editions Allia. “Très travaillé, LA CLAIRE FONTAINE donne l’agréable impression d’avoir été improvisé, jeté sur le papier, comme la peinture étalée par Courbet sur ses toiles avec son couteau à palette.” L’Hebdo (Suisse) “La langue du roman suit pas à pas la peinture. Les mots croquent, claquent, s’amusent ; portent haut leurs couleurs comme les pinceaux vifs du peintre. Partout, il y a de la densité et de la vie. David Bosc paraît s’être coulé dans les toiles de Courbet pour y puiser sa propre palette d’écrivain.” Le Temps Rights already sold to Spain
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FICTION d’Ormesson, Jean: UN JOUR JE M’EN IRAI SANS AVOIR TOUT DIT (Robert Laffont, August 2013, 264 pages) Ø A novel about society, love and the universe bt the classic author of French literature This book is rich and profound. What made d’Ormesson’s previous books successful is yet again found here: faith in literature, the importance of emotions, the absence of illusions, the taste of happiness, the search for truth. This book has three parts, each of which corresponds to a question or an observation that every sharp reader poses. It’s a novel about society: “Everything happens”; a novel about love: “Nothing changes”; a novel about the universe: “There is something sacred and bigger than we are.” Born in 1925, Jean d’Ormesson is a member of the Académie Française, and has published thirty-five books. For forty years, all of his works have been an immense success, amongst them: AU PLAISIR DE DIEU, LA GLOIRE DE L’EMPIRE, MON DERNIER RÊVE SERA POUR VOUS, LA DOUANE DE MER, HISTOIRE DU JUIF ERRANT, VOYEZ COMME ON DANSE, ET TOI MON CŒUR, POURQUOI BATSTU, LA CRÉATION DU MONDE, and C’EST UNE CHOSE ÉTRANGE À LA FIN QUE LE MONDE



Bachi, Salim: LE DERNIER ETE D’UN JEUNE HOMME (Flammarion, September 2013, 272 pages) Ø This inspirational novel about Camus provides the picture of a troubled, brilliant, sensual as well as brotherly man. Ø



A novel which remains faithful to the writer and intellectual who influenced counties generations.



Albert Camus is a tragic character. As a child, he contracted tuberculosis and grew up in the poverty alongside a tyrannical grandmother and a mother who had remained silent ever since fer husband died. Subsequently raised by an uncle and an aunt, he discovered reading with his schoolteacher GErmain ans intellectual life with his professoer Jean Grenier& For a time, he was affiliated to the Communist Party, relentlessly upholding the Spanish PRepublicans and demanding equal rights for botgh the Arabds and the French in the columns of the newspaper Alger républicain, run by Pascal Pia. Salim Bachi recounts Camus’s youth, his taste for women ans his intellectual struggles, brilliantly intermingling two key eras of his life in aalternating chapters, which reveal the time when the young man discovered life and the years when the writer, then famous, had just complted Les Justes, and was deeply bored with life, but during a trip to Brazil met Moïra – a mysteriously charming woman& Salim Bachi has written LE CHIEN D’ULISSE (2001, Prix Goncourt’s first novel award) and LE SILENCE MAHOMET (2008).



Fournier, Jean-Louis: LA SERVANTE DU SEIGNEUR (Stock, August 2013, 160 papges) Ø As usual with Jean-Louis Fournier’s writing, we smile, we laugh and we cry. “My daughter was beautiful, my daughter was intelligent, my daughter was funny... But she met His Grace. He has shiny boots and pointed ears like Beelzebub. He introduced her to Jesus. She hasn’t been the same since. She wants to be a saint. Pink like a boiled sweet, blue like heaven.” Jean-Louis Fournier Jean-Louis Fournier had three children. Mathieu, Thomas and a girl. Mathieu and Thomas, his two boys who were “not like other people”, have gone to heaven. The same heaven that turned their little sister’s world upside down. The sister who was a “masterpiece” after two “rough sketches”, as their father says. This unique girl he lost along the way: “Come back, Marie, before I go.” This is Jean-Louis Fournier’s twenty-eighth book. Stock have published three of his previous works: OÙ ON VA, PAPA ? (Winner of the 2008 Prix Femina, translated into thirty languages), POÈTE ET PAYSAN (2009) and VEUF (2011). The Russian rights for OÙ ON VA, PAPA? and VEUF are sold to Eksmo.



Pigani, Paola: N’ENTRE PAS DANS MON ÂME AVEC TES CHAUSSURES (Liana Levi, September 2013, 240 pages) Ø A novel that condemns the detainment of an entire race during World War II, and a realistic description of the appalling conditions in the internment camps. An aspect of the Second World War that is rarely addressed.
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LITERARY FICTION Ø A tale that introduces readers to the lifestyle and beliefs of a population that is often misunderstood. Ø A desolate story, cheered up by the presence of Alba, a luminous character incarnating hope. In 1940, Alba was a girl of fourteen. Her family made their living in a traveling show touring within a fifty- kilometer radius of Saint-Jean d’Angely, in Charente Maritime, France. Identity checks became restrictive and, in April, came the decree forbidding the movement of gypsies in time of war. Soon, the Kommandantur required that all gypsies in the region be rounded up under the surveillance of the French police. With hundreds of others, exhausted by hours of walking, Alba crossed the threshold of the internment camp of Alliers, in November. Little did she imagine she would spend six long years here, between horror and a thirst for life. In twenty or so chapters constructed like so many tableaux suspended in time, Pigani recounts how Alba grew to womanhood despite the bleakness, how she and her family managed to love, to bear children, and to work amidst this madness of mankind. With reserve and grace, this first novel takes on a little-known page of French history and forms a vibrant homage to the Rom community. Paola Pigani was born in 1963 to Italian parents who had immigrated to the Charente region of France. As an adolescent, she mingled with gypsy families and, in particular, a woman who would become the inspiration for the character of Alba. An old photo and bits of memories told by the descendants of this woman led to the writing of this first novel. A poet and short story writer, in 2006 the author won the Prix Prométhée for short stories with her collection CONCERTINA. She lives today in Lyon where she divides her time between writing and her work as an educator. “Un roman superbe, qui laisse le sentiment qu'une dette - à l'enfance, aux Tziganes, aux malheurs enfouis - a pu être en partie payée.” Le Monde des Livres “Magnifique premier roman de Paula Pigani, plus qu’un hommage aux Tsiganes, c'est un grand livre sur la liberté, la jeunesse et l'amour.” Page “Un roman poignant sur l’internement des Gitans au camp des Alliers à Angoulême entre 1940 et 1946.” La Charente-Libre “L'époque est complexe et l'écrivain s'abstient de tout jugement facile. Elle lutte simplement contre l'oubli.” Le Matricule des anges



Moix, Yann: NAISSANCE (Grasset, September 2013, 130 page) Longlisted for Prix Goncourt, Prix Renaudot, Prix Médicis and Prix Décembre Ø This book is a crazy bet. Yann Moix raises the question that precedes all others – that of birth and filiation. According to him, we aren’t born just once, but life is rather a perpetual rebirth. Ø



A hilarious, serious, metaphysical and zany book, just like it’s author.



This is a colossal book, both in page count and ambition. Yann Moix tells us how he came into the world and into a family that didn’t want him. His character is born and becomes a scapegoat. He writes of the child become writer, his mentors, and his inspirations, like the hilarious oddball collector of… collections. Here, we find everything that makes Yann Moix such a talent, the themes he loves and that weave through his work: childhood, madness, the provinces, mysticism, Judaism, and Christianity. Naissance is also an absolute homage to literature. It contains chapters on Stendhal, William Faulkner, André Gide, Georges Bataille, Charles Péguy, and Brian Jones. Born in 1968, Yann Moix has published LA MEUTE, CINQUANTE ANS DANS LA PEAU DE MICHAEL JACKSON, MORT ET VIE D'EDITH STEIN, PANTHÉON, and PARTOUZ with Grasset. Rights sold for previous works: Greek (Kedros, Empeiria Ekdotiki), Italian (Messaggero Padova)



Ono-Dit-Biot, Christophe: PLONGER (Gallimard, August 2013, 448 pages) Ø
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From the treasures of old Europe to the megalopolises of the new world, the marble of museums to the sand of sensuous banks where one is cleansed of all, PLONGER explores the itinerary of a heroine of our times, in quest of liberty, meaning, and purity in an increasingly stifling world.
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FICTION A man is investigating what has happened to a woman he once loved passionately. As the novel begins, he has just received a phone call informing him that she has been found dead on a beach, close to the waves and presumably drowned, in a faraway country marked by a stony landscape that could be Saudi Arabia. She was an artist, and her name was Paz. She was solar, incredibly gifted, and suffocating in Europe. He owes his son the truth about his mother, and so he returns in his mind to the time when they loved each other and attempts to elucidate the reasons that precipitated its ending. Journalist and writer, Christophe Ono-dit-Biot was born in 1975. He holds an agrégation in literature and is assistant editorial director of the weekly newsmagazine, Le Point, notably in charge of the Culture section. He is the author of four novels: DÉSAGRÉGÉ(E) (2000), INTERDIT À TOUTE FEMME ET À TOUTE FEMELLE (2002), GÉNÉRATION SPONTANÉE (2004), and BIRMANE (2007).



Frappat, Hélène: LADY HUNT (Actes Sud, August 2013, 320 pages) Ø



A heroine haunted by both a dream about an old house and a nightmare about a genetic disease.



Ø



A Gothic tale, on the cusp between a fantasy world filled with shades, flame-haired characters and houses with never-ending hallways, and worrisome real-life family secrets.



Ø



LADY HUNT is an unusual novel that carries us deep into the Breton/Welsh moorland on the trail of a bad dream, to break the cycle of death hanging over the characters.



By day, Laura Kern is obsessed with her fear of falling prey to the same mental illness as her father, while at night she is haunted by a dream about a strange house. LADY HUNT is a new twist on a classic Gothic novel. While struggling daily against her fate in the company of her mother, her sister and Tennyson’s poetry, Laura goes back endlessly to the house in her dreams, trying to understand the mystery that shrouds it. From the most elegant neighborhood in Paris to the wild Welsh and Breton moorland, readers will be drawn into a dreamlike atmosphere that includes references to literature, poetry and to Celtic folklore, and is interspersed with concrete concerns about real life: fears about a genetic heritage, searching for one’s true self, and choosing how to live. LADY HUNT is a true contemporary Gothic fable. Born in 1969, Hélène Frappat is a translator and a film critic, and has written five novels: SOUS RÉSERVE (Allia, 2004), L’AGENT DE LIAISON (Allia, 2007), PAR EFFRACTION (Allia, 2009, mention spéciale du jury, prix Wepler 2009), INVERNO (Actes Sud, 2011) and LADY HUNT (2013).



Delaflotte Mehdevi, Anne: SANDERLING (Gaïa, August 2013, 379 pages) Ø



The Robinson Crusoe-like tale of the survival of an isolated French village during an ecological apocalypse.



Ø



A stunningly beautiful novel that sings the praises both of traveling and of going home again.



Ø



Ecological, economic and social issues related to modern agriculture have been woven into the story elegantly and insightfully.



A farmer whose wife has left him finds healing during a trip to Greenland. But he will be put to the test as soon as he gets back to his little village in France: Europe has been devastated by an ecological catastrophe. Anne Delaflotte Mehdevi’s latest novel – after her prize-winning first novel, LA RELIEUSE DU GUE, is a moving story of travel and discovery. When his wife leaves him, Landry, a young farmer, decides to get away from his village in the middle of nowhere for a little while, and to head for the Far North. In this totally atypical novel, Anne Delaflotte Mehdevi manages to intertwine highly contrasting literary genres into a unified and dramatic tale. What starts out as an introspective narrative gradually turns into a social saga with an ecological twist. Readers go from a poetic description of an untrammeled frozen landscape to an insightful and touching portrait of a rural community, with its characters that manage to be both endearing and annoying. But danger is lurking for the village: the eruption of a distant Icelandic volcano may have dire consequences for the climate. Anne Delaflotte Mehdevi cleverly pulls off the feat of transporting her characters into the midst of an environmental apocalypse. Our contemplative tale turns into a rural Robinson Crusoe-like survival story, while society is collapsing around the village and all of Europe is fleeing.
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LITERARY FICTION Throughout this unusual story, Anne Delaflotte Mehdevi sings the praises of travel and discovery. A sense of curiosity, and a capacity for innovation and openness towards strangers are what will save Landry and his clan. Anne Delaflotte Mehdevi is an established French author, with degrees in international law and diplomacy. Her novel LA RELIEUSE DU GUE (2008) won several readers’ awards and was translated into German, Italian, Dutch and Slovak.



Gran, Iegor: L’AMBITION (P.O.L., August 2013, 196 pages) Ø



Clever word play, unexpected images that make perfect sense, jewels of delightfully biting humor.



Ø



An off-beat anti-hero coping with absurdity, reminiscent of Kharm’s Russian surrealism.



Ø



Reflections about choosing between living your own way and conforming to others’ expectations that everyone can relate to.



Ø



The author’s earlier works have been translated into Spanish, Greek, German, Danish, Italian, Dutch, Russian and Korean. The list should get even longer thanks to this wonderful new novel.



In his latest novel, Gran paints a clever and thoughtful portrait of society, generational differences, couples and love. Paris in the 2010s. Cecile has left José because he has no ambition. While he was trying to get by selling collectible doodads on line and working more or less off the books for a computer-assistance company, she was working in an art gallery. To pay the rent after she’s gone, José starts giving homework help to middleschoolers, passing himself off as his perfect roommate. Even he’s surprised at how well his scheme works. As thanks for his help with some French homework, José invites the narrator, an older writer friend of his aunt, to his birthday party. In the meantime, Cecile has a short-lived relationship with a young photographer who’s nowhere near as good as he thinks he is. José and Cecile meet up by chance one day. Wanting to impress each other, they parade their hopes and dreams for the future, which are very revealing. The novel ends with a chapter from the narrator’s upcoming book about a pre-historic tribe – the hero’s distant ancestors. With his incomparable talent for character studies and his ever-sarcastic gaze, Gran delivers a lucid and discerning analysis of the younger generation, their doubts and ambitions. Born in Moscow in 1964, Iegor Gran moved to France at age 10. He writes in French. His talent for sarcasm earned him the 2003 Grand Prix de l’humour noir for the novel ONG! He has had 9 novels published by P.O.L. since 1998.



Sizun, Marie: UN JOUR PAR LA FORÊT (Editions Arléa, August 2013, 224 pages) Ø



An awakening to the poetry and beauty of language that will encourage readers to look at the world with a fresh eye.



Ø



Sizun’s lyrical but fast-paced writing is interspersed with lines from great French poets – like Victor Hugo, Rimbaud and Apollinaire – that will transport readers into Sabine’s world.



Ø



An intelligent novel that presents a coherent image of a teenager’s self-searching.



Sabine is a solitary 12-year-old schoolgirl who loves to draw and daydream. One day, because of a problem at school, she decides to cut class. So begins the girl’s poetic exploration of Paris. An awakening to beauty – both in language and in the world – through Sabine’s innocent gaze. Sabine is a pre-teen who doesn’t fit in anywhere – not at home and not at school. Her mother is a cleaning woman who has been numbing herself with TV since she left her violent husband. Sabine is an outcast, and she’s been having trouble keeping up at school for a while now. So when Mme. Lemagre, her French teacher, asks her mother to come in, Sabine panics. Ashamed to have her unrefined mother show up at school and unable to face the situation, she bolts. Instead of going to school on the day of the dreaded appointment, she wanders through parts of Paris she never goes to – from the Bois de Vincennes to Notre Dame and the Place Saint Sulpice – and is thrilled with everything she sees. She meets a couple of English tourists – a French teacher and an art teacher – who recognize her sensitivity and take her under their wing. They introduce her to poetry,
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FICTION opening the door to a whole new world. Sabine, fascinated by these revelations, seems to have found her path, and she makes her way home, at peace at last. Marie Sizun has written a beautiful tribute to poetry and to the beauty of the world as seen though Sabine’s sensitive gaze. A true bildungsroman. Marie Sizun was born in France in 1940. With a degree in humanities, she taught French literature for 17 yers. UN JOUR PAR LA FORÊT is her third novel, after LE PÈRE DE LA PETITE and LA FEMME DE L'ALLEMAND, which won the 2008 Grand prix des lectrices de ELLE. “UN JOUR PAR LA FORÊT [traite de] mon expérience de professeur devant les difficultés que peuvent avoir certains enfants à approcher la culture et notamment la poésie.” Notes bibliographiques “Un délicieux conte sur la transmission et le pouvoir de la parole. Pour parents chahutés et enseignants en perte de vocation.” Sud Ouest



Bellamy, Olivier: DANS LA GUEULE DU LOUP (Buchet Chastel/Libella, August 2013, 192 pages) Ø



In this cruelly droll novel, the author imagines the tragic circumstances and consequences of this fateful decision, allowing us to relive the history of the 20th century through the destiny of one artist.



Ø



An inspired saga about the troubled life of the composer Sergey Prokofiev.



1936 was the beginning of the one of the bloodiest Stalinist purges in Bolshevik history. That very year, Sergei Prokofiev chose to go back to live in the USSR with his family. It was also then that he wrote and composed Peter and the Wolf, his celebrated children’s story set to music. Convinced that his fame would protect him from the Party cadres, the “Russian Mozart” walked right into the lion’s den. He wouldn’t escape it alive. From the inspiring, cosmopolitan Paris of Poulenc and Nabokov, to the war and the implacable Soviet system, the book also paints a fascinating portrait of a brilliant composer who was willing to walk through the fires of hell in order to approach divine inspiration. And of the free-spirited woman who paid a heavy price for her unwavering love and devotion. They cost her both her career and her life, because Lina, who was arrested during the Great Purges of 1948, was sentenced to 20 years in a Siberian gulag. And finally, it depicts the arduous path between good and evil that every artist must travel. Born in Marseille in 1961, Olivier Bellamy presents the daily Passion classique program on Radio Classique. His biography of the pianist MARTHA ARGERICH (Buchet/Chastel) has been translated in seven countries. He has also written a book based on his interviews with Teresa Berganza (Buchet Chastel, 2013) and has made several documentary films for television.



Trudel, Sylvain: LA MER DE LA TRANQUILLITÉ (Noir sur Blanc/Notabilia/Libella, August 2013, 183 pages) Ø



These 10 worrisome tales are as deep as a well; they masterfully intertwine tragedy and absurdity, chimera and disaster, memory and anxiety.



Seven years after the publication of La Mer de la Tranquillité, here is a new version that has been revised and expanded by the author. These 10 extremely diverse stories have changed shape. Touched by grace or felled by the violence of fate, humans run after happiness or hope for a peaceful death. There is a touch of genius in the unspoken violence that is drawn so skillfully from silence. In Sylvain Trudel’s stories, erotic magazines get theological qualities, immolated cats become one with meteorites, teen lovers ignore harelips, prophets announce the Age of the Pig while leering at prostitutes, war is drowned out in Scotch and Holy Water from Lourdes, old men dwell on dark thoughts under their skunk-fur hats, and a man kills his wife but spares his son, who is hiding under a girl’s skirt. Born in 1963, Sylvain Trudel lives in Québec. LA MER DE LA TRANQUILLITÉ, his fifth book, earned him the 2007 Gouverneur général du Canada Prize. In 2010, La Presse listed him as one of the 10 best authors of the decade. Rights of the first edition sold: the USA (Soft Skull Press), Italy (Alet Edizioni), Serbia (Geopoetika) and Canada (Anansi Press).
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LITERARY FICTION Vasset, Philippe: LA CONJURATION (Fayard,August 2013, 207 pages) Longlisted for the Prix Interallié, the Prix Médicis and the Prix Renaudot Ø



An unclassifiable novel which, by the variety of its style and form, offers a story of a unique genre, between police investigation and psycho-geographical exploration.



Ø



A universal project that goes far beyond Paris frontiers: waking up consciousness and encouraging people to escape from this predictable life.



Ø



A beautiful reflection on the act of creation, particularly on writing, with several authors and artists references.



Ø



A wandering into the twists and turns of Paris that refers to Balzac novels. The city is revealed, step by step, mysterious and poetical.



“Walking inside one’s mind”, here is Philippe Vasset novel’s project, a way out from an urban space becoming oppressive and clunky and a lesson to rethink one’s own life for not being only spectator of it. The narrator feels destitute when he finds out new buildings now haunting the places he used to go to, once blank and forgotten. Facing this suffocating urbanization, he and André, an old friend of his, make a plan: offering to these bored and weary Parisians, a way out, a cult, based on their specific desires, without any guru or revelation but only group experiences. To make it happen, the narrator, an outcast and unstable guy, has to find a place of worship. So he begins to explore the whole city mysteries and forbidden places, dragging the reader down a sort of mystical wandering into mental and physical parallel universes. In a poetical and original way, these old locations come to a new life and create fantasies. Philippe Vasset is a journalist and a writer. Presently Editor in Chief of Intelligence Online, specialized in political and industrial intelligence, he also wrote several novels. In 1993, he was awarded with the Prix du Jeune Ecrivain and then he published Un livre blanc, an investigation story about the exploration of “white places”, blank locations indicated on geographic maps. LA CONJURATION, written on the same thematic, is his seventh novel. “Vasset laisse jaillir de son imagination des parcours de rêves. On y acquiert une impression de liberté, de légèreté. On le suit comme les conjurés suivent le narrateur. En silence.” Le Monde des livres “Ni un essai ni une enquête, mais un “vrai” roman, avec ce talent pour mélanger une histoire captivante, des intuitions culturelles et des idées prospectives plus visionnaires que bien des travaux de sociologues ou de philosophes.” Le magazine littéraire “Une révolte éphémère, légère et sensuelle contre les interdits et la marchandisation de l’espace.” Les Inrockuptibles “Le roman devient parabole de la littérature : écrire c’est s’absenter. Devenir invisible. Se placer à la marge de la société pour mieux la saisir.” Transfuge



Fottorino, Eric: LE MARCHEUR DE FÈS (Calmann-Levy, September 2013, 320 pages) After L’HOMME QUI ME PARLAIT TOUT BAS (Gallimard, 2009) and QUESTIONS À MON PÈRE (Gallimard, 2010), Eric Fottorino closes his trilogy on fathers with LE MARCHEUR DE FÈS, retracing his biological father's foot steps, in Fez,in search of his Judeo-Moroccan roots. Without him, here in Fez, I am like anamnesic blind man. Without me, he is unable to get around the neighborhoods of his childhood. He was born in Fez in February 1936. Today he lives outside of Barcelona. He can no longer fly, because of his illness. And he can no longer use his legs. But he still has his memories. I took him by car. We drove to Algeciras, crossed the Strait of Gibraltar, l anded at Tangier and headed toward Fez - in the direction of his youth. From the non, everything came flooding back. This is the story of my father, Maurice Maman, who was called Moses or Mos he in those days. He didn't raise me; he did not give me his name. We've only really got ten to know each other in the past ten years. The time had come for him to show me the road she had traveled, especially the early path leading to the Jewish cemetery where her older sister, Annette, is for ever 17. THE WALKER OF FEZ is our story, his and mine. For him, it is a path back. For me, it is a beginning. Fez, the souks, Al-Qarawiyy in, Djamaï Palace, the heights of Marinids, the icy water of the wadi – and my father's childhood dream of becoming the champion of Morocco.
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FICTION His father's funduq, the balcony of their first apartment in the European city where heand his brothers and sisters built a bamboo hut for the festival of Sukkot. Through the cracks in the roof you could see the shooting stars. Over the course of our travels, Maurice the Frenchman would become Moshe of Fez once more. In Fez, where he no longer has anything, here he is, right at home. Andhere I am, too, along side him. Right at home.



NON-FRANCOPHONE AUTHORS Clavel, Ana: LE DESSINATEUR D’OMBRES (Anne Carrière, January 2013, 272 pages) Translated from the Spanish (Mexico) by Brigitte Jensen 18th century Switzerland. Johann Kaspar Lavater, church minister and renowned theologian, friend of Goethe and author of a famous treatise on physiognomy, takes a young boy under his wing. The child possesses a remarkable gift for silhouette portraits. Lavater calls his apprentice ‘Giotto’, in honour of the great Italian genius. The youngster displays an astounding talent for revealing, in just a few lines, not only a likeness but the personality of the sitter. The theologian becomes obsessed with the boy’s skills, feeling he has been entrusted with the divine mission of helping his protégé resist evil temptations. For the churchman firmly believes that art must remain a path leading to God; and he knows that along this path, beauty can easily tempt the artist to perdition... An aesthetic and moral tale, LE DESSINATEUR D’OMBRES tells the story of Giotto de Winthertur, a genius of chiaroscuro, too much of an artist to give up everything to God, much too human not to give in to love. Ana Clavel was born in Mexico in 1961. A novelist and visual artist, her LES VIOLETTES SONT LES FLEURS DU DÉSIR (Editions Métaillé, 2009) received the Juan Rulfo prize, awarded by Radio France Internationale, in 2005.



Stefanakis, Dimitris: FILM NOIR (Viviane Hamy, February 2013, 350 pages) Built like the great historical frescos, FILM NOIR takes us into the heart of Europe in the first global conflict, through the life story of a vividly colourful character who really did exist, Basil Zaharoff. In 1887, in a tiny compartment of the mythical Orient Express, Maria del Pilar, a Spanish Duchess, meets Basil Zaharoff, a mysterious Greek about whom she knows nothing, and falls for him at once, although she is due to marry the next day. Their love, as carnal as it is forbidden, will dramatically change the course of their lives, and also the course of history, forever. Basil Zaharoff was a Greek arms dealer who grew wealthy through his trade, and was also in turn a business man, a spy and a manipulating politician. He played a part in many historical events from the Dreyfus Affair to the outbreak of the First World War, not forgetting the scandal of the Panama Canal. With the money he accumulated through his trade, he funded the Greek campaign in Asia Minor, which would end in his first setback. At the end of his life, when he lost his beloved Maria prematurely, after years of meeting each other but after only two years’ of marriage, he was only a shadow of himself. Dimitris Stefanakis was born in 1961 in Kéa, Greece. He studied Law at the Athens University. He translated several great authors: Saul Bellow, John Updike, Margaret Atwood, E.M. Foster, Joseph Brontski and Prosper Mérimée. His previous novel JOURS D’ALEXANDRIE was awarded the Prix Méditerranée étranger 2011.



SHORT STORIES Shalit, Béatrice: VING-SEPT FOIS DE MES NOUVELLES (Julliard, November 2013, 224 pages) Ø



The misadventures of a woman who, in spite of herself, endlessly gets herself into embarrassing situations: big laughs guaranteed.



Some people have a knack for putting themselves in the most unbelievable situations. This is the case with the narrator of these twenty-seven hilarious short stories which act as a guide of ‘what not to do’. These
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DEBUT NOVEL collective stories help readers avoid all traps that would get in the way of a serene life…Such as falling in love at the last minute with a gorgeous stranger, whilst en route to a new life with your fiancé. Regret is unavoidable. These short stories have an irresistible sense of humour, heavily influenced by the Jewish comedic voices of Woody Allen, Phillip Roth and Isaac Bashevis Singer. Béatrice Shalit was born in New York. After studying in France and the United States, she became a television producer, scriptwriter and director. She has published nearly a dozen novels, several with Julliard, including FAMILLE ET AUTRES SUPPLICES (2000), NE M’APPELEZ PLUS VARSOVIE (2003), MERCI D’ÊTRE VENU (2006) and QUI VEUT TUER ROSA HOFFMANN? (2011)..



Châteaureynaud, GeorgeS-Olivier: JEUNE VIEILLARD ASSIS SUR UNE PIERRE EN BOIS (Grasset October 2013, 240 pages) This collection of fantastical short stories displays the talent and the sensitive, unerring pen of one of France’s greatest short story writers. The protagonist is an ordinary man faced with extraordinary situations. The hero of Intermittent Icarus is given the opportunity to fly for a few moments three times in his life. In The Lost Face, which takes place in the time of sword fighting swashbucklers, German students slash the face of a young man who refuses to fight and quite literally loses face. Lovers under Glass, tells the tale of two lovers trapped by a couple of old sorcerers who plan to drain their youth – an undreamed of night of love… Born in Paris in 1947, Georges-Olivier Châteaureynaud is a short story writer and novelist. His publications include LA FACULTÉ DES SONGES (Prix Renaudot, 1982), SINGE SAVANT TABASSÉ PAR DEUX CLOWNS (Prix Goncourt de la Nouvelle, 2005), L’AUTRE RIVE (2007), and LE CORPS DE L’AUTRE (2010). Rights sold for previous works: Arabic (Arab Scientific Publishers), Czech (Mlada Fronta), English (Small Beer Press), Estonian (Kultuurileht), German (Klett Cotta), Hungarian (Nagyvilag), Korean (Chaek Se SangPublishing)



DEBUT NOVEL Merle, Loïc: L'ESPRIT DE L'IVRESSE (Actes Sud, August 2013, 288 pages) Longlisted for the Wepler-Fondation La Poste Prize. Ø



An exceptionally ambitious and wide-reaching first novel.



Ø



An intoxicating story that sweeps readers away with a torrent of words, the flow of events and the irresistible movements of the crowd.



Ø



A young woman’s violently headlong rush towards freedom.



Ø



Merle forcefully describes the distress and rebellion of a generation emerging from adolescence.



A man dies during a stop-and-frisk, the projects explode, and the country is slipping into anarchy. Like the rest of her generation, and even the French President himself, Clara S. gets swept away by the force of events, the crowd and the violence of a hopeless rebellion. But in L'ESPRIT DE L'IVRESSE, this revolution stays in the background, like the ills of the diseased body of contemporary society. Loïc Merle explores the collective flesh of his fictitious but strikingly plausible Great Uprising through individual bodies. The headlong rush towards freedom of Clara S., a violent, impulsive young woman who’s into drugs, yet who nevertheless becomes the face of the revolution, creates a counterpoint to the indecisive, suffering President Henri Dumont’s cushioned escape. The author’s astonishingly lush prose describes the anxieties of an age that is seeking for a radical new wave in response to a frustrating sense of powerlessness. Born in 1978, Loïc Merle has lived in Lyon, Paris and Germany, where he spent six years and decided to become a writer. L'ESPRIT DE L'IVRESSE is his first novel. “La bombe littéraire de la rentrée. (…) Frondeur, poétique, incandescent, L’ESPRIT DE L’IVRESSE réinvente le soulèvement des banlieues de 2005 autour de trois destins à vif. (…) Actualité chaude et souffle
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FICTION épique sont donc au rendez-vous de ce roman hors norme, lorgnant du côté de Malcolm Lowry et Roberto Bolaño”. Les Inrockuptibles “L’ESPRIT DE L’IVRESSE questionne la possibilité d'une révolution dépourvue d'idéologies. Entre mouvements collectifs et méditations intimes, le premier roman le plus ambitieux et abrasif de la rentrée.” Le Point “Premier roman aux airs de fresque balzacienne, L’ESPRIT DE L’IVRESSE prend à bras-le-corps les maux d'une époque sans jamais tomber dans l‘écueil du roman sociologique à thèse. (…) Loïc Merle nous saisit grâce à la puissance de ses descriptions et de ses longues phrases d'une beauté rêche à couper le souffle. Preuve que la révolution est aussi une affaire de forme.” L'Express “Hors de son thème passionnant, l'écriture impressionne par sa finesse et sa maturité.” Vogue “Il faut dire un grand merci à Loïc Merle. Voilà un écrivain qui ne se sent pas obligé d'utiliser un langage pauvre pour parler de la misère sociale. (…) Des phrases qu'on lit et relit pour le plaisir d'en apprécier la beauté.” France Inter



Delmaire, Julien: GEORGIA (Grasset, September 2013, 256 pages) Ø



This first novel reads as if you were listening to it. It is the bittersweet story of two magnificent lovers, lost souls on the fringe of society. A poignant novel, a hymn to love served up by dazzling prose.



Georgia is, of course, Georgia on My Mind, that “old sweet song” immortalized by Ray Charles, but she is also one of this novel’s two main characters, a young drug-addicted prostitute who has been banged around by life and for whom Venance, an illegal African immigrant, falls head over heels. Venance is candid as well as large-hearted. After a painful childhood in Africa, the young man decides to settle in France, where he enrolls in college. But the administration doesn’t give him a chance and Venance is forced to live on the margins of society, with an under the counter job at a terrible restaurant, and an apartment he sublets. Venance has had a fear of birds ever since he was a baby, when a flock of fierce birds of prey attacked him. Their shadow continues to glide over him in Paris, but this particular bird is made of metal: Venance knows that an airplane will bring him back to his homeland one day. One evening, Venance meets Georgia. She needs a cigarette and a roof. Venance offers both, and his love. In the drunkenness of alcohol and drugs, Georgia tells him her confused memories. But the night will soon take her once more. Georgia is a tragic story. This first novel by Julien Delmaire, a poet and charismatic figure of the slam movement, is simply incandescent. These powerful and graceful characters are men and women that people don’t see – that people don’t want to see – hidden in kitchens of our restaurants and the tenements of our streets. Who knows what they endure, who knows their daily struggle? Julien Delmaire tells us their story without sordidness. This book overflows with generosity, anger, and hope. It is a character-driven text delivered in a sumptuous prose that pulsates, vibrates, and opens our eyes. Julien Delmaire was born in 1977. He is a slam poet and playwright who does creative writing workshops in schools, prisons, and psychiatric hospitals. He is also an editorialist for the Institut Français and the review Cultures Sud. “A superbly sensual and multifarious style.” Le Point “Far from the season’s frenzied trends and editorial tricks, Julien Delmaire’s first novel, Georgia, offers the guaranteed yield only afforded by great books. Indeed, Georgia is a magnificent meander among misfits, a probe into the grooves of an emaciated humanity crippled by a surfeit of being. […] Jack Kerouac’s Tristessa comes to mind at points, with its shared ability to transform words into music and to find splendor in a foretold decline.” L’Humanité “A very beautiful first novel in which poetry embodies the story’s urgency and humanity.” La Page des libraires



Prieur, Jerôme: UNE FEMME DANGEREUSE (Le Passage, August 2013, 176 pages) Ø



An insightful tribute to women, to all women, be they ever-changing, fanciful or even incomplete.
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DEBUT NOVEL Ø



A lively and unpredictable novel, fill of humor and poetry, which addresses the idea of a double personality, but with a light touch.



Ø



Written in the first person, the absurd philosophical cogitations of a sweet character who doesn’t really fit in anywhere, and thinks he sees a facet of his one true love in every woman he meets.



Richard is adrift. When the mysterious woman who saved him from drowning asks him to kill someone, he is off on the trail of an elusive woman, in a surprising, unpredictable and totally refreshing novel that’s funny without being idiotic or cynical, but is delightfully offbeat instead. Richard is at sea, drifting far from the shore, when a surfer saves him from drowning. The first time he sees his savior after he’s recovered from the shock, she asks him if he’s willing to kill someone he doesn’t know for her sake. To the reader’s surprise, this seemingly inoffensive and fairly ineffectual man immediately agrees to take on the task of murdering someone. Because he wants to do please this intriguing stranger, and probably because he has nothing better to do, Richard goes in search of the elusive Madeleine, his designated victim. To find her, he has to familiarize himself with her life, probe her memories, and get to know her entourage… to the point that she’s no longer truly a stranger to him. Jérôme Prieur’s first novel, written in a lively, spirited style, features a host of fanciful characters, who all have to deal with the question of subjectivity, illusion, perceiving reality and other people. How can you love someone you don’t know? How can you know someone who is several people? With his offbeat and cheerful tone, the author leads us through a plot whose twists aren’t resolved until the last page. Jerôme Prieur is a brilliant French writer and filmmaker. His books include: Nuits blanches (Gallimard), Jésus contre Jésus (Seuil), Proust fantôme (Le Promeneur) and Ren- dez-vous dans une autre vie (Seuil). He has made several documentaries, including the Corpus Christi series, Le Mur de l’Atlantique and Hélène Berr, une jeune fille dans Paris occupé, d’après le Journal d’Hélène Berr (1942-1944) published by Taillandier, which will be shown on France 2 at the end of the year. UNE FEMME DANGEREUSE is his first novel. “For his spry start in the field of fiction, the author flaunts all the sparkling freshness of the best champagne!” Lire “The writing flows smoothly, carried by the maze of encounters that bring the memory of past loves back to the surface.” Marianne “A wonderfully successful first novel!” France Culture



Déborah Lévy-Bertherat: LES VOYAGES DE DANIEL ASCHER (Rivages, August 2013, 192 pages) Ø



This is a very fresh first novel !



Hélène is the grand-niece of Daniel Roche, who, under the pen name H.R. Sanders, is the author of a blockbuster series of adventure novels, La Marque noire. When she goes to Paris to study archaeology, she moves into a garret room above his apartment. Living in the same building as her eccentric great-uncle leads Hélène to spend more time with this older relative who she’s never really cared for and whose books she hasn’t read. Her friend Guillaume, on the other hand, is a huge fan, and he’s trying to turn her on to his obsession.As she gets caught up in the ins and outs of the LA MARQUE NOIRE stories, Hélène is also drawn into an adventure of an entirely different type: she will bring whole buried sections of Daniel’s youth to light, and in so doing, will exhume a secret that dates back to the darkest days of the Occupation. In the meantime, H. R. Sanders’s fans are impatiently waiting for the 24th volume in the series: rumor has it that it will be the last. Deborah Levy-Bertherat lives in Paris, where she teaches comparative literature at the Ecole Normale Superieure. She has translated Lermontov’s A HERO OF OUR TIME and Gogol’s PETERSBURG STORIES into French. LES VOYAGES DE DANIEL ASCHER is her first novel. Rights sold to Germany (BTB), offers from Italy



Godard, Aurélien: DANS LA VIE D'UN HOMME (Éditions Anne Carrière, October 2013, 230 pages) Ø



Thanks to its concise and eloquent descriptions, the novel soon draws readers straight to the heart of the characters’ lives.



Ø



The well-structured narrative makes it a real page-turner.
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FICTION Ø



Important themes, like the meaning of life and of masculinity, are successfully presented in a universal way.



Ø



Rebellious characters carried away by their quest for a cause



“Live as though you had to die today.” Mr. Dean, Mr. Rink and Mr. Frere: three men who wouldn’t seem to be connected in any way, except perhaps that they are all anti-conformists who refuse drudgery and thrive on freedom. They want a life that pulls out all the stops, even if it destroys them. The novel intertwines a single day in the life of each of these three characters, one that will change their lives forever. Mr. Dean, Mr. Rink and Mr. Frere are three men who, in different times and places, suffer from the same malaise. Their sense of feeling misunderstood and like they’re not living life to the fullest will grow into an imperious desire to get away from it all and to seek adventure. In the 1950’s, Mr. Dean, an up-and-coming young movie star, is in the midst of filming Giant. Stifled by Hollywood, he chooses death just when everything is going his way. In 1992, Mr. Frere, a French fan of James Dean, particularly Giant, decides to escape from his orderly life, abandoning his wife and little boy for a new life in California. In 2012, at the Cannes Film Festival, Mr. Rink, a Hollywood producer with bipolar disorder, puts a lot of pressure on Haakon, the young star of his latest film, to help him find backers for the next one. It works, but Haakon kills himself soon after. A few days later, at the funeral, Mr. Rink meets Haakon’s father, Mr. Frere, for the first time. Readers are drawn into a single day in each of the three main characters’ lives. Weaving together three first-person stories creates a fast-paced narrative that carries readers along. In presenting the men’s fates, Aurélien Godard addresses issues as essential as the meaning of life, the loneliness of the non-conformist and affirming masculinity. But the stories are also leavened with humor bordering on the cynical. Aurélien Godard is 26. DANS LA VIE D'UN HOMME is her first novel.



Paje, Antoine: ANTOINE PAJE: IL ME PARLA DE CERISIERS, DE POUSSIERES ET D’UNE MONTAGNE… (Univers Poche, January 2014, approx. 270 pages) Ø



This is a tale of initiation, a modern parable, along the same line as Laurent Gounelle, Matthieu Ricard and Elizabeth Gilbert. “There are more things to alarm us than to harm us.” Seneca



One may need a whole life to learn how to walk. Paul Lamarche thought he was living the life he had always wanted until the moment he is arrested for a rather surprising incident while on a festive tour of the USA. There he meets someone who will set him on a new course of life. Back in France, he will meet two other people who will eventually provoke a total change in him and liberate for good all the fears that had hindered his existence. Antoine Paje managed a business and worked abroad for several years until he realized that he wasn’t happy. This is how he decided to learn to get to know himself.



Razon, Boris: PALLADIUM (Stock August 2013, 480 pages) Ø



palladium /pəә’leidiəәm/ ► noun



Ø



1. Late Middle English word derived via Latin from the Greek palladion, denoting an image of the goddess Pallas (Athene), on which the safety of Troy was believed to depend.



Ø



2. (Archaic) a safeguard or source of protection.



“Palladium is a factual novel, it’s my story. The story of a man who, in the space of a few days and for no obvious reason, ends up paralysed from head to toe, unable to move a single muscle, robbed of all his senses and any means of communication with the outside world. Then began a journey through the furthest reaches of human existence, territories ruled over by fear, violence, death, pain and sex… because illness is like stepping through the looking glass, a gateway to other worlds, a place of prostitutes and demons, of men living like vegetables with bodies like birds, of nurses and firework makers thrown together in a whirlwind of hate and debauchery. A manic, terrifying world: my world.
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DEBUT NOVEL PALLADIUM is my account of this crossing, an expedition to the land of the dead and through the subconscious. PALLADIUM delves into the very roots of pain and literature, to a place where our life force itself is huddled alongside the myriad different stories it has to tell.” B. R Boris Razon is 37. He studied history before embarking on a career in journalism. He was editor of monde.fr for ten years. He now runs the new writings and mixed media services for France Télévision, and teaches at the School of Journalism at Sciences-Po, France’s top university for social sciences.



Macaux, Ivan: IL BABBO (Stock, August 2013, 224 pages) Ø



A week travelling the roads of France between the Var region and Paris, following in the tracks of a clapped out old car on its last legs.



Il Babbo is driving. His son, in the passenger seat, peers into the wing mirror watching memories spooling past – memories of childhood, of escapades and poker games played by his father who has such a complex and spectacular life story. Who exactly is this Babbo, this ebullient interloper? A certifiable idealist or a nine-to-five crook? And who is the narrator really? More than an adolescent but not yet a man. This journey spent alone together is a rare gift. Father and son watch each other, eye each other, try to find each other, but never quite succeed. As they trundle along the B-roads, the author shows us the full weight of their silences and of what is left unsaid, elliptically revealing the story of this French family that he wants to explore. In the course of their travels they come across Africa and Barbara, the cartoon character Musclor and Stephan Zweig, Soviet generals as performed by Jacques Tati, Lee Harvey Oswald and pornography… Ivan Macaux was born in 1984. A former film critic, he is now a television reporter. IL BABBO is his first novel.



Taki, Jean-Claude: SOTCHI INVENTAIRE (Intervalles, October 2013, 219 pages) Ø



The author is a film director, and that experience comes across in his very visual, sound-filled and poetic writing style. He conveys Guillaurme’s moods and feelings – nostalgia and melancholy as well as joy and revelations – with great skill.



Ø



The novelist paints a realistic portrait of a city that has become a symbol of today’s Russia, with its blend of Soviet-era vestiges, high financial stakes, and corruption. This extremely contemporary text addresses important political, social and economic themes that affect us all.



Ø



The author also offers an insightful and moving analysis of the stages and difficulties of grief.



A reflection on traces, memories, symptoms and time, SOTCHI INVENTAIRE is an imaginative and very subtle first novel. In the city of Sochi (Russia), a French cartoonist wanders around the tracks left by a friend who died in the Black Sea. In this city that combines the deepest memories of the Soviet system and the most recent revolutions of the capitalist system, with the Olympic Games to be held there soon, the journey that begins is also an inner journey. Jean-Claude Taki is a film director, a sound engineer, and a writer. His films have won numerous international awards. After LETTRES KAZAKHES, an illustrated epistolary novel published in 2007, SOTCHI INVENTAIRE is his first novel.



Lériadec, Yves: JARDINIERE DU SEIGNEUR (Editions Anne Carrière, August 2013.132 pages) Ø



A short, highly poetic novel, written in a delicate and touching style.



Ø



An ode to all sorts of love, glorifying self-sacrifice.



Ø



An endearing narrator who gets no satisfaction from his brilliant career or his love life, and only achieves maturity through self-sacrifice and renunciation.



A moving first novel that, in the guise of a love letter, addresses the theme of renouncing passionate love. In a church in Paris’s Latin Quarter, a university student falls in love with a young woman who is about to
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FICTION take the veil. Forgetting her is impossible and fleeing her is futile; throughout his life and across the world, he will endlessly encounter the Lord’s Gardener. With this first novel, Yves Lériadec has composed both a moving love letter and a stunningly beautiful poem. A man, whose name we don’t know, is writing to a woman, whose name we don’t know either. He reminds her about their first encounter, in a church in the Latin Quarter: love at first sight for him, greater reluctance for her. He describes his sorrow and suffering when she decided to take the veil and how he has loved, been searching for and fleeing her ever since. Spanning five decades and four continents, the narrator’s and the Lord’s Gardener’s paths have crossed repeatedly. Is it a sign? Should the narrator try to take the Lord’s servant away from him? But the Gardener never breaks her vows. They won’t be able to live in peace together until old age, freed from passion, after a lifetime spent in giving and receiving, in testing out all different kinds of love. An unusual novel that inverts current values, praising self-sacrifice and the renunciation of passionate love. With a degree in business and a job in human resources, Yves Lériadec is also a poet and short-story writer. LA JARDINIERE DU SEIGNEUR is his first novel.



Le Corff, Aude: LES ARBRES VOYAGES LA NUIT (Stock, March 2013, 304 pages) Ø



The author uses melancholy, humour and poetry to take us into the world of these endearing characters in search of love and a meaning to their lives.



Ever since her mother left on a sudden impulse, Manon has taken refuge in books and her own rituals while her father has descended into depression. Anatole, a disillusioned retired teacher, lives in the same building. He sees the child in the garden every day after school. She sits under a silver birch and talks to the cats and ants when she doesn’t have her nose in a book. He is touched by her and eventually emerges from his solitude to take her under his wing. Manon’s aunt Sophie made radical changes to her life a year earlier and still finds it difficult facing up to other people, but she tries to get the measure of the taciturn old man who has managed to communicate with her niece. During the course of a road trip through France, Spain and Morocco in search of Manon’s mother, all four characters succeed in getting to know each other and seeing beyond their differences. Strong links are forged between them, revealing their stories and their vulnerabilities. Aude Le Corff is 36 and has three children. She holds a diploma in management and psychology and worked in industry and then in patient support before devoting herself to writing. Her diary blogs were awarded a prize by French Elle magazine in 2009. TREES TRAVEL BY NIGHT is her first novel. She lives in Nantes. Rights are sold: Germany (Insel Verlag).



Hoai Huong Nguyen: L’OMBRE DOUCE (Viviane Hamy, January 2013 150 pages) Ø



This is a striking first novel which revisits the greatest myths of Eastern and Western cultures. A true and deeply human story, void of caricature. It is written in a language of suggestion, and set with delicate haikus.



It is Hanoï in 1954 and the war in Indochina is raging. Mai, a young Annamese girl, falls in love with an exiled French soldier from Brittany. A border in a Catholic convent, Mai looks after wounded French soldiers. It is there that she meets Yann, shortly after he turns 18 years old. To prevent him from being sent back to the front, the young girl uses all possible subterfuges. Her behaviour stirs the attention and curiosity of the soldier. The day of the festival of Têt (New Year), Mai refuses to marry the man that her father, a prominent judge, has chosen for her. Her stubbornness puts her beyond the pale of her family. Mai and Yann marry in haste on the edge of a beautiful lake, the day before Yann returns to the front. Hoai Hong Nguyen reveals the horror, the Dien Bien Phu hills, heaven-on-earth turned into a mass grave where Yann is fighting. In Hanoï, Mai will go to hell and back to save Yann. Hoai Huong Nguyen was born in 1976 in France to Vietnamese parents. Her name means “remember the country”, a reference to the uprooting of her parents. Vietnamese is her mother tongue and she learnt French
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WOMEN WRITING at school. She holds a PhD in modern literature, with a thesis entitled, “Water in the poetry of Paul Claudel and in Chinese and Japanese poets”. She has already published two anthologies of poetry: PARFUMS AND DÉSERTS. She currently teaches communication in a University Institute of Technology. SOFT SHADOWS is her first novel.



WOMEN WRITING Olmi, Véronique: LA NUIT EN VÉRITÉ (Albin Michel, August 2013, 320 pages) Ø



Enzo, caught between childish naivety and necessary maturity, is a well-rounded, realistic character that readers can relate to and admire.



Ø



Véronique Olmi manages to capture the complexity of Enzo’s world through a combination of realistic and more poetic writing styles.



Ø



One of Véronique Olmi’s more surprising novels, along the lines of BORD DE MER.



Enzo is not your typical pre-teen boy. Overweight, solitary and absent-minded, he loves to lose himself in books and to reinvent the world. He and his mother, a housekeeper, live in her employers’ huge Parisian apartment, and he attends the excellent local school. But the situation is far from ideal, and Enzo will need a great deal of emotional maturity to cope with the problems that are about to befall him. Eleven-year-old Enzo Popov has just entered middle school. His mother, Loubia, 29, is a housekeeper; his father’s whereabouts are unknown. He and his mom live in a maid’s room in her employers’ apartment. What seemed to be a lucky break is actually more of a nightmare. Loubia lives in fear of her employers, and with no privacy, the mother-son relation has to be endlessly reinvented. Enzo handles the situation quite diplomatically. Attentive to his mother’s needs, he turns a china cupboard into a small bedroom for himself, affording Loubia the privacy she craves on Saturday nights. In the cupboard, Enzo encounters the ghost of a soldier. This intriguing visit only adds to Enzo’s endless questions about his origins. To make matters worse, Enzo doesn’t have any friends at school. The bullying he suffers eventually escalates into such a brutal attack that he leaves the school for good. Feverish from the blows and the humiliation, he has a vision in which he meets his grandfather, André, a Russian who came to France to fight the Germans during World War I. Her son’s suffering convinces Loubia to quit her job. Mother and son go to build a new life by the sea – one that will truly be theirs. But first, Enzo needs to find his roots. So he goes to the countryside to see the fort where André was stationed and where his mother grew up. In an epiphany moment, he finally understands where he comes from. Véronique Olmi has written a moving narrative about the search for one’s roots, a mother-son relationship in an awkward situation, and their clumsy attempts to find a place in a world they don’t feel at home. After having written several plays, Véronique Olmi’s first novel, BORD DE MER (“Seaside”), published by Editions Actes Sud, won the Prix Alain Fournier. She went on to write numerous novels for Éditions Grasset and Actes Sud. LA NUIT EN VÉRITÉ is her second novel for Éditions Albin Michel, after NOUS ÉTIONS FAIT POUR ÊTRE HEUREUX. Her plays and novels have been translated into many languages. “Très tenu et fort bien charpenté, LA NUIT EN VERITE est comme toujours une œuvre de tension, de liberté, et de grande émotion.” Lire “Un roman d’une tendresse bouleversante, qui proclame l’affirmation radieuse que l’on peut toujours résister à la violence du monde.” Le Matin Dimanche “LA NUIT EN VERITE est un magnifique roman d’apprentissage centré sur le personnage d’Enzo Popov, garçon rondouillard au seuil de l’adolescence et aux marges de la société.” Page “Véronique Olmi nous livre un roman d’apprentissage, de construction, de résilience tout en sensibilité.” RFI
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FICTION Tuil, Karine: L’INVENTION DE NOS VIES (Grasset, August 2013, 496 pages) Longlisted for Prix Goncourt, Prix Femina Ø



“You can go very far with a lie, but you can’t come back,” goes the old Yiddish proverb underlying this novel’s tempo and extraordinary construction, where one secret always hides another.



From New York to Paris, from the up-scale neighbourhoods of the French Capital to the wastelands of the periphery, Karine Tuil takes us on a humorous odyssey through society. L’Invention de nos vies is an epic and unique work which, not unlike Saul Bellow’s Herzog, brings the reader face-to-face with his/her own lies. What drives Sam Tahar to keep going? Money, luxury goods, a lovely marriage to the daughter of a powerful man, success with women, recognition from the New York State Bar, where this fearsome lawyer practices, or his numerous appearances on TV? Sam has got it all… so what more does he want? To forget, maybe. Because his success is based on a lie: he made his fortune by ransacking the life of his once best friend, Samuel Baron, a failed writer, son of Jewish intellectuals, who slowly wastes away in an explosive inner city, and whose only consolation is the beautiful and gentle Nina, a model for department store catalogues. These three were close friends twenty years ago. And when they meet again, after the suspense pulls the reader through to the last page, everything explodes. Nina prostitutes her beauty while believing she can love again. Sam’s past catches up with him: his real name is Samir, the son of Muslim immigrants, raised in the council estate. As for his old friend Samuel, the loser… he manages to turn things around. Rights sold for this title: German (Aufbau), Netherlands (De Bezige). Rights sold for previous works: Italian (Voland) “How could you not fall for this nearly 500 page novel about the failures of our society? […] a huge success. Unquestionably one of the season’s best. […] Masterful.” Paris Match “Karine Tuil has succeeded in creating a work of great magnitude with L’Invention de nos vies. It envelops the complexity of our world, mixes it around, describes it, dissects it, and, finally, helps us to understand it. We often rave about great foreign writers – as we well should –, but France has a truly talented author in this young novelist […]. In terms of literary merit, L’Invention de nos vies is simply full of ideas (…), a singular voice, and a feverish, convulsive tone.” Le Figaro “From [...] her first novel […], Karine Tuil has built a powerful and unique body of work that has gone far too unnoticed. In 2013, applause is now bursting forth – this is her resurgence.” Elle



Coulon, Cécile: LE RIRE DU GRAND BLESSE (Viviane Hamy Novel, September 2013, 192 pages) Ø



A fascinating tale about the consumer society and literature: Cécile Coulon is surely one of the most talented authors of her generation.



In a disquieting world, with overtones of 1984 and Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, the authorities have found a way to ensure social order: public readings have become an ideological tool to manipulate the masses. Stadiums are packed with people starved of intense emotions and greedily listening to the various stateauthorized genres: thriller, horror, drama or romance. A man, with a mere number for a name, 1075, works within the security department. To fulfil his task, he himself undertakes to read nothing, not on any account... Trained in excessively extreme conditions, he becomes one of the most efficient and respected Internal Security agents. The life of 1075 takes a turn the day he is bitten by a guard dog set loose onto a hysterical spectator, which the guards were unable to control. Confined to hospital, he is immersed in boredom until he attends, by chance, a reading lesson given in the paediatric department. Caught in his own trap, he is to develop a taste for reading... Cécile Coulon was born in 1990. She is studying Law and Literature. She has already published two novels at Éditions Revoir (Clermont-Ferrand). She has a keen interest in running and rock n’ roll music. Her talent lies in her a ability to make the everyday and the banal magic. Rights are sold: Greece (Polis), Italian offer. “A satire of a society where the cult of entertainment sabotages freedom and condemns culture: outstandingly crafted.” Le Monde des Livres “An impeccable parable on a totalitarianism bereft of memory.” L’Express-Styles
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WOMEN WRITING “As short as it is striking […] a time bomb which she sets ticking.” Figaro littéraire



Chirousse, Myriam: LA PAUPIÈRE DU JOUR (Buchet Chastel/Libella, May 2013, 362 pages) Ø



LA PAUPIÈRE DU JOUR describes the emergence of a woman who is breaking the chains that bind her to the past. Myriam Chirousse’s second novel features magnificently portrayed nature – splendid and omnipresent; characters who have not had it easy; tragedies, passions and deep dark secrets.



Cendrine Gerfaut has just arrived in Barjouls, an isolated village in the mountains in the south of France. She is ostensibly a botanist, come to conduct a survey of local plant species. But she is actually looking for Benjamin Lucas, a local man who murdered her fiancé years ago. Benjamin was released from jail not long ago, and Cendrine has sworn to kill the man she blames for ruining her life. Barjouls is like one big, oldfashioned family. Behind a cheerful façade, everyone is keeping an eye on everyone else – whom they might love or hate. Cendrine Gerfaut will have to keep her guard up. And her quest will unearth some real surprises. A young woman arrives in an isolated village where just a few families live, bound by their secrets. She is passing herself off as a botanist, but is actually searching for the man who ruined her life, who she believes is hiding there, in order to kill him. By the author of MIEL ET VIN (Buchet Chastel, 2009). Myriam Chirousse lives in southeastern France. She translates from Spanish – including ROSA MONTERO’S novels. LA PAUPIÈRE DU JOUR is her second novel. “Un récit qui a du souffle On ne le lâche pas.” La Dépêche du Midi “L’auteure mène son affaire sans précipitation, dresse de beaux portraits, organise ses clans, laisse deviner les complicités, ce que cachent les silences.” La Montagne



Minard, Céline: FAILLIR ÊTRE FLINGUÉ (Rivages, August 2013, 326 pages) Longlisted for the Prix Médicis, the Prix Femina and the Prix Wepler Offer from Germany ! Ø



A Western with roots, a veritable founding saga that ranges from lyrical to dramatic to burlesque, FAILLIR ÊTRE FLINGUÉ is first and foremost a vibrant celebration of the shifting limits of the imagination.



On the outskirts of a burgeoning town that all trails lead to, a fresh breath is blowing over the inhospitable prairies of the Far West. That breath belongs to Water-Running-Over-the-Plains, a young Indian woman whose clan was decimated and who has been using her skills as a healer for the good of both Whites and Indians ever since. She will meet plenty of people: Brad and Jeff, brothers who are crossing the great open spaces along with their dying old mother in a rickety cart drawn by two stubborn old oxen; Gifford, who would have died of smallpox if Water-Running hadn’t saved him in the nick of time; Elie, who’s on the run from Bird Boisverd, whose horse he stole; Arcadia, a wandering musician whose bow was stolen by the Quibble Gang. And plenty of other characters whose singular fates, like the entwined strands of a colorful skein of wool, are woven into a boldly revisited Western tale in which that mythically untamed American landscape becomes a shared, stillpermeable space open to all sorts of trafficking, transits and wanderings. Céline Minard’s novels include LE DERNIER MONDE (2007), BASTARD BATTLE (2008, Prix Wepler Special Mention), OLIMPIA (2010) and SO LONG LUISE (2011). All of her books have been critically acclaimed for their demanding style and their narrative virtuosity. She is seen as one of the most unusual voices in contemporary literature. “FAILLIR ÊTRE FLINGUÉ is one of the most intriguing and thought-provoking novels I’ve read in a good while. [...] Céline Minard handles things with admirably authoritative skill. She is by turns a painter, a geographer, a surveyor and a magician. In a word, a novelist.” Livres-Hebdo “FAILLIR ÊTRE FLINGUÉ [is] a marvel of intelligence and originality, one of the gems of this year’s crop of new books.” Le Monde des Livres “With perfect aim, Céline Minard’s entertaining characters, drawn over a poetic and contemplative background, bring this unique western blazingly to life.” Télérama
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FICTION Germain, Sylvie: PETITES SCÈNES CAPITALES (Albin Michel, August 2013, 256 pages) Ø



Sylvie Germain’s spell-bindingly musical writing illuminates her characters’ souls, describing their doubts and flaws and revealing what they leave unspoken.



Ø



This lush, moving narrative addresses universal themes like family, identity, roots, love and death.



Ø



Studded with revelations, the novel delivers an emotion-filled and discerning analysis of human frailty.



Ø



The latest book from a novelist known for her skillful story-telling, luminous writing style, and her rich and masterful narration. L’INAPERCU and MAGNUS sold over 40,000 and 120,000 copies respectfully.



In this saga spanning more than 50 years in the life of Lili and her family, Sylvie Germain intertwines threads of intimacy and tragedy into PETITES SCÈNES CAPITALES (SMALL CRUCICAL SCENES). Lili is barely a year old when her mother leaves. She dies three years later. So Lili is raised by her father and her step-mother, who has four children: a son and three daughters, including twins Lili’s age. But the blended family soon comes apart: after Christine dies from a fall at age 14, her twin, Chantal, goes to live with their father in New Zealand. Lili, an eyewitness to the family tragedy, leaves for school in Paris. For her 20th birthday, her father finally talks to her about her mother, Fanny. She was 19 and he, 28, when they got married. They were separated by the war. Overwhelmed by the responsibilities of raising a child, she was unable to love her baby daughter. These revelations affect Lili deeply: she drops out of school, falls in love and tries out communal living in May ‘68. She is helped in the long quest for her own identity by various encounters and revelations. Having spent years searching for her path, first as a painter, then as a jewelry maker, she finally finds peace when she falls in love at age 50. Sylvie Germain has written a thoughtful family saga, with very visual passages that paint key scenes from the characters’ lives, from childhood to adulthood. Sylvie Germain has been composing a singular body of work for almost 30 years. The winner of numerous literary prizes (from the 1989 Femina for JOURS DE COLÈRE and the 2005 Goncourt des lycéens for MAGNUS to the 2012 Grand Prix SGDL de littérature for her entire oeuvre), she has had three novels and two works of non-fiction published by Albin Michel. “Sylvie Germain sait l’art de conter des fables mélancoliques qui nourrissent nos chemins. Elle n’est jamais aussi poignante que lorsqu’elle se penche sur les mille et une rédemptions possibles.” Télérama “Un roman subtil, très maîtrisé et faussement simple.” Lire “Elle évoque avec délicatesse les méandres de l’âme humaine, les aléas d’une vie pour faire de ce très beau texte, tout en émotions contenues, le roman familial d’une femme en quête d’identité.” Page “Sylvie Germain a l’art de conjuguer la douleur et la beauté. Son roman est infiniment triste et infiniment réconfortant.” Elle “Avoir conscience que toute vie est précieuse : l’idée, généreuse, traverse ces PETITES SCENES CAPITALES, portée par la prose cristalline de Sylvie Germain.” L’Express



Bonnie, Julie: CHAMBRE 2 (Belfond, August 2013, 192 pages) Awarded the Prix du Roman Fnac Ø



CHAMBRE 2 is not merely a poignant, beautifully written novel about a young woman's emotional journey, it is also pays homage to women, their bodies and an unforgiving look at what they go through to give life.



The maternity ward is not always a place of pure joy and happiness. For Béatrice, working there is a dreadful nightmare because she is constantly confronted with the fragility of life. Not only do you find women who take their first, hesitant steps into motherhood, but there are also those who mourn unexpected tragedies, like she once did. Her job is a complete departure from her past as a free-spirited dancer, traveling around Europe with her musician-husband, Gabor. But when Gabor abruptly abandoned his family, Béatrice was forced to become “normal” in order to support her children.But even normal has its limits. Weary from feeling confined in her hospital scrubs and her routine, and exhausted from the constant fear of tragedy, Béatrice must find a way to set herself free.
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WOMEN WRITING Julie Bonnie performed in her first concert at age 14 and sang throughout Europe for over 10 years. She played with Kid Loco and released three solo albums. This is her first novel. “Un premier récit aussi délicat qu’instructif. Le tableau brossé par Julie Bonnie n’est certes pas des plus réjouissants, mais il témoigne d’une formidable intelligence du cœur.” L’Express “Ce premier roman, traversé de beaux moments d’étrangeté, est un livre de deuils et de renaissances. Un hymne heurté, d’une gracieuse simplicité, à ceux qui se relèvent difficilement d’avoir connu le malheur ou le bonheur, et qui doivent pourtant avancer.” Le Monde des livres “Ce roman intime qui évite l’écueil de l’autofiction est un témoignage saisissant sur ce que vivent les femmes en donnant la vie.” Le Figaro “Ce road-movie autobiographique, qui alterne les séquences d’un flamboyant passé avec le quotidien cru d’une maternité, est une vraie claque portée par une écriture efficace.” Le Parisien



Monnin, Isabelle: DAFFODIL SILVER (JC Lattes, August 2013, 400 pages) Ø



A touching story on loss, life and destiny



Ø



A superbly written novel on the unthinkable that can happen to any one of us and the ultimate condemnation: perpetual anguish.



It’s a special week in Daffodil Silver’s life. She has to settle the estate of her recently deceased parents. But before, she wants to tell their exceptional story. The account begins forty years earlier. Daffodil’s mother, Lilas, is the first daughter of Marguerite and Marcel. Three years later, her miraculous other half, her sister Rosa, is born. The two sisters are inseparable. They share their dreams of travel and creativity and are surrounded by a joyous group of friends. But Rosa suddenly dies. Lila never really overcomes the shock of her death and she decides to prolong her sister’s life thanks to the Rosa Prize, that awards each year the project that best honors the memory of her sister’s life. Isabelle Monnin is a grand reporter with the Nouvel Observateur. She is the author of two highly praised novels, LES VIES EXTRAORDINAIRE D’EUGÈNE and SECOND TOUR OU LES BONS SENTIMENTS, both titles published with JC Lattès.



Bertholon, Delphine: LE SOLEIL À MES PIEDS (JC Lattes, August 2013, 187 pages) Ø



The story of a resurrection



“Skinny”, the younger sister, is 22. Stunningly beautiful and fragile, she is fearful of the outside world and finds refuge in the solitude of her apartment. “Big Bones”, the eldest, is 24 and outgoing - a tyrannical, twisted nymphomaniac, fascinated by death who feeds off the emotional dependency of her younger sister that she herself created. Two sisters who grew up with a terrible secret and who, eighteen years later, are trying their best to create a life for themselves. Fate appears to have dealt them a lousy hand but sometimes chance encounters can reshuffle the cards. Delphine Bertholon is the author of TWIST, L’EFFET LARSEN and the critically acclaimed GRÂCE, all published with JC Lattès. The Russian rights for GRACE are sold to Eksmo



Simonnet, Dominique: DELIVREZ-NOUS DU CORPS (Plon, August 2013, 271 pages) Ø



A straight-forward, touching and realistic story with credible and endearing characters. Everyone is bound to have flashes of recognition as the protagonists tell their life stories.



Ø



The moving tale of the characters’ love lives allows for a subtle and intelligent analysis of love, desire, sex, regrets, the choices we make, the dreams we cling to, the compromises we make, and the second chances that are offered to us.



Ø



An unexpected ending, more realistic than the predictably happy-ever-after one, still leaves open the possibility of the lovers’ reuniting someday.
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FICTION A whirlwind romance ensues when high-school sweethearts run into each other 30 years later. Milena and Louis went steady in high school, and then lost touch. Thirty years later, they meet again by chance at a book fair. Louis, an anthropologist, has written a best-selling book about love; Milena is a bookseller. They spend four days catching up on each other’s lives. Hers: a hasty move to the Antilles, then a disappointing marriage to a businessman from New York, with whom she had a daughter before moving back to France. For him, a lot of traveling, a lot of women, and one passionate relationship irredeemably destroyed by jealousy. They are tempted to give their old love a second chance. Louis, sensing Milena’s indecision, decides to leave as planned; but the possibility of their meeting up again in a few years hovers over his departure. When high-school sweethearts get back together at age 50, is it possible to relive their relationship with the spontaneity and generosity they remember from their youth, or is that just a pipe dream? Drawing on the protagonists’ life stories, as seen through the lens of Louis’s anthropological studies, a wealth of questions about love, emotions and sexuality are addressed. A lovely ending leaves the doors open to hope. Writer, journalist, publisher and producer, Dominique Simonnet, one-time editor-in-chief of L’Express, has written several essays, including the best-selling LA PLUS BELLE HISTOIRE DU MONDE (The Most Beautiful Story in the World, Seuil, 1996) and 11 SEPTEMBRE, LE JOUR DU CHAOS (Perrin, 2011). He cowrote a science-for-everyone book, NEMO, with the political-historian Nicole Bacharan. His previous novel, L’HEURE DE POINTE (Rush Hour) was published by Actes Sud in 2010. “Dominique Simonnet propose une observation profonde et sensible de l’impact des premières blessures doublée d’une réflexion captivante sur les rapports et les désirs des femmes et des hommes.” L’Hebdo sélection (Suisse) “Deux vies, avec leurs tragédies intimes, leurs renoncements, leurs mensonges leurs rêves aussi... Peuton retrouver l’innocence perdue ?” La Gazette Nord-Pas-de-Calais



Reznikov,Patricia: LA TRANSCENDANTE (Albin Michel, August 2013, 288 pages) Ø



A magnificent, powerful, moving and feminine novel interweaving literature with the heroine’s attempts to know her truest self.



Ø



A loving tribute to Hawthorne’s novel and to American thinkers who coped with melancholy by reading and writing.



Ø



A stroll through legendary literary landmarks from Boston to Paris over a backdrop of American and European history.



“One day, my apartment burned down, taking all my books with it.” Traumatized by the fire, a young Frenchwoman heads to America in search of her true self… taking nothing with her but a copy of The Scarlet Letter that miraculously survived the fire. The Frenchwoman’s stay in America will be marked by encounters with striking people, including Georgia, an eccentric but moving character whose family was deported. Each character the heroine meets plays a role in her coming-of-age journey. Through visiting American literary landmarks and an immersion in American culture past and present, she learns to see her own scarlet letter – which is rooted in her body – and those that each of us bear, in a different light. The Franco-American novelist Patricia Reznikov lives in Paris. Her first novel, TORO, won the France Culture First Novel award. She is also the winner of the 2008 Prix Thyde Monnier (awarded by the SGDL) and the Prix Charles Oulmont for LE PAON DU JOUR, and more recently, the 2011 Prix Cazes-Lipp for LA NUIT N’ECLAIRE PAS TOUT. She stays true to her bewitching and poetic style in LA TRANSCENDANTE. “Ode au rêve américain, celui de Hawthorne, Thoreau et Melville, LA TRANSCENDANTE est l’émouvant parcours d’une rédemption par la littérature.” 20 minutes “Un roman simple empreint d’une musique douce.” Grands reportages “Un très joli récit, merveilleusement écrit par Patricia Reznikov, qui donne un nouvel éclairage au chef- d’œuvre de Hawthorne.” Valeurs actuelles ”... l’exploration des petites bourgades de Nouvelle-Angleterre, ou l’évocation des fantômes de Walden Pond, et de Salem, sont pleines de poésie.” Blog France-Amérique
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CONTEMPORARY UP-MARKET COMMERCIAL TRENDS Ledig, Agnès: MARIE D'EN HAUT (Albin Michel, June 2012, 362 pages) Ø



A love story interwoven with social issues.



Ø



An invigorating novel filled with both laughter and tears.



Ø



FEMME ACTUELLE magazine’s Reader’s Prize Grand Prix.



Agnès Ledig’s first novel – a madcap romantic comedy featuring characters who have been hard hit by life -- paints a novel portrait of contemporary society over a background of life on a farm Olivier, a grouchy cop, is new in town. When an investigation leads him to an isolated farm in the middle of nowhere, the last thing he expects is to fall in love with the woman whose farm it is. Yet Olivier’s usual boorishness melts away before Marie, an independent-minded, temperamental woman. Between hilarious verbal jousting and grotesque situations, the characters gradually learn to relax with each other, overcoming their own fears and obstacles, and proving to be deeper than they seemed at first glance. The misanthropic policeman is an abandoned child who thinks he’s King Arthur; the solitary woman farmer – a gifted child trying to find her father – writes haikus to overcome having been raped. Their mutual lucky charm is a farmer on the run who talks to his cows in iambic pentameter! A refreshing romantic comedy that queries society’s values: caring for your parents, becoming a parent yourself – whether you’re battered, lonely, misanthropic or homosexual. Born in 1972, Agnès Ledig is a midwife. She started writing after one of her three children died of leukemia in order to find her way back to life’s simple pleasures. Her first novel, MARIE D'EN HAUT, has already enchanted readers in France. JUSTE AVANT LE BONHEUR, her new book, which came out earlier this year, has already been bought in several countries.



Giraud, Brigitte: AVOIR UN CORPS (Stock, August 2013, 240 pages) Long-Listed for Goncourt Prize 2013 Ø



HAVING A BODY follows the trajectory of a girl growing into a woman, as told from the point of view of her body, in all its modulations.



As a child, she has to conform to the parameters laid down by her parents and by society as a whole, both of whom expect her to be a girl. As a teenager, she is an excited and apprehensive witness to her body’s evolving outline, its incarnation of female sexuality and its first steps towards seduction, inexorably drawn towards boys. Next comes passionate love, irresistible desire and a relationship experienced as delectable pleasure for the senses and consolation for all life’s shortcomings. Motherhood and living with a child are tremendous upheavals that produce a surge of energy but also of self-doubt and anxieties. In addition she has to make room for work, to undergo a transition from the outside to the inside, and to cope with a new kind of formatting in a collective environment. Then the grieving process strips the body naked in this most extreme solitude. The narrator’s lucid insights are often funny and off-the-wall as she takes us on a journey through life, the adventures of an everyday existence with all its posturing and restraint, its seduction and sexuality, its work responsibilities and motherhood, its exhilarations, bereavements and metamorphoses. A sensitive, intimate novel which reminds us that our minds and our bodies are constantly engaged in a close-knit yet enigmatic dialogue. Brigitte Giraud was born in Algeria and lives in Lyon. She has had seven books published by Stock, including L’AMOUR EST TRÈS SURESTIMÉ, winner of the 2007 Prix Goncourt for a novella, UNE ANNÉE ÉTRANGÈRE (2009) and PAS D’INQUIÉTUDE (2011), which is currently being adapted for the small screen by France Télévision. She runs the “La forêt” list for éditions Stock.



CONTEMPORARY UP-MARKET COMMERCIAL TRENDS Friedmann, Arnaud: LE TENNIS EST UN SPORT ROMANTIQUE (JC Lattes, September 2013, 250 pages) Ø
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A very contemporary coming-of-age novel, tender and softly cynical, served by cleverly written characters.
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FICTION In June 1984, when Julian, age 5, is watching the Roland-Garros tennis finals on television and declares his preference for Lendl, his mother reveals to him that Lendl’s rival, John McEnroe, is Julian’s real father. The boy grows up in the shadow of his mythical heritage, religiously following his tennis hero and dreaming of becoming a tennis star himself one day. Alas, he soon realizes he didn’t inherit his father’s talent and finds himself the regular attendee of his local tennis club’s barbecue parties. The next twenty years drift away, along with Julian’s childhood dreams. Are we always our father’s son? Arnaud Friedmann was born in 1973 in Besançon where he studied literature and history. He has previously been published by Editions de La Boucle in Besançon. Lively, original, both crazy and true, deliciously surprising, Arnaud Friedman’s novel contains all the unpredictable rebounds and charming effects of a tennis ball. LE REPUBLICAIN LORRAIN



Salatko, Alexis: FOLLE DE DJANGO (Robert Laffont, August 2013, 276 pages) Ø



A novel about the life of the master of the gypsy guitar.



His music may be more than a fami- liar tune but the life of the greatest jazz guitarist, Jean Reinhardt, better known as Django, is rather a mystery. Among the important influences that helped Django step into the light, Salatko has selected three guardian angels with names that could be symphonies – Heroic Maggie, Dramatic Jenny and Fantastic Dinah: three generations of women crazy about jazz and about Django, who believed in him, and walked alongside the king of swing down the path of a dazzling career. Alexis Salatko has written fifteen novels and biographies which received critical attention and were rewarded with numerous literary awards. Salatko also writes for TV and film. The Russian rights for several novels by Salatko are sold to AST.



Loustalot, Arthur: LA RUCHE (JC Lattes, September 2013, 185 pages) Ø



Astounding! Breathtaking! a dark and unsettling novel about family that dazzles.



“At the kitchen table, the sisters are drinking beer and whiskey in a cloud of cigarette smoke. The curtains are drawn. Outside, the street is calm. Do you remember their fights? asks Claire. Yeah, we remember. Louise drops her cigarette butt in an empty beer can. But do you remember how it made us feel? Claire insists. What? The violence? says Marion. And what it left inside us? whispers Claire.” Since her husband left, Alice has sunk into the deepest, darkest hell. Marion, Claire and Louise, her three adored daughters, have only their love to try and pull their mother out of her destructive, downward spiral. Will they be able to save her ? Arthur Loustalot is 24. He has previously published LÀ OÙ COMMENCE LE SECRET with JC Lattès.



Bramly, Serge: ARRETE, ARRETE (Robert Laffont, August 2013, 112 pages) Ø



Paris, The Champs-Elysées and true love.



This short novel set in a poetic Paris is brimming with tension and emotion. Despite being only a few months away from the end of his sentence, Vincent cuts his electronic bracelet and escapes. Walking up the Champs-Élysées his eyes meet those of an arousing woman. Through the service door, he enters a swingers club he used to be a regular in. In the reassuring half-light of this safe haven, he meets the gaze of a woman. Can it be the same woman on the Champs-Élysées? He is sure of it but she swears that he is mistaken. They fall in love for real, either way. Serge Bramly is a well-heeled traveller, and the author of twenty novels, including LE PREMIER PRINCIPE - LE SECOND PRINCIPE (JC Lattès, Prix Interallié 2008).



Obertone, Laurent: UTØYA (Ring, August 2013, 432 pages) Ø



A well-documented novel about the massacre on the island of Utøya, in Norway in 2011.



Ø



A literary masterpiece!
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CONTEMPORARY UP-MARKET COMMERCIAL TRENDS “My name is Anders Behring Breivik, and I don’t regret anything.” Oslo Courthouse, August 24, 2012. On July 22, 2011, forty kilometers from Oslo, a 32-year-old man was arrested on the island of Utøya at 6:34 P.M. He had just slaughtered 77 people. Police reports, criminal records, the murderer’s private writings, interviews with the killer’s friends and family, as well as with experts and survivors, and more. Laurent Obertone conducted the first investigation into the life of Anders Breivik, in order to provide, sometimes in the protagonists’ own words, the electrifying and pitiless narrative of the largest mass shooting in contemporary history. From within the mind of the Norwegian murderer, Obertone lifts the veil over the private life and psychological production of a killer, right up to those deadly hours in the summer of 2011. Born in 1984, Laurent Obertone is a journalist. He is seen by Michel Houellebecq as one of the most promising French writers. In 2013, his non-fiction book FRANCE ORANGE MECANIQUE, about violence in France today, sold 100,000 copies in the first three months.



Weitzmann, Marc: UNE MATIERE INFLAMMABLE (Stock, August 2013, 368 pages) Ø



Corruption and integrity, respectful relationships and domination, pretence and being true to oneself – these are some of the themes in this bold, funny and brutal book.



Ø



True to his usual obsessions, Marc Weitzmann reveals his vision of a French reality through his explosive fiction.



In the 1990s, as his eventful teens come to an end, the narrator Frank is trying to step into line. To succeed, he accepts help from family friends, Patrick and Paula Zimmermann. Former Trotskyite militant Patrick is an economist and a successful author. His wife Paula is Israeli by birth and she throws herself into their Parisian social life to escape the weight of her history. They are both members of the liberal left which was then close to power. Frank becomes Patrick’s ghost writer out of necessity and Paula’s lover out of love, and follows them into intellectual and political circles at the height of their power, an environment that fascinates and disgusts him. Now 2013, against a background of social decay and very public scandals, people’s true colours are beginning to show. After twenty years apart, Frank meets up with the Zimmermanns again. The personal tragedies that come to light force each of them to confront unexpected truths. Marc Weitzmann is a novelist. His most significant works to date are MARIAGE MIXTE (2000), UNE PLACE DANS LE MONDE (2004), FRATERNITÉ (2006) and QUAND J’ÉTAIS NORMAL (2010). He is a contributor to Le Monde des livres.



Langénieux-Villard, Philippe: LA POMME D'ALAN TURING (Éditions Héloïse d'Ormesson, October 2013, 224 pages) Ø



A biographical tale involving such universal contemporary issues as homosexuality, the marginalization of people who are different, and scientific progress.



Ø



In osmosis with Alan Turing’s mother, readers gather testimonials from Alan’s friends in an attempt to better understand the son she knew so poorly when he was alive.



Ø



The plot follows the rise and fall of this atypical genius, gradually revealing the key events in Alan Turing’s life.



A novel based on the life of the British scientist Alan Turing, the father of computer science. The plot alternates between the poignant tale of a mother who comes to know her son after his death and the story of the scientist who, at the height of his career, burned his wings, beginning a terrible downward spiral. Alan Turing was one of those people who is too far ahead of their times to get the recognition they deserve during their lifetimes. A peerless mathematician, he challenged the greatest scientists of his day – John von Neumann, Albert Einstein and Charles Galton Darwin – and became a member of the London Mathematical Academy and a Fellow of the Royal Society. He was a key player in one of England’s greatest military secrets, and helped the Allies win World War II by creating the first “intelligent machine,” able to decrypt coded messages. Obsessed with the idea of creating artificial intelligence, he was thought of by the rest of the scientific and mathematical community as something of a mad scientist, and was not taken seriously. In addition to his avant-garde ideas, he tended to defy authority and refused to play the social game. Found guilty of homosexual acts, he committed suicide by taking a bite of a poisoned apple that he had soaked in cyanide.
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FICTION Years later, another computer pioneer paid tribute to him by making his brand’s logo an apple with a bite missing: Apple Inc. was born. Philippe Langenieux-Villard has written a stunning and well-researched tribute to this pioneering mathematician. The novel rehabilitates a genius who received only contempt from his peers because of his eccentricity and his bold intellect. Born in 1955, Philippe Langenieux-Villard has written several books. LA POMME D'ALAN TURING is his third novel published by Editions Heloïse d'Ormesson, after LE LIVREUR and LES FRÈRES RATTAIRE.



de la Peine, Bertrand: LA MÉTHODE ARBOGAST (Minuit, September 2013, 126 pages) Ø



Right from the start, readers are drawn into the detailed, playful writing. Situations follow upon each other’s heels like in a game of dominos, where each piece knocks over the next one as it falls.



Ø



The characters are well and subtly drawn, with a mix of good sides and bad, qualities and flaws.



Ø



You can’t help noticing the novelist’s obvious pleasure in playing with words and phrases. The way he segues from descriptions to action to dialogue is particularly gratifying.



This wonderful novel is short, efficient, entertaining, daring, fast-paced, funny and full of surprising plot twists. The novelist clearly enjoyed keeping track of the main character’s adventures as much as readers will. Valentin Noze is a trainee photo researcher for a Belgian publisher. His whole life changes because of a balloon and a sparrow. Valentin falls off a ladder and winds up in the hospital, but after he gets out, he starts getting migraines. So he goes to see Professor Arbogast, a specialist who treats headaches with hypnosis… and his own personal touches: a remedy made from a psychoactive molecule secreted by certain frogs, as well as projected images. Valentin meets Sibylle, the professor’s secretary; she is an infiltrated environmental activist who is fighting against the illegal traffic in protected species, like the frogs. When Valentin gets involved in his lover’s organization’s fight against a known smuggler, the young couple is kidnapped and taken to Madagascar. Tossed into the water Valentin manages to find the director of the organization. Together, they weather a terrible storm and manage to free the frogs. Valentin stays on the island to do some research. When he gets back, he publishes the outcome of his work: “The Abrogast Method,” a selfhypnosis method. As for the professor, who was arrested because of his involvement in frog smuggling, once he is released he leaves the country and isn’t heard from again. Bertrand de la Peine, born in 1962, teaches French on the Island of Mayotte. He has written two previous novels, LES HEMISPHÈRES DE MAGDEBOURG (2009) and BANDE-SON (2011). “Une course folle qui brinquebale son jeune protagoniste de Bruxelles à Madagascar. Ainsi commence la folle course-poursuite de Valentin. Et avec elle, notre goût retrouvé pour la fraîcheur du récit.” Livres Hebdo “En écho à l’œuvre de Jean Echenoz, un roman plein d’audace et d’humour où le bonheur d’écrire transparaît à chaque instant. Il y a du Tintin et du Jules Verne dans cette histoire aux multiples rebondissements menée de main de maître. Ce bref et très vif récit devrait séduire de nombreux lecteurs.” Pages



Roubaudi, Ludovic: LE POURBOIRE DU CHRIST (Le Dilettante, August 2013, 320 pages) Ø



Ludovic Roubaudi’s novel will delight readers with its unexpected plot twists and outrageous situations.



Ø



A teeming style and raw language reminiscent of Rabelais’s grotesque world.



Ø



As a caricature of a diseased society ruled by hypocrisy and manipulation, Ludovic Roubaudi’s book bears a certain resemblance to Michel Houellebecq’s THE POSSIBILITY OF AN ISLAND.



A grotesque tale focused on two manipulative crooks, with plot twists that take us from the world of pornography to a conservative community in a little village in France Ramon Tripier and Rodolphe live from one scam to the next. After a film shoot that goes wrong – naked bodies all over the place cacophony and streams of blood – they lay low amidst a Catholic community in a little French village. Taking advantage of the locals’ fears, the pair gets the villagers to finance a 9th crusade that they’ve pulled out of thin air. But nothing goes according to plan, because the quiet little community isn’t as
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CONTEMPORARY UP-MARKET COMMERCIAL TRENDS chaste as it seems. Believing he is an emissary of the Church, the women confess their sexual urges to Ramon, and Rodolphe winds up as the sex slave of a bourgeois young woman who forces him to teach her sodomy. To keep up the pretense of their fraud, the two men have to come up with ever-more absurd discourses, and they wind up trapped by a society approaching a state of hysteria. In raw yet theatrical language, like a cross between vaudeville and the absurd, grotesque and ever-more implausible situations pile up. Our two heroes get just one thing – aside from a little money – from their scam: they learn that all the world’s a stage and all you need to do to make it yours is to know how to play your role. Born in 1963, Ludovic Roubaudi has been a jack-of-all-trades: journalist, fire-fighter, ghostwriter… and currently project manager in the world of business. LE POURBOIRE DU CHRIST is his 4th novel published by Le Dilettante, after LES BALTRINGUES, LE 18 and LES CHIENS ÉCRASÉS.



Boukhobza, Chochana: MÉTAL (Denoël, August 2013, 416 pages) Ø



The tale of an unlikely yet somehow inevitable friendship between a woman artist and an old man who understand each other wordlessly.



Ø



The author has a heightened instinct for narration, and she keeps the story moving along at a perfect pace. Every detail of the skillfully created atmosphere is meaningful.



Ø



A timely and relevant novel concerning artistic creation and the players in the system that surrounds it.



Ø



An invitation to consider doing the work needed to examine fascist regimes from the angle of sculpture.



Tania Breitman spends her days twisting, soldering and overcoming huge blocks of scrap iron strewn around an abandoned workshop. She has been a sculptor ever since she learned the trade from gypsies, when her family fled Ceausescu’s Rumania for France. Thanks to Kruger, her teacher and mentor, she learned fast. She was even the darling of the Parisian art scene for a while, and the star artist at the famous Leroy Gallery. But her stubborn determination to abandon stonework in favor of metal put everyone off, except Mr. Freddy. This true and powerful friendship is portrayed with great sensitivity, making it into what is surely the artist’s greatest work. Chochana Boukhobza was born in Tunisia in 1959. She lived in Paris and in Israel. She is the author of several novels, including her debut novel UN ÉTÉ À JÉRUSALEM, which received the Prix Méditerranée in 1986, and LE CRI, which was short-listed for the Fémina Prize in 1987. After LE TROISIÈME JOUR (rights sold: World English / McLehose and Italy / Einaudi) and FUREUR, MÉTAL is the 5th novel by Boukhobza that asserts her undeniable talent as a storyteller.



Condou, Isabelle: UN PAYS QUI N’AVAIT PAS DE PORT (Plon, August 2013, 352 pages) Ø



A novel that explores an infamous phenomenon: the inhumane treatment that is often meted out to clandestine passengers.



Ø



Based on in-depth groundwork: in order to write the novel, the author spent several months on a cargo ship.



Ø



The paying passengers’ decent instincts are intertwined with shameful motives. Torn between compassion and disgust, human kindness and indifference, Josephine, Bohdan and Marek have to fight first against themselves and finally, against the very despair of the clandestine youth.



A clandestine passenger on a cargo ship threatens to interfere with the voyage of three Europeans. What will prevail: their desire to help him or their inclination to ignore any humane instinct and just get on with their trip? Aboard a freighter travelling between Europe and the Pacific, the discovery of a clandestine passenger creates a problem for three travelers who have paid their way. What should they do? Turn him in? Help him to attain his dream? Or just get rid of him? Their consciences stirred, relationships are formed, ones that involve each one’s past, but whatever their respective and fluctuating positions regarding this man who has no right to expect anything of them, their own personal concerns take precedence over those of the man whose life is at stake. Leaning over the ocean mirror, Bohdan, Marek, and Josephine – all three of them loners, individuals at once complex and monstrously banal – heave the man into the sea, drowning their desires and their fears along with him.
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FICTION This is a tale that explores a sadly familiar subject, the inhumane indifference of the happy few towards the absolute poverty of the many. Isabelle Condou is a novelist who has already published three works: IL ÉTAIT DISPARU (2004), SOLITUDE DE L’AUBE (2007), and LA PERRITA (2009). “Une ambiance de mutinerie troublante et inattendue que l’auteure éclaire sans concession.” L’Hebdo sélection “Un voyage sur l’océan où ceux qui le contemplent plongent dans leurs propres abysses” Ouest France



Grimbert, Sibylle: LE FILS DE SAM GREEN (Anne Carrière, August 2013, 185 pages) Ø



A direct, factual, and efficient style that draws us into the son’s soul-searching and his crisis of faith and identity. Portraying the father as both unassuming and omnipresent, the narrator analyzes the father-son relationship.



Ø



There is suspense in the son’s slowly gradual understanding of his father’s activities: brushing away the first clues and doubts, confronting them, and finally, the moment when everything is on the verge of falling apart.



Ø



An ironic and lucid portrait of careless, wealthy youth who form a privileged caste, intertwined with relevant ideas public opinion, reputation and more.



Soul-searching by the son of Sam Green – Bernard Madoff’s literary doppelganger – who is torn between feeling guilty and complicit on the one hand, and wanting to reject all the lies and cover-ups on the other. Sybille Grimbert offers an incisive and unexpected novel that is as cutting as it is contemporary. The son of Sam Green, the admired and courted King of Wall Street, was raised in luxury: from fancy summer mansions to Ivy League schools and all the perks of a colossal fortune. But as this tale told by a young man with a promising future opens, the King has been exposed as a swindler, and the golden name has become a mark of shame. All the son can do is protest his own innocence – even if he had eventually come to understand his boss and father’s shady dealings – and to try to disentangle his feelings of doubt, anger, guilt and rejection. The narrator suffers a near-total collapse of everything he thought he knew and loved. He looks back over his youth and marriage, his son… and his work with his father. Every single element of his world and all of his beliefs have been overturned. He has to start everything over from scratch, which he does by deciding to leave at the end of the novel. This sensitive, intimate, touching and dismaying analysis of a financial scandal really makes you think. A powerful narrative that stays in your head long after you have closed the book. Born in Paris in 1967, Sibylle Grimbert’s critically acclaimed first novel, BIRTH DAYS, was published by Stock in 2000. Since then, she has written six novels for Stock, Le Seuil and Léo Scheer. With her latest novel, this talented novelist confirms her role as an author to look out for. Above and beyond the critical success of her earlier work, with LE FILS DE SAM GREEN, she has written a novel that should make her a household name.



Pessan, Eric: MUETTE (Albin Michel, August 2013, 215 pages) Ø



A strong and insightful novel composed in short chapters alternating seamlessly between the narration and snippets of dialogues, those bullying comments that can profoundly upset a teenager and explain why they run away.



Ø



The main character lives in true communion with nature: in several very well-written passages, she turns into an animal, with extra-sharp senses, heightened instincts, and a lively, untamed nature.



Ø



The author offers a sharp-eyed analysis of teenagers and a lovely portrait of a sensitive, solitary and wounded teen on the cusp between childhood and maturity.



Muette, a terribly unhappy teen who feels like nobody understands her, decides to run away from home in hopes of leaving her world behind. An unwanted child, she lives with parents who can barely stand to see her. She decides to take advantage of the summer holidays to hide out in an abandoned old barn that’s just an hour’s walk from her house.
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CONTEMPORARY UP-MARKET COMMERCIAL TRENDS Eric Pessan addresses adolescent misery and rebellion against the world as it is: filled with war, crime and injustice. His unusual novel weaves Muette’s own thoughts in with the comments she’s used to hearing. We pick up bits and pieces of a difficult past: rumors about her mother, who had to drop out of high school in her sophomore year because she was pregnant; as well as whispers about her grandmother, who is said to have died of a broken heart over having “a daughter like that.” The police find a dehydrated, feverish Muette and bring her back to her parents. The whole way back, she deliriously fantasizes a touching family reunion. Once home, she takes advantage of a momentary lapse of attention to run away again. This touching novel is a slice of the life of a confused teenager, on the cusp between childhood and maturity, love and hate, anger and a new life. Born in Bordeaux in 1970, Eric Pessan has written plays, short stories, poetry, children’s books and art books, as well as six novels, including L’EFFACEMENT DU MONDE (2001), CHAMBRE AVEC GISANT (2002), LES GEOCROISEURS (2004), UNE TRÈS VILAINE CHOSE (2006), CELA N’ARRIVERA JAMAIS (2007). He also writes radio plays. His previous novel, INCIDENT DE PERSONNE, was published by Albin Michel in 2010. He runs many writing workshops, participates frequently in creating new theatrical and artistic works, and contributes to several literary journals. “MUETTE est le roman paradoxal d’”une tempête sous un crâne”, dans lequel les silences sont étourdissants, et les réflexions des parents des flèches empoisonnées.” La Cause Littéraire “Une réussite totale d’incarnation de l’adolescence vécue du côté féminin. Un roman passionnant qui est aussi une ode à la liberté, à la nature, à l’instinct et à l’animalité.” Salon littéraire



Hirsch, Mikaël: AVEC LES HOMMES (Intervalles, August 2013, 128 pages) Long-listed for the Femina Prize Ø



A story about looking for love that is surprisingly original, relevant and thoughtful.



Ø



Searching for a land of milk and honey, and exploring the different places the search leads to: Israel and a fantasized Middle East; Paris, the literary capital of the world; and the escapist countryside of Brittany.



Ø



Readers will be entertained by the adventures of Paul, a naive and endearingly clumsy character.



Ø



Punchy, lively sentences and lots of literary references, plus some truly funny moments, add up to a dynamic style that will hold readers’ interest.



In Brest (Brittany), two old friends meet after twenty years apart. The first, who’s become a writer, seems to have succeeded in life; the second, despite great early promises, never raised up to what was expected of him. But if the bitterness often catches up with high expectations, the very idea of success can sometimes seem illusory. From Paris to Tel Aviv to Brittany, these two parallel destinies tell us about the thirst for exotic horizons, the passion that devours and literature that consumes. Jubilant variation on the theme of exile, reflection on shame and cruelty, AVEC LES HOMMES is above all a brilliant novel on love and redemption. Mikael Hirsch is a French writer, born in Paris in 1973. He has published one play and several novels, including LE RÉPROUVÉ (2010), which was particularly noticed by critics, selected for the Prix Femina. He’s currently working as a bookseller in Paris. “Les choses simples de la vie, Mikaël Hirsch les décrit directement, avec justesse et sans fioritures... Avec les hommes est un joli texte, à déguster en l’honneur de la langue française et des femmes de cœur.” Toute la culture.com “Un livre fort, amer et passionné.” Le Télégramme “On lit AVEC LES HOMMES d’une traite. Un peu ensorcelé par le bruissement des phrases.” Mouvement.net “Ce roman est un mélange pour le meilleur des deux précédents de l’auteur : les thèmes du premier avec l’excellence de l’écriture du second : une vraie réussite.” Le Blog de Yv “AVEC LES HOMMES est un joli texte, à déguster en l'honneur de la langue française et des femmes de cœur.” Toutelaculture.com “À en juger par la finesse et le tremblé - vivant, palpitant – du portrait, l'amour est bel et bien là.” Point de vue
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FICTION Meyer, Patrick-Olivier: LE MUSCLE ET LA CHAIR (Calmann-Levy, January 2013, 200 pages) Ø



MUSCLE AND FLESH is part of Fiction France Review‟s focus titles for translation.



An unexpected father and son relationship, both explosive and poignant in this second novel by Patrick Olivier Meyer, confirming the promise of the first, Nevrospiral (Calmann-Lévy, 2010). The author's edgy writing skillfully juggles humor and melancholy. Ewad Kubicz, a 31 years old Parisian photographer, is about to become a father. Then he learns of the death of his own father, Kazimierz Kubicz, whom he had cut off all ties with fifteen years earlier. Kazimierz, a former pole vault champion, had led a thousand lives, from his native Poland to the United States, without ever settling down for good. First as a national hero and then a traitor, later as an unfaithful husband and a truant father, the impulsive charmer had always been an enigma to his son. The unreal announcement of his death reopens old wounds and sets Ewad off in search of his father via encounters, in both Poland and the United States, with the women in his life. Unexpected events and reflections on the past soon turn Ewad's journey into a personal quest. How can we forgive being betrayed by someone we love ? Patrick Olivier Meyer was born in California in 1969. His family moved to the suburbs of Paris, when he was two. Since then, he has taken up writing and been exploring ways of moving on. LE MUSCLE ET LA CHAIR is his second novel. He is also the author of NEVROSPIRAL (Calmann-Lévy, 2010). “Dazzling” – VSD ”The most impressive novel of the year to date.” Public



HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL Jérusalmy, Raphaël: LA CONFRERIE DES CHASSEURS DE LIVRES (Actes Sud, August 2013, 320 pages) Over 20,000 copies sold in France! Ø



A fabulous and exciting adventure in which East and West, Jerusalem and Paris, meet, and readers get front-row seats for the birth of the Renaissance and its new ideas.



Ø



The author imaginatively re-writes many famous people’s lives.



Ø



An epic saga that sets books and knowledge firmly at the heart of our culture, amongst the values worthy of defending against obscurantism and fanaticism.



1463, the Middle Ages and their willful ignorance are drawing to a close. The poet François Villon has been chosen by the Brotherhood of Book Hunters to lend his pen to the Renaissance’s new ideas and to stem the tide of Rome’s overwhelming influence. Over the course of a journey that will bring him all the way to the Holy Land, Villon will uncover a vast web of alliances, conspiracies and counter-conspiracies all aimed at thwarting the Pope’s omnipotence. Adventure, danger, mysticism and love will dot his path. Since historians know next to nothing about the final period in Villon’s life, the author entertainingly decides that the poet became the subtle, clever voice of the Brotherhood. A graduate of both the École Normale Supérieure and the Sorbonne, Raphaël Jérusalmy worked for Mossad for many years before becoming involved with humanitarian and educational action. He is now an antique bookseller in Tel Aviv. His first novel, SAUVER MOZART (2012 ENS Cachan Prize) is currently being translated into English (U.K., U.S.A., Australia and New Zealand), Italian and Hebrew. Rights are sold: USA/UK: Europa Edition, Italy E/O Edizioni; Spain: Navona Editorial “[Un] thriller littéraire moyenâgeux des plus originaux, hymne au pouvoir de l’écrit et à la magnificence des livres.” L’Express “Jérusalmy s’en donne à cœur joie, dans cette saga picaresque échevelée et érudite, où il emporte son lecteur, ravi. Par delà son intrigue, le roman peut se lire comme un hymne d’amour au livre, outil de connaissance et de civilisation, face à tous les fanatismes et tous les obscurantismes.” Livres Hebdo
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HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL “Du style, de la verve et du panache, Jérusalmy éclaire avec malice l’aube de la Renaissance.” Paris Match “Un fort roman d’aventures, emballant, plein d’énergie, d’insolence et d’érudition” Lire “Une aventure digne d'un roman picaresque mâtiné de conte philosophique. (…) Après SAUVER MOZART, (…), Raphaël Jérusalmy donne naissance à un tout autre univers narratif, vibrant de saveurs, de couleurs et de sensations. (…) À la gloire des livres et de la liberté, un roman d'aventures profond et bondissant comme son héros inattendu, le poète François Villon”. La Croix



de La Ville Baugé, Jean-Félix: DIEU REGARDAIT AILLEURS (Plon, August, 2013, 288 pages) Ø



An exciting historical saga that allows us to re-live a time of tremendous turmoil, and to meet major European political and artistic figures from the 1920s, from Rasputin and Nicholas II to Coco Chanel and Cocteau.



Ø



A unique personal story, told, fairly unusually, from an aristocrat’s point of view.



Ø



An uprooted narrator caught in the crossfire of history who doesn’t know how to live in a world so radically changed from the one he’d always known.



Ø



An interesting exploration of both the reliability of memory itself, and of how our most private memories affect us.



Saint Petersburg, 1917: The Russian aristocracy is in its death throes. Years later, the czar’s nephew, the Grand Duke Vladimir Vladimirovich, recounts those traumatic times that carried him far from his native land. His story is the drama of a nation. He doesn’t gloss over any of the Russian revolution’s atrocities: plotting, murder, torture, rape, massacres. A veritable love song to Russia, and a portrait of a bleeding nation torn between white and red, we are gripped by a chapter of Russian history as seen through Vladimirovich’s own personal story. From Russia to the USA, via a painful period of exile in France, a brief romance with an American actress and a lonely death in the Swiss Alps, we are irresistibly drawn in by the fascinating fate of this disillusioned and solitary aristocrat, vestige of an era that is gone forever. Born in Paris on September 25, 1972, Jean-Félix de La Ville Baugé has done several humanitarian missions overseas. He now lives in Russia. Since 2008, he has been Director of Publication for Le Courrier de Russie, a Franco-Russian bi-monthly. DIEU REGARDAIT AILLEURS is his third novel.



Révay, Thérésa: L’AUTRE RIVE DU BOSPHORE (Belfond, October 2013, 416 pages) Ø



L’AUTRE RIVE DU BOSPHORE is a powerful novel set during the occupation of Istanbul by the Allied Forces after WWI.



Leyla, a modern, intelligent woman with political ties to the Sultan, is caught between her duty to her family and her duty to her nation. Her comfortable life with her two children and husband is threatened once the Allies occupy Istanbul. As her brother and friends fight for survival and the independence of their country, Leyla must find a way to join the struggle without sacrificing too much in the process. A distinguished Turkish family in danger, a daring German archaeologist, a French military officer who risks his reputation in search of love, desperate Russian refugees... As East meets West, gripping characters bring alive this thorou- ghly researched, moving novel about a changing world. While a new Turkey rises from the ashes of the dazzling Ottoman Empire, Leyla learns the price she must pay for her independence and freedom. Theresa Révay is a European writer with a French twist who has published several novels with Belfond including LA LOUVE BLANCHE and its sequel TOUS LES RÊVES DU MONDE, both translated into 8 languages and with combined sales of over 300,000 copies. Rights sold: Ediciones B (Spain) Der Club Berterlsmann/Golmann (Germany) Turkey-auction in progress
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FICTION Egémar, Béatrice: LE PRINTEMPS DES ENFANTS PERDUS (Presses de la Cité, October 2013, 300 pages) Ø



Inspired by the true story of child kidnappings in 1750, Béatrice Egémar delivers a fascinating investigation in 18th century Paris...



1750. Manon is a perfumer in her family’s presti- gious shop on rue Saint-Honoré where cus- tomers include artists, actors, members of high society, even Madame La Pompadour, Louis XV’s preferred mistress. After the disappearance of her young nephew, Jean-Baptiste, and then her apprentice, Gaspard, Manon makes a connection with the rumors circulating around the capitol about child kidnappings. Word has it that the victims are sent to Louisiana where a prince with Leper feasts on their blood with the hope of being cured. Manon is determined to find these children and discover who is responsible. With the help of the parents of other missing children, her investigation will unearth one surprise after the next... Béatrice Egémar is the author of over 20 children’s books. LE PRINTEMPS DES ENFANTS PERDUS is her first novel for adults.



Thibaux, Jean-Michel: LE TEMPLIER DU PAPE (Presses de la Cité, September 2013, 348 pages) Ø



An adventure and love story of two extraordinary people set in 12th century Provence, Italy and Syria...



Asselin, a brilliant friar of the Montreux brotherhood, serves as Pope Innocent III’s confidante. This as the Pope hunts down all heretics of Christianity and has them burned at the stake in Rome. 3000 kilometers away, the German crusaders attempt to invade Syria, creating an unprecedented crisis: the Muslim siege of Acre. Mahaut and his daughter Gisla live in this flea-ridden city open to every vice. The young girl has no idea of the exceptional destiny in store for her... Asselin, now a spy for the Pope amongst the Templar Knights, and Gisla’s chance encounter will lead to an impossible love affair while fire and blood ravages the world around them. Jean-Michel Thibaux has written over 50 works including the bestselling LE SECRET DE L’ABBÉ SAUNIÈRE which was adapted for television and translated into 10 languages.



Benzoni, Juliette Benzoni: LE TALISMAN DU TÉMÉRAIRE - VOL. 1: LES TROIS FRERES (Plon, October 2013, 450 pages) Volume 2 will be published in the spring of 2014. Ø



The works of Juliette Benzoni have attracted a broad and loyal public (an average of 30,000 copies sold for each work published).



A new adventure for the Venetian prince and antique dealer Aldo Morosini, whose life is turned upside down with the discovery of three exceptional rubies dating from the 15th century. On March 2nd, 1476, the Swiss compel Charles the Bold, the all-powerful Duc de Bourgogne, to abandon his camp at Grandson, leaving his fabulous wealth behind. Perhaps the most valuable jewel of this treasure is his pearl-embroidered parade hat, whose clasp at the crown is composed of exceptional gemstones arranged on a row of pearls: three rubies, known as “The Three Brothers”, and a huge triangular blue diamond called “The Great Diamond of Burgundy”. Destined to die at the gates of Nancy on January 5th, 1477, Charles the Bold will never again see this clasp, which he cherishes as a talisman. Five centuries later, these four stones will cause no end of problems for Aldo Morisini and his gang. It all begins with the visit of his notary, and a scene in the church of Saint-Augustine, in Paris. Juliette Benzoni is considered today as the queen of the French historical novel. Among her books are LE BOITEUX DE VARSOVIE, LA FLORENTINE, MARIE LES INTRIGUES, MARIE DES PASSIONS, LA PERLE DE L’EMPEREUR, LES LARMES DE MARIE-ANTOINETTE, LE JEU DE L’AMOUR ET LA MORT, SECRETS D’ETAT, L’ANNEAU D’ATLANTIDE, the LE BAL DES POIGNARDS series. The Russian rights for previous books sold to: Eksmo
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HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL Riou, Jean-Michel: LES GLORIEUX DE VERSAILLES LE PALAIS DE TOUTES LES PROMESSES. TOME 3 (Flammarion, September 2013, 536 pages) Ø



A new title of the collection of historical novels by one the best writers in France



Louis XIV is about to move his Court to Versailles. The building site is in turmoil. Nothing is ready. Countless issues are torturing architect Hardouin-Mansart and painter Le Brun, but there is a particulary tricky one which may jeopardise the splendour of Versailles: the fountains are not working as the King desires. Nature is stronger ans Le Notre cannot fight it: there is no woater in Versailles. Yet, the gardens are not the only ones shedding tears. Afters triumphing over the Black King, the Pontgallet family is once again caught in the storm. Marguerite who is leading her siblings, is ruined. Her second in command, the mason La Faillon, is severely injured. Hope now rests on Amandine, the Pontgallet granddaughter, and Jean, Le Faillon’s son. Their marriage should allow a breath of new life into the project. But Amandine dreams about the castle. Jean would do anything for her. He would even forgot his ambition to join Le Brun’s studio. The future seems bleak, unless the past comes to the rescue of the promising palace and bringstogether one last time all those who have longed for it so much, for better of for worse… Jean-Michel Riou is the author of a score of novels including the best-selling LE SECRET DE CHAMPOLLION and L’INSOUMISE DU ROI-SOLEIL



Jacq, Christian: NEFERTITI (Editions XO, October 2013, 374 pages) Partial English translation available Ø



A new title by Christian Jacq. His world-famous series all published by XO: THE STONE OF LIGHT • QUEEN LIBERTY • THE MYSTERIES OF OSIRIS



Nefertiti is the most famous of the Egyptian queens and the fabulous portrait illustrating her eternal beauty is known the world over. But what do we really know about this woman, born into lower nobility, who became the Great Royal Wife of Akhenaten, the mystical pharaoh? Christian Jacq’s novel recounts the extraordinary story of this couple, united by red-hot love, breaking with customs of the time – the brilliant and prosperous 8th dynasty (around 1350 b.c.e.). Endowed with stubborn willpower, Nefertiti, mother of six daughters, was the soul of the revolution that so deeply shook the country. Many changes took. Foreign rights for Christian Jacq’s novels are sold in 29 languages. 27 million copies sold worldwide! The Russian rights for several titles sold to Hemiro/Family Leisure Club



Gallo, Max: 1914 - LE DESTIN DU MONDE. 1918 - LA TERRIBLE VICTOIRE (Editions XO, September 2013, 248 pages) First print run is 50 000 copies Ø



A History of the First World War – a series in 2 volumes



Following 1914 (9 weeks on the best-seller list), Max Gallo concludes his account of the First World War. The author recounts these terrible years sealed Europe’s future and the outcome of this conflict which changed the world forever. After the battle of the Marne, the army buried itself in the trenches and began a horrendous war that left the men lucky enough to still be alive broken. The slaughter was dreadful and the number of deaths in the millions. Civil society was shaken to its core. Women took over the workforce left behind by the men and begin to liberate themselves. The new face of atrocity was permanently burned into people’s minds. “And now that we must win peace, it is perhaps more difficult than winning the war.” This sentence was uttered by Clémenceau on armistice day, with all the gravity of a 77 year-old man who watched in terror as Europe sunk into horror. In 1918, the Dreadful Victory, Max Gallo brings the end of the conflict back to life. Eighty years later, the cycle opened by the First World War finally came to a close during the war in the Balkans. As people mourned those lost in battle, major change was taking place throughout the world. n
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FICTION Max Gallo has always been at the forefront of his career as a novelist, essay writer and historian. With a degree in History, a PhD in Literature, and having taught for a long time, he is the author of many novels and biographies. He became a member of the Académie Française in 2007. Among his publications with XO are: the trilogy BLEU BLANC ROUGE, as well as the biographies of Victor Hugo, Julius Caesar and Louis XIV which have been hugely successful. Max Gallo’s works have been translated in 15 countries: Albania, Brazil, Czech Republic, Denmark, Japan, Hungary, Korea, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slovenia, Spain, Turkay.



D’Aillon, Jean: DANS LES GRIFFES DE LA LIGUE (Flammarion, March 2013, 276 pages) August 1, 1589: Henri III has been stabbed to death by a monk, Jacques Clément. But Olivier Hauteville has his doubts: even disfigured by the beating he got from the king’s guards, the assassin’s face doesn’t look anything like the Clément that Olivier used to know. And young Gabrielle d'Estrée agrees that the battered man is not the Jacobin she met the night before the king was murdered. So what happened? Was there a substitution? And if so, then who killed Henri III? And where is the real murderer hiding? Henri IV and his inner circle absolutely must find out. Especially since the Holy League is acting up, and a secret society, the Keepers of the Faith, is trying to bring down the Béarnais king. Who are these archangels of death working for? Appointed to resolve these enigmas, Olivier Hauteville has to face death and affront infamy. At his own risk... and his family’s. Jean d'Aillon, who lives in Aix-en-Provence, has been telling historic adventures, including the adventure of Olivier Hauteville during the French Wars of Religion, between Catholics and Protestants, with skill, historical accuracy and brio for several years now.



van Cauwelaert, Didier: LA FEMME DE NOS VIES (Albin Michel, March 2013, 304 pages) Ø



A brilliant evocation of the darkest period in contemporary history, the scientific stakes and their terrible consequences.



Ø



Humor, suspense, affection… A novel that is at once light-hearted, spell-binding and extremely moving.



Ø



A love story in which the two protagonists are separated. The memory of one will save the other’s honor.



Germany, 1941. Ilsa saves young David from the psychiatric ward – and certain death. But they are separated by fate – he goes to the United States and assists several Nobel Prize winners, while she stays in Germany and is framed for crimes she didn’t commit. Sixty years later, David has finally found the woman who discreetly saved him. He has just a few hours to try to reestablish her good name. 1941: David, 14, is about to be eliminated for mental deficiency when Ilsa saves his life. She declares he’s a prodigy and takes him into the school she runs. Young David works at unlocking the secrets of the atomic bomb. A year and a half later, David owes Ilsa everything… But Hitler has tired of the atomic project, and David’s life is at risk once again. Ilsa manages to send him to the USA, where he becomes Albert Einstein’s assistant and friend. Back in Germany, however, the school is destroyed, and the children murdered. Ilsa winds up being framed for war crimes at the Nuremberg trials, then freed thanks to a false I.D. In reality, she had been plotting since 1939 to eliminate Hitler. As her life is ending, her bravery is recognized and her reputation blighted. A spell-bindingly dramatic plot. The author blends emotions and styles skillfully: love and friendship, humor and suspense… Didier van Cauwelaert weaves his signature themes – change of identity, a teen encountering the love of his life, outdoing oneself for a cause, and defending the environment – with actual historical events: the Nazis’ scientific discoveries, the saga of German resistance, the “final solution” for the handicapped decreed by the Third Reich in 1941. Like the characters, readers’ lives will be affected by this book. Over the years, Didier van Cauwelaert has gone from success to success, writing numerous best-sellers and being awarded many literary prizes. From the 1982 Del Duca Prize for his first novel, VINGT ANS ET DES POUSSIERES, and the 1994 Goncourt and Nimier Prizes for UN ALLER SIMPLE (“One Way Ticket” which was made into a film), to the more recent LES TEMOINS DE LA MARIEE and DOUBLE IDENTITE.
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HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL Calmel, Mireille: RICHARD CŒUR DE LION. VOL. 1: L’OMBRE DE SALADIN (Editions XO, March 2013, 418 pages) Mireille Calmel’s works are sold in 14 languages Ø



After three volumes on Eleanor of Aquitaine (almost 1 Million copies sold), this is the first in a new series by Mireille Calmel. Richard the Lionheart, both warrior and poet, springs back to life through Calmel’s magical pen.



1189. A new king dons the crown on England. He is called Richard the Lionheart. His team of confidants includes his mother, Eleanor of Aquitaine, widow of Henry Plantagenet and Eloin Rudel, his lover and mistress and by their old friends. Yet it anlso includes the power of the three swords of the legend of Avalon: Excalibur, Marmiadoise and Durendal. Will their light be enough to stave off the betrayal and lies of John Lackland, the youngest of the Plantegenets in England or Saladin, commander of the Infidels who is quickly gaining power in the East? Under the watchful eye of Loanna de Grimwald, the only crusade to battle against his enemies in the shadows will be one of courage, love, and abnegation.Without fail. Born in 1964, Mireille Calmel has been writing since she the age of eight. Like many authors, her writing career started discreetly, with songs, short stories, plays. Then, she took several years to write her first novel, ELEANOR'S BED (XO, 2002), the success of which was like a fairytale come true for Mireille. She has published a total of 7 novels with XO, all of which have been best-sellers. Mireille lives in the Aquitaine region with her husband and two children. “Mireille Calmel returns with her special recipe for mixing medieval history and Arthurian legend in a well-structured plot.” Carrefour Savoirs “While plunging into history, we are swept away by the gripping rhythm of an adventure novel.” La Manche Libre “This novel mixes history and Arthurian characters in a maelstrom of passion, war and love…Bestselling author Mireille Calmel dresses a spicy narrative which will captivate avid readers of the genre.” Sud-Ouest



Abtey, Benoît: LES SECRETS DE D’ARTAGNAN-TOMES 1 & 2 DON JUAN DE TOLÈDE. LES SECRETS DE D’ARTAGNAN-TOME 1 (Flammarion, February 2012 - 744 pages) A mysterious knight, dicing with fortune, sporting masks, changing sides, holding his sword like a God, a man of craft and audacity who seduces the most beautiful women of Paris and elsewhere… But this adventurer hides a secret, probably a wound, perhaps a drama. He rushes forward throwing himself into life as if he was running towards death.



MASQUES DE FER. LES SECRETS DE D'ARTAGNAN - TOME 2 (Flammarion, January 2013, 600 pages) 1661. The Grand Siècle is only just beginning. Louis XIV has the firm intention to replace the anarchy of the Fronde order with a new one. God, the King, France: this is the Holy Trinity of the future reign. Yet this vision is being threatened. State secrets are revealed; a doppleganger of the King may take his throne… Then a real princess returns to the Court full of resentment. In the second volume of the series Secrets de D'Artagnan, Benoît Abtey masterfully revisits the iron mask myth. After DON JUAN DE TOLÈDE, MOUSQUETAIRE DU ROI, which won the Prix Patrimoine de La Forêt des Livres, Benoît Abtey casts a fresh light on the story of the iron mask.



Taillandier, François: L’ÉCRITURE DU MONDE (Stock, March 2013, 296 pages) L’ÉCRITURE DU MONDE is the first volume in a three-part historical account which will explore the dark centuries that lie between the official end of the Roman Empire in the West and the Eleventh Century, when kingdoms were being established and sketching the beginnings of our modern nation states. Centuries of slow cultural change: the spread of Christianity; the appearance of Roman art and of literature in “common” languages; the rise of Arab Muslim culture to the south of the Mediterranean while the Roman Empire stood its ground in the East and Constantinople.
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FICTION This first volume covers the whole of the Sixth Century, a complicated, little known time when so much first began and when Mediterranean unity disappeared, creating the beginnings of a Europe separate from the East.We discover the century through two remarkable lives. First that of Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus (Cassiodorus), born around 485 and who died around 575, a Roman aristocrat who became an advisor to the barbarian king Theodoric, the new leader of Italy with his capital at Ravenna. The brutal recapture of Italy by Justinian crushed his dreams of reconciling the indigenous people and the incoming Ostrogoths. When he was 60 he founded a monastery in Calabria, and collected thousands of books (on philosophy, medicine, architecture, mathematics, literature, theology) and had them copied. This man, who died at the age of 90, was a witness to and a key player in a century of upheaval. Towards 560, another people, the Lombards who were known as the Barbarians, seized power in Italy. The 17-year-old Bavarian princess Theodelinda set off alone for this country she knew nothing about and offered herself in marriage to King Authari. For more than twenty years she had considerable influence on how Italy developed. She ruled with a rod of iron, subjugating minor leaders in Lombardy and inciting them to respect Christianity while she herself became a representative for and an accomplice to Pope Gregory the Great. Theodelinda’s tomb still stands in Monza and she was canonised by the Catholic Church. Cassiodorus, Theodelinda, Gregory: in a chaotic world these individuals strove to establish the spiritual, intellectual and political foundations for a new society, and saw the contours of our modern day Europe emerge. François Taillandier is the author of ANIELKA, awarded the Grand Prix for a novel by the Académie Française, Stock, 1999, and LE CAS GENTILE, Stock, 2001. In 2010 he published TIME TO TURN, the last volume – after OPTION PARADIS, TELLING, IL N’Y A PERSONNE DANS LES TOMBES and LES ROMANS VONT OÙ ILS VEULENT – of a remarkably ambitious fictional project: LA GRANDE INTRIGUE.



COMMERCIAL FICTION Barbérat, Angélique: KYLE&CORYN (Michel Lafon, October 2013, 370 pages) Ø



A novel full of surprises right to the end, thanks to a clever, skilfully unspooled plot.



Ø



Endearing characters who preserve their purity despite the world’s violence.



Ø



The terrifying yet hope-filled life story of a bowed and battered woman who finds the strength to confront her abuser.



The intertwined fates of a man and a woman from opposite sides of the Atlantic who, against all odds, fall in love at first sight. A moving tale about the will to survive and the healing power of love. Kyle and Coryn were born in the same month of the same year: one in the USA, the other, in England. Without ever having met, each suffers from the other’s absence, until the year they turn 30, when their fates finally cross. At age 5, Kyle witnessed his father kill his mother. His sister’s love, his own passion for the piano, and his fear of growing up to be like his father have all shape him into the man he is today. And his globetrotting life in a rock group helps keep the demons of his past at a distance. Coryn grew up in the suburbs of London, the only girl in a family with 10 boys. Forced to quit school at age 16, the following year, she marries a charming and ambitious luxury-car dealer who turns out to be a violent bully. She suffers beatings, rape and humiliation for over 10 years and through 3 pregnancies. A car accident in San Francisco will be what brings Kyle & Coryn together. Kyle’s quick thinking – and love at first sight – will save Coryn’s life, providing her with the support she needs to break out of her isolation and finally hit back by taking her husband to court. This is a novel filled with hope that describes with terrifying precision the perverse and subtle cycle of domestic violence and the incredible strength it takes to escape it. KYLE&CORYN is the first novel from translator and confirmer traveler Angélique Barbérat, who sharpened her story-telling skills on her six children. Rights sold to Sperling & Kupfer in Italy (preemtive offer)
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COMMERCIAL FICTION Bourdin, Françoise: D’EAU ET DE FEU (Belfond, September 2013, 330 pages) Ø



The latest blockbuster from mega-selling author Françoise Bourdin set in a Scottish whiskey distillery...



Rivalries, old wounds, revenge, love...D’EAU ET DE FEU is Françoise Bourdin at her best. After travelling abroad, Scott, 20s, returns to his family’s estate and whiskey distillery stupefied to discover that his authoritative and aging father Angus has remarried a much younger French woman. Amélie, his new stepmother, has every intention of marking her territory with her four children in tow – three unruly boys and a teenage girl. As Amélie does her best to push Scott away, personalities clash and jealousy sets in. The tension mounts over what’s really at stake: who will inherit the estate and operate the distillery? Each side readies its weapons but an improbable love will blossom and surprise everyone. D’EAU ET DE FEU is Françoise Bourdin’s 33rd novel published by Belfond, her publisher of the past 20 years. Rights sold: Maeva (Spain); the Russian rights for several titles sold to: Family Leisure Club



de Turckheim, Emilie: UNE SAINTE (Héloïse d’Ormesson, August 2013, 208 pages) Ø



A fable about the spirit of giving and how hard it is to figure out how to help others without drawing attention to oneself.



Ø



A thought-provoking, sometimes indecisive character, who leads us down paths of freedom and transgression.



Ø



Precise, modern and powerful writing that denounces the excesses and absurdities of our contemporary world by reintegrating a dimension of grace and mercy.



Ø



A striking, unsparing description of modern prison life based on the personal experience of the author, who has been a volunteer prison visitor for many years.



UNE SAINTE is the zany, off-beat tale of a young woman who tries desperately to help others in order to earn her sainthood. As her good and not-so-good deeds for relatives, friends, neighbors and perfect strangers add up, angel wings begin to grow from her back. You can’t help being drawn in by this determined heroine’s tenacity and borderline-disturbing sense of self-sacrifice, and by the madcap transgressions she allows herself in order to achieve her goal. The novel switches between comedy and tragedy, altruism and selfishness, leading us to believe in the possibility of some kind of grace on Earth. Born in 1980, Émilie de Turckheim was inspired by her experience as a volunteer prison visitor to write LES PENDUS (2008). In 2009, she received the Vocation Prize for CHUTE LIBRE, LE JOLI MOIS DE MAI (2010) and HÉLOÏSE EST CHAUVE (2012) won the Bel Ami Prize. “Un conte noir étincelant.” Le Nouvel Observateur ”Émilie de Turckheim ne donne pas les rênes de sa lecture. Son style est avoiné, l'imaginaire sans licol, ni étriers. Ça désarçonne les chevaux de manège littéraire montés en palmarès des hebdomadaires.” Libération “Une pointe de tristesse, des vagues de burlesque. Ainsi avance le sixième roman d’Émilie de Turckheim, qui affirme une vraie maîtrise de l’écriture et s’amuse à mélanger les genres, du grave au frivole, tout en appelant le lecteur à la création.” Le Monde des Livres “Il faut se laisser ensorceler par le don qu’à l’auteur de mener son récit sur des chemins de traverse sans jamais tomber dans l’impasse. Sa science des sortilèges passe d’abord par sa plume, aussi maîtrisée qu’affranchie.” Le Figaro littéraire



Legardinier, Gilles: ET SOUDAIN TOUT CHANGE (Univers Poche, October 2013, 310 pages) Sample English translation and Reader’s report available Ø



Gilles Legardinier knows how to speak of mankind in his books that are good for the soul.



Ø



A funny, touching coming-of-age story and, above all, a supremely life-affirming testament to the energy, camaraderie and hope- fulness of youth.



Camille, Lea, Axel, Leo and the gang have known each other since kindergarten. A few months before graduation they are each wondering which path to take... They don’t know that by summer their destinies will
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FICTION change. Supported by those close to them and their teachers they will face illness, incertitude and illusions while at the same time recognizing the value of friendship, love and pushing oneself to the limit. Gilles Legardinier has already published several novels including adaptations, children’s books and thrillers which have been awarded many times Rights sold: Turkey (Pegasus) “The text by Gilles Legardinier is overwhelming.” The readers reviews. Blog “The reader will successively laugh (again!), be thrilled and be moved thanks to genuine heroes.” The readers reviews. Blog



Lapierre, Alexandra: JE TE VOIS REINE DES QUATRE PARTIES DU MONDE (Flammarion, March 2013, 576 pages) Ø



Isabel Barreto did indeed exist and remains to this day the only female admiral in the Spanish armada. The audacity of her actions makes her an outstanding and unequalled adventurer.



Je te vois reine des quatre parties du monde portrays a woman in the midst of the most violent and chauvinist milieu of Spanish history, that of the conquistadors and the great navigators of the new world. At a time when girls literally belonged to their father, Isabel Barreto dared to live out the same adventures as men, and like Christopher Columbus and Magellan, she attempted to expand the limits of the known world. She discovered the Marquesas Islands, the Salomon Islands and many unknown archipelagos in Oceania. She criss-crossed the Pacific Ocean, sailed across half of the planet by way of a maritime route which had never been explored, and finally reached Asia. Her epic journey is an adventure story, a coming-of-age tale and a love story too. Alexandra Lapierre is known for her rigorous research and the humanity of her characters. Her books bring back to life the figures of great women neglected by history. She is notably the author of Fanny Stevenson (Grand Prix des lectrices de ELLE ), Artemisia (which was awarded the Prix du XVIIe siècle and “Book of the week” by the BBC) and Elles ont conquis le monde : les grandes aventurières, 1850-1950, translated worldwide. Right sold: Spain, Italy “Avec cette amazone des mers, Alexandra Lapierre signe l’une de ses plus bouillonnantes biographies” Le Parisien “Ce roman d'amour et d'aventure vous embarque… et vous mène à bon port, essoufflé de bonheur.” Les Echos “Un grand roman épique!” La Croix



Duroy, Lionel: VERTIGES (Julliard, August 2013, 480 pages) Ø



Written with the precision of a surgeon for those who enjoy love stories and family feuds.



With the same artfulness as he displayed in his previous books – namely, Le Chagrin – Lionel Duroy drags us back down the meanders of the most secret human feelings – this time reflecting on his hero’s inability to steer his love life successfully. On the verge of a separation whose inevitability is becoming increasin- gly obvious, Augustin observes the women he loves and with whom he thought he had rebuilt his life for good. Wounded and torn apart but overpowered by the need to understand, one question leads to another and while Augustin ponders the recurrence of these romantic fails, childhood memories resurface, ever more haunting. More uncompromising than ever, Duroy has written this book scalpel in hand, with the precision of surgeon. Vertigo will doubtless deeply affect those who enjoy love stories and are interested in family feuds. Lionel Duroy has written a dozen novels, including L’HIVER DES HOMMES, which sold over 20,000 copies.
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COMMERCIAL FICTION Saint-Bois, Danièle: MA VOISINE A DISPARU (Julliard, November 2013, 270 pages Ø



MA VOISINE A DISPARU is the sequel to ‘Marguerite, Françoise and Me’, the literary saga that takes place during the presidency of Nicolas Sarkozy 1st.



One election later, Saint-Bois strikes with her usual verve. In addition, she is worried about the sudden disappearance of her English neighbour, and a gnawing curiosity leads her to investigate what has become of Mrs. Edmonson: a wild storyline that she could never have imagined, even with her teeming imagination and forte as a novelist. Set in a society slowly reaching boiling point, the narrator addresses the reader with the perfect cocktail of fury and humour. Danièle Saint-Bois has written, amongst other works, GALÁPAGOS, GALÁPAGOS (Stock, 1979) and LA REINE DE BARCELONE (Albin Michel, 1990). With Éditions Julliard, she has published LE RAVIN DE LA FEMME SAUVAGE (1999), DIES IRAE (2005), MARGUERITE, FRANÇOISE ET MOI (2009), L’ÂME DES SOLEILS NOIRS (2010) and VILLA BIANCA (2012).



Bailly, Samantha: STAGIAIRES - VOL 1: PREMIÈRE GÉNÉRATION (Bragelonne, Spring 2014) Ø



All the freshness and authenticity of relationships between young people: from mere companionship to true friendship, from a simple come-on to full-blown love.



Ø



A portrait of today’s youth, passionate and full of dreams.



Ø



Office scenes that are both funny and true-to-life.



A student in communications, Ophélie has always dreamed of working in the creative arts industry. But when her application is accepted for an internship at Pyxis, a dynamic company specializing in entertainment, her initial euphoria is soon replaced by anxiety. She has to leave everything behind her to move to the capital, where her difficulties begin: finding a flat, adapting to the workplace, living on a few hundred euros a month… Arthur is a student at one of the most prestigious business schools in Paris. He likes partying, often cheats on his girlfriend “by accident”, and has trouble accepting the path chosen for him by his parents. His internship at Pyxis is the perfect opportunity to escape from the world of finance, and he soon realizes that he would be willing to go wearing jeans to work rather a tie for a while longer. In a young and attractive setting, these two characters will discover the reality of the workplace and form attachments with their colleagues, despite the question which really nags at them: at the end, who will obtain a real job? Fantasy fans discovered Samantha Bailly in 2009, with the publication of LA LANGUE DU SILENCE (Tome 1 of the AU-DELA DE L'ORAISON series), when she was just 20. The quality of the writing and the wealth of ideas made it really stand out, and it won two prizes in 2011: the Imaginales des Lycéens Prize and the Jeunesse Marais Page Prize. The success story continued with the second tome, LA CHUTE DES ETOILES (2010). Next came an epistolary novel, LIGNES DE VIE (2010) and a children’s book, LA PRINCESSE AU BOL ENCHANTE (2012). 2013 is a turning point for the author. Editions Bragelonne/Milady publish her contemporary novel CE QUI NOUS LIE (rights sold to Ullstein in Germany), and to re-release her two-tome work of fantasy under the title ORAISONS.



Boissard, Janine: CHUUUT ! (Julliard/Robert Laffont, February 2013, 330 pages 20 000 copies already sold in France Ø



The motto ‘children should be seen and not heard’ can have explosive effects…



Edmond de Saint-Junien is a farmer that lives in a beautiful chateau enclosed by vine yards in the Cognac region. He is surrounded by his wife, Delphine, their three children and their children’s families. Only one person is absent: their daughter, Roselyne, who ran away the day she came of age and has just been discovered as dead. Everyone is shocked when her son, Nils, previously unknown to have existed, arrives at the chateau. Charming and intelligent, Nils swiftly wins the heart of his grand-parents and his cousin, Fine, whom he falls immediately in love with. Until the day that something terrible happens: Maria, the little girl of the caretakers, is found murdered…
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FICTION Janine Boissard no longer needs an introduction. She is the author of numerous best-sellers, among which L’ESPRIT DE FAMILLE, UNE FEMME EN BLANC, MARIE-TEMPÊTE, and more recently, HISTOIRE D’AMOUR.



Abécassis, Agnès: WEEK-END SURPRISE (Calmann-Levy, May 2013, 240 pages) Ø



A week in the life of a woman, still dreaming of vacation, who finds herself invited to London, for a têteà-tête weekend, just herself and her sons…



A great summer read with fresh vibes and a delightful sense of humor with a lovely heroine today’s readers will easily identify with : Brune, a modern mom stretched thin between romantic entanglements, raising her sons and her search for personal fulfillment. Once upon a time... When paper mail was out and letters were sent electronically, in little bits and pieces... Leonard was texting Brune. Brune, who was texting Suzie, then chatting with Prunelle. Prunelle, who had already sent Simon an e-mail, to send him packing... Luckily, with all this going on, Noé and Nestor, Brune's twin brothers, had an unlimited plan. A week in the life of a woman, in pictures. Snapshots of her “moments,” her brief emotional outbursts. But those days, real feelings were hidden by the seeming futility of text-messages. Léonard was in love with Brune. Brune, who was always there for Suzie, then complaining about money troubles to Prunelle. Prunelle, who had a job on line and was being hounded by Simon. Luckily, with all this going on, Noé and Nestor were doing pretty well at school, if it weren't for a that awful teacher... Agnès Abécassis was born in 1972. She started her career as a writer and an illustrator for a women's health magazine. A former screenwriter for a Canal + children's program, she is also a journalist and a literary chronicler for a number of magazines. She is the author of the bestselling LES TRIBULATIONS D’UNE JEUNE DIVORCÉE, an abrasively funny look at life after divorce (over 100,000 copies sold); AU SECOURS, IL VEUT M’ÉPOUSER!, a hilarious text on the joys of coupledom; as well as TOUBIB OR NOT TOUBIB, CHOUETTE, UNE RIDE!, SOIRÉE SUSHI AND LE THÉORÈME DE CUPIDON, a romantic comedy setting in the movie industry.



LITERARY CRIME & SUSPENSE NOVELS Legendre, Cyrille: QUITTE OU DOUBLE (JC Lattès, April 2013, 350 pages) Ø



Winner of the Prize for Debut Novel at the 2013 Beaune Festival



Matt Berger, ex-grand reporter, now earns a living as a celebrity photogra- pher for a magazine. One night, his target is up-and-coming French football prodigy Jimmy Rowland. His magazine wants photographs with the athlete at home in the company of a prostitute. His assignment completed, Berger sends the compromising photos off to the magazine and offers himself an escapade to Deauville. But, the next morning, the pictures have disappeared and the prostitute is found dead in a forest, outside of Paris. The mystery reawakens the soul of the reporter in Berger and he sets out to investigate. The search for the truth will take him and his long time buddy Jed, from Paris to the Turkmenistan underground. The two men will play double or nothing. Born in Dreux in 1970, Cyrille Legendre is a sports journalist. In the domain of soccer he has held several different jobs: writer, photographer and com- munications manager. DOUBLE OR NOTHING is his first novel.



KŒnig, Gaspard: LA NUIT DE LA FAILLITE (Grasset June 2013, 240 pages) Ø



This detective novel, where fiction is never that far from reality, plunges us into the downward spiral of the financial markets one crazy night when France went bankrupt…



Rue Cauchy, Paris, 2 a.m. The man they call “the Big Man”, none other than the President of the French Republic, François Hollande, gets an urgent phone call. West Village, New York, 2:30 a.m. (Paris time). Saïd, an ambitious trader without scruples can’t take his eyes off his screens. There are shocking rumors spreading about the French financial system. Will France be forced into bankruptcy?
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LITERARY CRIME & SUSPENSE NOVELS These two principal actors of this politico-financial thriller are joined by the Minister of Finance, the Director of the Treasury, the President’s companion, and many other characters during the night of the last chance. The market’s turmoil confronts everyone with their own small cowardices and great passions: it’s time to decide. What will happen at 9 a.m.? Gaspard Kœnig is a liberal in his thirties. He is the founder of the think tank “Génération Libre” and the author of several novels (OCTAVE AVAIT VINGT ANS, 2004, UN BAISER À LA RUSSE, 2006) and essays (LES DISCRÈTES VERTUS DE LA CORRUPTION, 2009, LEÇONS DE CONDUITE, 2011). Rights sold for previous works: Italian (RCS Libri)



Ragougneau, Alexis: LA MADONE DE NOTRE-DAME (Viviane Hamy, January 2014, 200 pages) Ø



THE MADONNA OF NOTRE-DAME is a dazzling dive into the mystery of good and evil but is also a comic and quirky novel which shows the cathedral of Paris in a new light.



It is the day after 15 August in Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris. A beautiful young woman, clothed in white, is kneeling in one of the side chapels. She does not go unnoticed. The sexton and the warden have their eyes on her. But when an American tourist knocks against her, her body collapses: she has been murdered. Commanding officer Landart and lieutenant Gombrowicz, together with the young and sensitive acting prosecutor, Claire Kauffmann, are leading the inquiry. When they arrive at the scene of the crime the witnesses have fled. The autopsy reveals that the victim’s sex had been sealed with wax, as if to reconstruct her virginity. Who committed such a crime? Was it one of the religious fanatics with an obsession for the Virgin Mary who, the day of the feast of the Assumption, took part in the traditional procession with a statue of the Virgin on l’Ile-de-la-Cité? Or was it one of the staff members or one of the ‘strayed souls’ who wanders around the cathedral and knows its corners well? Father Kern, substituting as he does every summer in the Parisian cathedral, is questioned from all sides: the police and his superior, the bishop Monseigneur de Bracy, who is annoyed by the bad press surrounding the cathedral. He will investigate on his side… Alexis Ragougneau, is a playwright and this is his first novel. He worked for many years in Notre-Dame cathedral as a guide. He knows well its infinite secrets and the little people who linger there who he calls ‘the strayed souls of Notre-Dame’.



Dokmak, Boris: LA FEMME QUI VALAIT TROIS MILLIARDS (Éditions Ring, April 2013, 640 pages) Ø



A well-constructed plot with charismatic characters and murders worthy of the worst psychopaths: all the elements you need for a successful, suspenseful thriller.



Ø



In the vein of the grand masters of crime fiction, like Bret Easton Ellis and Ellroy, Boris Dakmuk places Paris Hilton, with her fame, fortune, and taste for excess, at the heart of the plot.



Ø



An offbeat and wonderfully entertaining crime story. Readers will be shivering with fear on one page and laughing out loud on the next!



2023. Although Paris Hilton disappeared 10 years ago, her DNA has just been found on the body of a young woman in Bruges, Belgium, who was embalmed alive. The Belgian Lieutenant Borluut and the American private eye Almayer lead the investigation from Belgium to the USA. Borluut, a clumsy lieutenant bogged down in red tape, and Almayer, who runs on cocktails and drugs, don’t have anything in common but Paris Hilton. Each for their own reasons: Borluut is trying to find her in order to understand how her DNA came to be on the young victim’s body, and Almayer was hired by Rick Hilton, Paris Hilton’s father. But the case turns out to be more complicated than he thought it would be: Paris Hilton has not been seen for 10 years, and the body of the young woman that was found in Bruges was mummified in accordance with a rare and ancient Egyptian ritual, known as Tophar mummification. In that process, the person is embalmed while they are still alive. From Bruges to the USA, via Russia and Egypt, there are plenty of plot twists, and the truth finally comes to light when Professor Boerschin, an Egyptologist who is assisting Borluut’s investigation, reveals his latest discovery: a Tophar mummy that is actually Paris Hilton. Boris Dakmuk has written an offbeat detective story that draws the reader through a skillfully orchestrated plot full of unexpected paths and places, the better to expose an unsuspected truth.
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FICTION Born in Ukraine in 1967, Boris Dokmak is a crime-fiction fan. He has a graduate degree in philosophy, as well as a wife and four children with whom he lives in France. He has devoted himself to writing since 2009.



Manook, Ian: YERULDELGGER (Albin Michel, October 2013, 544 pages) Ø



Violent, cruel and fast-paced, this thriller takes us on a tour of today’s Mongolia, with its age-old traditions contrasting with modern life quite like our own.



Ø



Yeruldelgger is the epitome of the tormented, implacable cop who flaunts the rules to achieve his goals.



Ø



The auteur manages to portray both the best and the worst of human nature, without resorting to Manichaeism.



In Mongolia, Police Officer Yeruldegger is still trying to recover from the shock of the kidnapping and subsequent murder of one of his daughters. Working simultaneously on two different cases that don’t seem to have anything to do with each other, things get complicated when the two investigations start to overlap, revealing a hateful and corrupt atmosphere as well as terrifying family secrets that concern the hero’s personal life. Violent, cruel and fast-paced, this thriller takes us on a tour of today’s Mongolia, with its age-old traditions bumping up against a modern life quite like our own, intertwining iPhones and city living with yurts in the untamed steppes. Ian Manook is a journalist, publisher, obsessive traveler and ad man. YERULDELGGER is his first novel.



Teulé, Jean: FLEUR DE TONNERRE (Julliard/Robert Laffont, March 2013, 288 pages) 100 000 copies already sold in France ! Hélène Jegado, known as Flower of Thunder, is the most notorious serial killer in France, and even the entire world. Throughout the moors and forests of Bretagne, outrageous legends run wild. Without doubt the most fearful is that of Ankou, the worker of death. A young Hélène Jegado persuaded herself that she was his reincarnation. She therefore had to kill everything in her path in order to fulfil her destiny with a bloodcurdling composure. After having poisoned her own mother who had nicknamed her Flower of Thunder, she ploughed through Bretagne, ruthlessly murdering anyone who had the kindness to welcome this seemingly perfect cook into their home. No one was safe; men, women, children, babies. She was so good that no one suspected her. Until the day she attacked a former judge, an expert in criminal matters, and was finally guillotined on 26th February, 1852. Jean Teulé is the author of fourteen novels, among which THE SUICIDE SHOP (350,000 copies sold, translated into 19 languages and adapted into a film by Patrice Leconte), MONSIEUR MONTESPAN, (600,000 copies sold, winner of Maison de la Presse prize, currently being adapted into a film by Olivier Marchal). His latest book, CHARLY 9, was published in 2011 and excellently reviewed by both critics and readers. The entirety of Jean Teulé’s fiction has been published by Éditions Julliard



Granotier, Sylvie: LA PLACE DES MORTS (Albin Michel, February 2013, 300 pages) After the success of LA RIGOLE DU DIABLE, Sylvie Granotier is back with another thrilling story with Catherine Monsigny, the Parisian lawyer. Awoken by a terrible nightmare about her father’s death after he confessed to killing her mother – Catherine sees someone sneaking into her house. As she prepares to confront the intruder, he introduces himself. His name is Lucas Gachon, he has been accused of murder, and he wants her to defend him… not just because of her excellent reputation, though – Lucas believes that Catherine is his half-sister. Catherine isn’t buying it, but she still decides to take the case. A few days later, Catherine gets involved with Thomas, a successful but married architect – and her best friend, Stephanie’s, lover. Feeling guilty, Catherine tries to forget about Thomas. She soon meets Asghar, an ambitious colleague, and is drawn into a whirlwind relationship with him. Then Stephanie gives her horrifying news: Thomas’ wife, Carole, has disappeared, and Thomas is being charged with murder. Despite Catherine’s misgivings, Stephanie convinces her to take his case, too.
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LITERARY CRIME & SUSPENSE NOVELS Lucas’ case is easy and he soon goes free. Thomas’ case is more complicated. There is no body, but Carole has disappeared. Catherine is convinced Thomas did it, but she still manages to get him acquitted. To relax, Catherine spends a weekend with Stephanie at her country house, but Stephanie is acting strangely. The final plot twist comes quickly. Stephanie; the real killer, locks Catherine in the same cellar where she has buried Carole’s body, and sets fire to the house. Fortunately, Thomas – who has always suspected Stephanie – and Asghar come to her rescue. The end of the book is a lead-in to the third instalment in Catherine Monsigny’s adventures, as she gets to know Lucas and his family, gets closer to Asghar, and defends Stephanie during her trial for murder. This book offers the reader a breath-taking, multi-strand plot in which Sylvie Granotier draws us into a cleverly woven tale of love, jealousy, revenge and murder. The mystery surrounding Catherine’s past thickens, and as always her professional and personal lives seem to be entwined, leading to new discoveries. Here, Granotier both provides us with a splendid sequel to her successful LA RIGOLE DU DIABLE and keeps us wanting for more. Sylvie Granotier is a French television and film actress and screenwriter, as well as a translator of English-language books. She is also a best-selling, crime-fiction author. Among her most successful work are DOUBLE JE (2002), BELLE À TUER (2006), MÉFIE-TOI, FILLETTE (2009), and the prequel to LA PLACE DES MORTS, LA RIGOLE DU DIABLE (2011), Prix du Sang d’Encre 2011. Her books have been translated into German, Italian, Russian and Greek. LA RIGOLE DU DIABLE was her first novel translated into English (The Paris Lawyer), and was published by Le French Book Editions as an ebook. “Sylvie Granotier joue avec un art consommé où la perte des illusions, la cruauté et la rédemption servent de ressort à une intrigue plus humaine que diabolique.” Le Monde Magazine “Plus troublant que haletant… ce qui est pire.” Madame Figaro “Un scénario délicieusement mystérieux, riche en questions et en péripéties.” Le Vif/ l’Express



Bussi, Michel: NE LÂCHE PAS MA MAIN (Le Pré aux Clercs, March 2013, 384 pages) Ø



The anticipated follow-up to UN AVION SANS ELLE – 50,000 copies sold, translated into 9 languages and winner of the Prix Maison de la Presse 2012!



As the prime suspect in his wife’s disappearance while on vacation, Martial flees with their 6-year-old daughter. With the police closing in around him, he must confront his past in order to save those he loves more than anything... Liane and Martial, a young Parisian couple, are on a dream vacation on the island of Réunion with their 6-year-old daughter, Sofa. But one afternoon, while the three are lounging around the pool one afternoon, Liane goes back up to the room to get something but never comes back. When Martial goes up to look for her, he sees that their hotel room has been ransacked and that there are drops of blood everywhere. While Martial cooperates with the police at first, he goes on the run 24 hours later taking Sofa with him. He went from being the aggrieved husband to the prime suspect. And so begins a manhunt the likes of which Réunion has never seen. Is Martial guilty of murdering his wife or the victim of horrifying manipulation? Because this is not Martial’s first time on Réunion. His past has now come back to haunt him, in a big way. Michel Bussi is the author of Nymphéas noirs (2011) and UN AVION SANS ELLE (2012) which has sold 50,000 copies, was awarded the Prix Maison de la Presse, the Grand Prix du Roman Populaire and has been translated into 9 languages.



Monfils, Nadine: LA VIEILLE QUI VOULAIT TUER LE BON DIEU (Belfond, March 2013, 256 pages) Warning: Mémé Cornemuse is back! What’s in store?...gory murders, a botched jewelry store burglary, the return of the not-so-prodigal son... Mémé Cornemuse is a strange old lady. She just find work a the concierge for an apartment building in Pandore. One evening, Ginette, one of the tenants, returns home after cheating on her husband to find him dead in their bed with his hands cut off. Mémé Cornemuse convinces Ginette not to call the police because the wife is sure to be the number one suspect.
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FICTION Meanwhile, as Ginette investigates one neighbor after the other, Mémé Cornemuse is planning to burglar a jewelry store nearby. A thief, living in her basement, is in the process of building an undersground tunnel straight to the gold. But when the jewelry store goes out of business, Cornemuse needs to come up with a new plan. Which is when the son she forgot she ever had shows up, and lucky for Cornemuse, he manages a bank... Nadine Monfils is the author of several novels published by Belfond including LES VACANCES D’UN SERIAL KILLER (2011), 70,000 copies sold and published in Italian with Neri Pozza. The Russian rights for some of her novels are sold to Corpus/AST Group.



THRILLERS Abécassis, Eliette: LE PALIMPSESTE D’ARCHIMEDE (Albin Michel, May 2013, 383 pages) Ø



A thrilling and esoteric historical whodunit that intertwines themes ranging from Antiquity and religion to violence and mystery, and doesn’t reveal the culprit until the very end.



Ø



A powerful, suspenseful and well-constructed thriller that plunges readers into a plot that’s rich in red herrings.



Ø



A thriller that goes from Facebook to Pi, from Archimedes to the Jesuits, and from tunnels under a Judean monastery to the siege of Syracuse. A fabulous novel in the tradition of QUMRAN or DA VINCI CODE.



Ø



An esoteric thriller set inside a prestigious school in the present day, but that goes back to Archimedes’ Alexandria: the plot unfolds around a manuscript that contains a secret that could change our conception of the world.



Twenty-something Joachim, the narrator, attends one of France’s most elite schools, the Ecole Normale Supérieure, where he is Elsa Maarek’s favorite student. The beautiful and charismatic philosophy professor is passionate about Ancient Greece and Egypt. The police ask for their assistance in discreetly investigating a series of murders among the teaching staff at the Ecole’s historical Rue d'Ulm campus. All the crimes involve the number Pi and correspond to a ritual that Elsa, whose thesis was on sacrifices in the mysterious Eleusis religion, is quite knowledgeable about. After the first teacher was assassinated, his widow sold an old codex identified as a palimpsest to a wealthy anonymous buyer. Rumor has it that the manuscript dates back to Archimedes and reveals the solution of Pi, thus resolving the mystery of the world and of creation. As the bodies pile up, many different characters become suspects. The breath-taking suspense is preserved until the very end, when we discover that the murderer is neither Joachim nor Elsa, but the director of the famous school. A real page-turner that goes from Facebook to Pi, from Archimedes to the Jesuits, and from tunnels under a Judean monastery to the siege of Syracuse. A great read, in the vein of QUMRAN and THE DA VINCI CODE. As a writer of both novels and essays, Eliette Abécassis alternates between intimate novels (LA RÉPUDIÉE, MON PÈRE, UN HEUREUX ÉVÉNEMENT), epic ones (QUMRAN, LE TRÉSOR DU TEMPLE, SÉPHARADE) and essays (PETITE MÉTAPHYSIQUE DU MEURTRE, LE LIVRE DES PASSEURS, LE CORSET INVISIBLE).



Blanchot, Sylvain: MÉMOIRE CLASSIFIÉE (JC Lattes, September 2013, 448 pages) Ø



A dark, resolutely modern thriller, reminiscent of Philip K. Dick or J.G. Ballard.



In a world consumed by sickness, multinationals are at war: they have found a way to imprint on the thoughts and memories of their employees in order to guarantee their loyalty and prevent industrial espionage. Memory Extractor Frank Paramont has been contacted by George Warwick, his ex- employer, who offers him a mission: neutralize a mortis memoria, a dange- rous phenomenon capable of contaminating the subconscious. During the process, Frank has a sudden hallucination... or is it a memory? Sinking steadily deeper into the paranoiac universe of his subconscious, he is pla- gued by strange visions concerning the death of his wife...
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THRILLERS Sylvain Blanchot worked for the video games industry as a graphic artist and game designer. In 2010, he won the Debut Novel Award at the Beaune Crime Movie Festival.



Thilliez, Franck: PUZZLE (Univers Poche, October 2013, 320 pages) Sample English translation and Reader’s report available Ø



Over 1.8 Million copies sold



Ø



Puzzle has been introduced as a serial in the daily newspaper “Les Echos” from 8th July to 4th September 2013. STAND ALONES



First rule: Nothing you’re about to live is true. This is a game. Second rule: One of you will die. Action, extreme tension, moral dilemma, hidden secrets, ambiguous characters, unexpected developments, and amazing twist... A favorite for the genre’s lovers. “This book is a combination of And Then There Were None by Agatha Christie and the movie The Game by David Fincher.” Franck Thilliez Franck Thilliez is the author of a dozen successful thrillers including LA CHAMBRE DES MORTS, awarded the Quai du Polar Reader’s Prize in 2006 and the SNCF French Thriller Award in 2007. His series starring Lucie Henebelle and Franck Sharko has been sold to Indian Paintbrush/Paramount for a movie adaptation. The Russian rights for previous book sold to Azbooka-Atticus



Fournel, Paul: JASON MURPHY (P.O.L, August 2013, 84 pages) Ø



A short, fast-paced novel that switches between the investigation and fictional passages about Murphy, as well as some literary analysis. A real page-turner.



Ø



Full of humour and word play, this French novel will appeal to everyone who enjoys American fiction.



Ø



From Paris to San Francisco, a publisher and a student are on a quest for an unpublished manuscript by Jason Murphy – a fictitious poet from the Beat Generation – who they believe wrote a novel on a scroll before Jack Kerouac wrote his.



Meunier, a French publisher, is obsessed with the scoop that publishing this lost manuscript would represent. As for Madeleine, a student at the Sorbonne, she is doing research about Murphy. We follow these characters in their search – one hoping for fame and fortune, the other wanting to unlock the mystery of the poet and his generation. Meunier never finds the manuscript, but rumour has it that a derelict old man has been lugging it through the streets of San Francisco. The old vagabond might well be Murphy himself. In this layered, funny and very entertaining novel, Paul Fournel gives us a fascinating literary investigation in which the characters – whether mysterious or grasping for fame and fortune – are actually all searching for themselves. Born in 1947, Paul Fournel has been a publisher, a director at several publishing houses and President de la Société des Gens de Lettres. He ran the Alliance française in San Francisco and was a cultural attaché in both Cairo and London. He has written novels, short stories, poems, plays, children’s books and essays. He has won several literary awards including the Goncourt de la nouvelle and the Renaudot des lycées.



Mayeras, Maud: REFLEX (Editions Anne Carrière, October 2013, 368 pages) Ø



The dual story of a serial killer and the mother of one of his victims makes for a discomforting novel with a surprising ending.



Ø



A gripping thriller with disturbing, pathetic and dangerous characters.



Ø



Readers will be taken in by the red herrings: nothing about this novel is obvious or hackneyed.



When another child’s body is found in the place where her son was murdered, Iris Baudry, an asocial and obsessive police photographer, reopens the case, unearthing family secrets in a dark and disturbing novel where no one is what they seem…
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FICTION Iris Baudry is a forensic photographer. Available night and day, she is called to crime scenes to immortalize the victims’ tortured bodies. Iris is discreet, obsessive and determined. She shoots corpses by the dozen to try to erase the image of her own son, who had been brutally murdered 11 years earlier. Henry Witkin, the scion of a long and chaotic line of unwed mothers, is a discreet serial killer who skins his victims carefully, grasping for the comforting contact of his mother’s skin. When a child’s body is found in the home town she has fled, attention à la vo, ‘fui’ au lieu de ‘fuit’, Iris is forced to return to the scene of her worst nightmare, the unbearable place where her son died, and where her wicked witch of a mother still has some hideous secrets buried deep within her insane mind. Maud Mayeras leads readers through the unpredictable plot with perfect mastery. A disturbing police procedural that is neither hackneyed nor flashy, and which has a very unexpected ending. A psycho-thriller that’s impossible to put down! Maud Mayeras is 30 years old; REFLEX is her second novel, after the noteworthy HEMATOME (2006), the winner of several awards for detective fiction.



Grand, Emmanuel: TERMINUS BELZ (Liana Lévi, January 2014, 314 pages) Ø



A solidly constructed scenario, a spellbinding atmosphere, a universe that brilliantly unfolds: Emmanuel Grand steers this thriller from East to West at a wicked pace.



His name is Marko. He’s in danger.The mafia is after him He thinks he’ll find refuge on Belz island One January day, Marko Voronine and three other Ukrainians leave their country for France, hidden in the back of a truck. The trip could be made in a few hours, but the twisted Romanian people- smugglers are determined to have a good time with the young wo- man onboard.The illegal immigrants manage to overpower them, take the truck, and get their money back. But they know the Roma- nian mafia is going to want revenge: the only way to shake them off is to separate. Marko sets out for Brittany.Thanks to a classified ad, he quickly finds work for the boss of a fishing vessel on Belz, a little island cut off from the rest of the world. When he gets there, he finds the place isn’t as peaceful as he expected.The seafaring trade has been hit hard, work on the trawlers is hard to come by, and the fishermen resent giving up a job to a foreigner. Strange stories are also disturbing the little community. Old legends, superstitions, or the supernatural? On this “island of the mad”, as it’s called in the region, men fear above all signs of Ankou, the Angel of death.When a terrible crime is committed, the islanders suspect Marko of ha- ving stirred him to life. Without papers, plunged in a hostile envi- ronment, the young fugitive will find it very difficult to clear him- self, to avoid the Romanian killers as well as the French police, to sort fact from fiction, and to deal with his own personal demons. Born in Versailles in 1966, Emmanuel Grand spent his childood in Vendée, about twelve miles from the Atlantic coast. Married father of four girls, he now lives in the Paris region. During the day, he is in charge of website design for a large company. In the early morning, he writes. TERMINIUS: BELZ is his first novel



Sire Cédric: LA MORT EN TÊTE (Le Pré au clercs, November 2013, 288 pages) Option publishers: USA (Open Road) Poland (Damidos) Turkey (Dogan) Ø



A breathtaking thriller from a young rising star of the genre.



It all begins with the death of an 8-year-old child undergoing an exorcism carried out by a phony priest. At the crime scene, Eva Svärta, a homicide profiler, believes that the police are suspicious of the wrong man.Eva senses that she is being followed but convinces herself that it’s simply fatigue from being pregnant. But her suspicions are confirmed when she becomes the target of a psychopath driven by vengeance. Eva and her partner Inspector Vauvert, also the father of her child, get caught up in a hellish chase. Nothing nor no one seems to be able to stop the madman who is dead set on killing them... Cédric Sire has been steadily creating an original body of work, mixing elements of both crime and the supernatural. He has already written several novels published by Le Pré aux clercs including DE FIÈVRE ET DE SANG (Prix Polar du festival de Cognac et le premier Prix Cinécinéma Frissons) and LE PREMIER SANG.
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THRILLERS Werbowski, Tercia: FRANZ SCHUBERT EXPRESS (Noir sur Blanc/Notabilia/Libella, September 2013, 96 pages) Ø



Franz Schubert Express and Gustav Mahler Express are comedies of manners that pay subtle homage to Stefan Zweig, Thomas Bernhard and Gustav Mahler in their description of a Vienna where the hypocrisy is interwoven with the delicacy of the masters of music.



On the Franz Schubert Express taking her from Prague to Vienne – and a year later, on the Gustav Mahler Express for the return journey – the eccentric Maya Ney, retired psychologist and aspiring detective, makes some unexpected encounters. They include the elegant Clara Blau: Maya is touched by the tears Clara sheds as she reads Apollinaire’s letters filled with love and lies, written simultaneously to both his fiancée and his mistress. Sitting next to each other on the train, Clara tells Maya her life story, describing herself as a “widowed divorcee” and expressing her intense hatred for the woman who was married to her husband during the last three years of his life. Maya Ney gradually becomes enthralled by Clara’s story, confided over glasses of cognac. Is the Blau family’s tale the expression of the strange sentiment that later takes hold of her in the streets of Vienna, a sort of inextricable blend of refinement and cruelty? When, a year later, Maya Ney takes her seat for the return journey, she witnesses singular and intimate exchanges between two strange individuals. We will find out that the pair has escaped from a psychiatric ward and that they believe they are Gustav and Alma Mahler! The tragic events that take place on board the Gustav Mahler Express will force Maya Ney into action. Tercia Werbowski has written nearly a dozen novels and short-story collections, as well as one book of non-fiction. Born in Lvov, Poland, but a native of Prague in her heart, she has lived in Canada since 1968 and now divides her time between Montreal and Prague.



Collette, Sandrine: DES NOEUDS D’ACIER (Denoël, January 2013, 272 pages) Jail couldn’t break him. But two old men who chose to live away from the world might. April 2001. In the basement of a rundown farm located in a remote valley covered in dense and dark woods, a man is locked in chains. His name is Theo, he is 40. Two old men, who want to make him their slave, abducted him. How could Theo end up in such a brutal, crazy place? He is a though guy. He is no easy prey and has been round the block. But two aging men entrapped this athletic and brutal man who had just come out of prison. And he now lies in a damp cave, with no food or water, and is regularly beaten up. Still he refuses to surrender to his ghastly fate. He made it through prison and is determined to break free. But who could break free from such a merciless face off? Sandrine Collette was born in 1970. She divides her time between her job as a professor at the university of Nanterre near Paris, and her horse farm in the countryside. DES NOEUDS D’ACIER is her debut novel. Rights sold to: Japon (Hayakawa). “Pour son premier roman, Sandrine Collette ne fait pas dans la dentelle et nous offre un brutal huis clos aux allures de cauchemar. Cet excellent captivity thriller […] rappelle les classiques du genre et le Misery de Stephen King ” Le Figaro Magazine “Un récit de survie intense et dérangeant” 20 Minutes “Un roman qui s’écarte des sentiers balisés du noir pour nous livrer un huis clos efficace et troublant ” Le Matricule des Anges “Ce premier roman est une agréable surprise, rondement menée, qui donne à réfléchir sur la violence, l’avilissement, l’enfermement, la domination ” La Croix



Abécassis, Eliette: LE PALIMPSESTE D’ARCHIMEDE (Albin Michel, May 2013, 350 pages) On ULM street, headquarter of the prestigious Ecole Normale Supérieure in Paris, professor Elsa Maarek, bibliophile with a particular passion for Greek and Egyptian Antiquity, has been contacted by one of her colleagues: Robert Sorias, professor of mathematics. On the (accidental?) death of his father, Robert Sorias and his wife Marie Louise are seeking Elsa’s opinion on a codex they had kept hidden in the bottom of a wardrobe. Elsa is deeply impressed by the document, which is certainly a palimpsest - a parchment from which the original text has been scraped away to make a copy of another document. She would love to know more but the codex is
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FICTION in a sorry state, impossible to read, and the Sorias are so mysterious about where this document, which belongs to Marie-Louise, came from … Novelist and essayist, Eliette Abécassis has authored intimist novels (LA RÉPUDIÉE, MON PÈRE, UN HEUREUX ÉVÉNEMENT), epics (QUMRAN, LE TRÉSOR DU TEMPLE, SÉPHARADE) and essays (PETITE MÉTAPHYSIQUE DU MEURTRE, LE LIVRE DES PASSEURS, LE CORSET INVISIBLE).



Brasey, Edouard: LE DERNIER PAPE (Editions SW Télémaque, January 2013, 347 pages) Ø



This well-documented novel provides fascinating keys for decrypting what goes on behind the scenes at the Holy See, including the scandals that have shaken it from the very beginning to the present day: financial scandals, secret loges, mysterious deaths, intrigue inside the Swiss Guard.



Ø



This novel, published on January, 2013, was also pre-published under the title LA PROPHETIE DE PIERRE (The Prophecy of Peter), on Amazon in a Kindle edition from March to June 2012, where it was downloaded 3,000 times.



Édouard Brasey signs a realistic thriller with colorful characters, conspiracies inside the Vatican, chase scenes through the catacombs of Rome, gory ritual crimes, and showdowns between secret orders. A thriller that takes place over a period of three days, with an impending Apocalypse for a setting: a huge asteroid is hurtling towards the Earth, towards Rome precisely, just as the Pope is dying. The Roman Catholic Church is threatened from within as well: Cardinal Pantalucci, who is favored to succeed the dying pope, is under the thumb of secret international powers. While the various candidates are involved in electoral intrigue within the halls of the Vatican, gory ritual murders are desecrating its places of worship. Like a horrific homage to Saint Peter’s martyrdom 2,000 years before. The apostle pronounced a curse on Rome, the place of his ordeal, and now the curse seems to be ready to come true: a cosmic threat is bearing down on the seat of Christianity. A French astrophysicist and monk in the Order of the Faithful of Father John, has been crucified upside down by the Black Crusaders, thugs who take orders from Cardinal Pantalucci. Inspector Peretti’s chief suspect is Stéphane, a childhood friend of his. Stéphane came to Rome to find the Prophecy of Peter before Cardinal Pantalucci destroys it. Peretti clears Stéphane’s name and arrests the Cardinal, who is actually Stéphane’s father. The asteroid is deflected. Stéphane will be able to go home to his mother and his fiancée. A former journalist turned novelist, Edouard Brasey is a well-known author in the realm of fantasy and whimsy (70 books), including LA PETITE ENCYCLOPEDIE DU MERVEILLEUX (2006 Prix Special du Jury Imagines d’Epinal and Prix Claude Seignolle de l’Imagerie), LA MALEDICTION DE L’ANNEAU (Belfond, 2010 a fantasy trilogy, Prix Merlin) and LES LAVANDIÈRES DE BROCELIANDE (Calmann-Levy, 2012).



SCIENCE-FICTION & FANTASY Houssin. Joël: LOCO (Ring, September 2013, 224 pages) Ø



This new novel by Joël Houssin, the “French Stephen King,” is actually an adaptation of his very first novel. It combines teenage rage with the literary maturity of a 55-year-old writer.



Ø



A stunning nuclear novel that drags humanity into demented, grandiose horror.



Ø



A dazzling writing style and disturbing narration that contribute to the amoral plot that is neither pessimistic nor optimistic, just self-destructive.



Joël Houssin, the author of the famous DOBERMANN crime series, serves up a violent and hard-hitting new novel set in the near future and describing how mankind is wiped out in a bloody apocalypse. After a global nuclear-chemical catastrophe that ravaged the Earth, the survivors are divided into two groups: those whom radiation has turned into mutants, and the self-proclaimed Healthy, who have withdrawn into fortified cities. The Survivors have their health and their obsession with both purity and weaponry; the Contaminated have drugs, monstrosities and sex. Each of the two worlds is trying to wipe the other one out. Readers will discover this horrifying world through the eyes of different characters – for rarely more than a chapter each, because a cruel and violent death awaits them all. Inside the city, we meet the TV-show host
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SCIENCE-FICTION & FANTASY Kiss Apok, a laughable and detestable person who wants to interview a fetus on his show. According to a prophecy, the fetus will be mankind’s savior. Outside, there is Malcolm, a charismatic mutant leader who is organizing the Contaminated clans’ attack. Joël Houssin takes the idea of apocalypse to its extreme, offering a stunningly surprising epilogue over a backdrop of extinction, mutation and para-psychic powers. A dark, immoral, bloody, hard-hitting and almost demented book. Joël Houssin, christened “the French Stephen King” by the American press, writes both crime fiction and science fiction. His first novel was published when he was 17. Before the success of his DOBERMANN series, he was a professional gambler and bred Scandinavian dogs. The series sold over a million copies in the 1980s and was made into a film by Jan Kounen. Houssin then switched to screenplay-writing, so this is his first book since 1990. “Houssin écrit superbement et n’a pas son pareil pour faire exploser les corps en mille morceaux dans un style efficace et presque poétique. (...) Avec ce roman de guérilla urbaine et de science-fiction apocalyptique, Houssin réussit un retour remarqué.” Fluctuat “L'écrivain majeur de la science-fiction et du polar français, Joël Houssin, signe son retour sous le label des éditions Ring, à l'occasion de la sortie de Loco. Salué par la presse américaine comme notre Stephen King national, le créateur du DobermanN revient avec une mordante fresque d'anticipation apocalyptique, réécriture de son premier roman Locomotive Rictus.” ActuaLitté “Rien n'est blanc ou gris chez Joël Houssin.... tout est noir. Après avoir écarquillé les yeux à la lecture des premières pages, on s'attend au pire sans cesser d'être surpris, fasciné, écœuré, sidéré... Loco, roman d'anticipation, thriller, critique sociale, représente une bombe littéraire inoubliable.” Les Numériques



Colin, Fabrice: ARCADIA (Bragelonne, 2013, Integral Edition 560 pages)] Ozone Award (Best Fantasy Novel by a French-language author) Ø



An ambitious depiction of Victorian society in a similar vein to Tim Powers, where one encounters legendary painters, poets and writers.



Ø



A fantastic parallel world with a blend of references from Jack the Ripper to Alice in Wonderland, reminiscent of Philip Pullman.



Ø



A major award-winning French author in the steampunk and fantasy genres, offering a richly detailed universe and an original, carefully crafted style.



London, 1872. In the world of Arcadia, reality takes on the colors of dreams: an idyllic kingdom, bathed in the magic of faerie, where ministers are poets and artists are kings, where the future is taboo and death an unlikely prospect. One day, however, strange omens disturb the peacefulness of Arcadia’s magnificent capital. Blue-tinged nights, a ghostly vessel… The painter Rossetti and his friends feel themselves mysteriously drawn. One hundred and forty years later, in a post-apocalyptic Paris submerged beneath the waters, four young lovers of Victorian art hear the same call, and prepare to tear open the veil that separates the two worlds. To the sound of Excalibur’s song, and to save Arcadia’s queen, a handful of artists take on the role of knights… Fabrice Colin, born in 1972, has written forty novels, including Fantasy, mainstream and young adult titles. Successful and critically acclaimed, he is a multi-award winning author of the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire (thrice), the Prix des Incorruptibles, the Prix Bob Morane and the Prix Ozone. “An eclectic, genre-breaking author gifted with an enthralling writing talent.” France Inter “Fabrice Colin is a master of French Fantasy. He is a spellbinding storyteller and his novels generate a delightful feeling of wonder.” Le Monde
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FICTION Rouau, Antoine: LE LIVRE ET L’EPÉE (Bragelonne, Fall 2013, 370 pages) Volume 1 of a series of 3 French and English ms available Ø



A stunning narrative, skillfully interspersing flashbacks and present-day events. Packed with masterful twists and revelations, the novel’s clever construction – based on unfolding secrets, with the past gradually explaining the present – sustains a level of suspense that is rare in a work of epic fantasy.



Year 10 of the new Republic, in the remote city of Masalia. Dun-Cadal, who used to be the greatest general of the Empire, has been drinking his life away for years. Betrayed by his friends – who turned their backs on their ideals in favour of a new Republic – and grief-stricken at the loss of his apprentice, who saved his life on the battlefield and whom he trained as a knight as a reward, Dun-Cadal is done with politics, adventure and people. But people aren’t done with him – not yet. Viola is a young historian looking for the last Emperor’s sword, the one that Dun-Cadal is said to have taken during the Empire’s final, chaotic hours. Her search not only brings her to the former general, it will also embroil them both in a series of assassinations. Because someone is murdering Dun-Cadal’s turncoat friends one by one... in the unmistakable style of an Imperial assassin... When he discovers the mysterious killer’s identity, Dun-Cadal chooses to help him seek the Book of Destiny, in which all human fates are inscribed. Because in the hands of the ruling People’s Councillors – the very men who betrayed the Empire – the powers granted by the Book are terrible. Whoever is able to alter its text will become Master of Destiny… and only the Imperial sword can destroy it. A tale of loyalty, revenge, grief and hope, over a backdrop of political conspiracy, in which simple but well-developed characters are thrown into the maelstrom of History and become figures of legend. The perfect epic fantasy saga for fans of George R. R. Martin’s GAME OF THRONES and Patrick Rothfuss’ THE NAME OF THE WIND. Antoine Rouaud was born in 1979. He spent his childhood writing stories, inventing scenarios, and composing songs, before joining a radio station as a production trainee and events organiser. He now works as a copywriter in advertising, and composes, writes and acts in audio drama series, which have already earned him two awards. Rights already sold: UK (Gollancz), Germany (Heyne Verlag), Holland (Boekerij), Italy (Fanucci) and Spain (Planeta) Brazil ?



Colin, Fabrice & Gaborit, Mathieu: CONFESSIONS D’UN AUTOMATE MANGEUR D’OPIUM (Bragelonne, April 2013, 450 pages) Paris, 1899. The city is filled with flying machines and other technological marvels fuelled by æther, a mysterious source of phenomenal energy. But the murder of a young woman, who falls from a hansom flying over the Garnier Opera Palace, disturbs the festivities for the Universal Exposition. The crime also involves an automaton, one of the new household machines that serve mankind. Margaret Saunders decides to carry out her own investigation, helped by her brother Théo, an alienist who has been studying closely the impact of æther on human behaviour. But things quickly become complicated: the victim’s father receives threats; the automaton turns out to be demented, or even worse, intelligent… These are just some of the elements in the mystery our two heroes attempt to unravel. Fabrice Colin, born in 1972, is a successful, critically acclaimed and a multi-award winning author. Mathieu Gaborit was also born in 1972. He was the first French writer to explore the modern fantasy genre and is still one of its best-selling proponents. “A manifesto for the steampunk movement. (…) Hectic action, written in an elegant modern style.” nooSFere “Highly enjoyable reading (…) a deranged, thrilling adventure novel.” Bifrost



Bailly, Samantha: CE QUI NOUS LIE (Milady, 19 April 2013, 287 pages) The author’s website: http://www.samantha-bailly.com Ø



A subtle blend of romance and the super-natural in a contemporary setting
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SCIENCE-FICTION & FANTASY Ø



The structure, in three distinct periods, reinforces the suspense



Ø



An endearing narrator who young women will identify with easily



Alice has a gift: she can perceive the emotional ties that connect people to each other. On her first day at a new job, she is attracted to her manager, the only man whose relations remain invisible to her. Alice can visually perceive the emotional ties between people as luminous threads. Over time, she has learned to keep her gift a secret. For over a year, Alice used her power to expose men who were cheating on their wives. As the novel begins, she is reaching for a more normal life, and is starting a new job in human resources. That’s where she meets Raphael, a man whose ties she can’t see. He soon admits that he too has a gift, but it doesn’t work on her either. Despite Raphael’s engagement to another woman, they fall deeply in love. After their first night together, they can suddenly “read” each other, and Raphael disappears. A few months later, Raphael and Alice are just friends, despite the strength of their bond. As Alice gains confidence in the future, she loses her gift. Irresistible! The author combines romance and the supernatural in a modern setting. Young women are sure to identify with the endearing heroine of this intense and touching tale. The structure, in three distinct periods, allows the author to sow clues subtly, making readers want to know more. A book that is hard to put down and leaves you wanting more! Fantasy fans discovered Samantha Bailly in 2009, with the publication of LA LANGUE DU SILENCE (Tome 1 of AU-DELA DE L'ORAISON), when she was just 20. The quality of the writing and the wealth of ideas made it really stand out, and it won two prizes in 2011: the Imaginales des Lycéens Prize and the Jeunesse Marais Page Prize. The success story continued with the second tome, LA CHUTE DES ETOILES (2010). Next came an epistolary novel, LIGNES DE VIE (2010, editions Volpilière) and a children’s book, LA PRINCESSE AU BOL ENCHANTE (2012, Editions nobi nobi!). 2013 is a turning point for the author. Editions Bragelonne/Milady decided to publish her contemporary novel, CE QUI NOUS LIE, and to re-release her twotome work of fantasy (at Bragelonne) under the name ORAISONS.



Fernaye, Éléonore: SCANDALEUSE ÉLISABETH (Bragelonne, May 2013, 320 pages) Ø



A superb portrait of the historical Paris



Ø



A female character whose ideas are ahead of her times, offering witty dialogue full of lively repartee



Ø



Particularly sensual erotic scenes depicted in an elegant style



Paris, 1778. Élisabeth d’Arsac is a ravishing young woman who turns the head of every man she meets. Attached to her freedom, she wants to experience love without the inconveniences of marriage. She meets a dark, handsome stranger during a costumed ball and, between two dances, she indulges in an amorous interlude with him which awakens all sorts of new sensations inside her. A few days later, the mysterious stranger is received in the salon of the d’Arsac family. This young American seems all the more attractive as he shares Élisabeth’s innovative ideas concerning women’s education. She arranges a secret rendezvous at an inn to take him as her lover. It is only then that he realises that she is a virgin. This leaves him no choice: in order not to dishonour her, he must ask for her hand in marriage. Élisabeth is convinced that her father will reject his proposal, but to her surprise he agrees to let her marry him. What Élisabeth has always dreaded the most has come to pass: she is now someone’s wife. It’s hardly the most auspicious start to married life, but love soon conquers all…



Pevel, Pierre: HAUT ROYAUME TRILOGY - BOOK 1: THE KNIGHT (Bragelonne, Text available in spring 2013, 50,000 words per title) Ø



Dynastic power struggle and intrigues



Ø



Perfect for fans of George R.R. Martin and David Gemmell



Ø



A series to publish as separate volumes or in omnibus editions



Ø



Winner of the David Gemmell Morningstar Award for best newcomer Pierre Pevel is bringing all the skills of a historical fantasy writer to an epic stage.
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FICTION The High Kingdom is facing its darkest hour. Its King has been weakened by illness and many are discontent with the Queen’s regency. As rebellion rumbles throughout the land, new threats are massing forces at the realm’s borders. Desperate, the King decides to free Lorn, who has spent the past year locked away on trumped-up charges in the citadel of Dalroth. Acting on the advice of a mysterious emissary of the Dragon, he dubs Lorn “Knight of the Onyx Throne”, making him the upholder of royal authority. Lorn accepts the King’s mission but also hunts those responsible for his imprisonment. Reinstating the Onyx Guard, a once-powerful elite force, he intervenes in time to avert a war and becomes a new figure of hope for his people. But some take a dim view of his growing popularity and influence, and they are busy plotting his downfall. If he foils his enemies, will he assume the role of champion that the Dragon’s Council of Emissaries have been seeking, the one capable of facing the Black Prince? He must first confront an evil that gnaws at him ever since he was exposed to the Obscure at Dalroth, which now threatens to overwhelm him. Pierre Pevel, born in 1968, is one of the foremost writers of French Fantasy today. The author of seven novels, he was awarded the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire in 2002 and the Prix Imaginales in 2005, both for best novel. His CARDINAL’S BLADES trilogy – part historical novel, part old-fashioned swashbuckling high-action adventure and part classic fantasy – is sold to UK (Orion Gollancz), Germany (Heyne), Holland (Mynx), Spain (Edhasa), Russia (Geleos), Czech Republic (Albatros) and Estonia (Varrak). Rights already sold to Orion Gollancz in the UK ! “Pevel (…) makes a stunning English-language debut with this breathless, swashbuckling tale of intrigue, spying, and swordfights. In an alternate 17th-century Paris, dragonnets are exotic pets, wyverns are high-class riding mounts, and drac thugs are the coarsest of mercenaries. After a five-year hiatus, Cardinal Richelieu reunites his elite force to aid France in its complex relationship with Spain's Black Claw cult of halfdragon royalty. A mostly straightforward adventure plot leaves plenty of room for character development, drama, and excitement. (…) Published in France to great acclaim in 2007, Pevel's adventure is just as likely to charm Anglophone audiences who enjoy action-packed adventure with a true historical sensibility.” Publishers Weekly, August 30, 2010



Geary, Debora: A MODERN WITCH SERIES (2 Seas Agency / Fireweed Publishing, 2011- 2013, 300 pages) 350,000 copies sold ! Ø



This extremely successful series consists of 7 books: A Modern Witch, A Hidden Witch, A Reckless Witch, A Nomadic Witch, A Different Witch, A Celtic Witch, A Lost Witch.



This series is best described as “light contemporary fantasy”, but it also reads well as women’s fiction with a touch of magic. A good dose of humor, a little romance, and characters you won’t want to leave. It’s a character-driven series with a strong cast of secondary characters that call the readers back to the next book. Rights sold: Brazil (Novo Conceito), Germany (Heyne), Italy (Leone), Korea (Greenfish), Spain (Principal de los Libros), Turkey (Inkilap)



Geary, Debora: THE WITCHLIGHT TRILOGY (2 Seas Agency / Fireweed Publishing September 2012, 400 pages) 100,000 copies sold ! This unputdownable trilogy consists of the following titles: WITCHES ON PAROLE, WITCHES UNDER WAY, WITCHES IN FLIGHT. It is a companion trilogy to the main series A MODERN WITCH (some of the same characters are the same), but it reads very well on its own. It is very much women’s fiction— journeys of self-discovery and sisterhood. Magic is very light in this trilogy.



FANTASY FOR YOUNG ADULT Guéro, Ange: SANG MAUDIT (Bragelonne, 350 pages)



Ø A well-written plot with lots of surprising twists. Contact: Mrs Anastasia Lester ; Email:[email protected]
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FANTASY FOR YOUNG ADULT Ø Love, friendship, vampires and witchcraft all rolled into one for an ideal urban fantasy for young teens. Ø



Exploring and transposing the hierarchy of the nobility at the Court of Versailles to the contemporary era creates an unusual framework that lends itself to thinking about inequality by birth.



Ø



Easy-going, lively, and sensitive Angie is an appealing heroine with a lot going for her, who will also be at the heart of tomes 2 and 3.



Paris in the 21st century. Louis XXIV is the young king of France, and his fashionable, wealthy nobles amuse themselves in the court of Versailles. Designer crinoline dresses are all the rage, and rich young aristocrats pack the trendy Paris nightclubs. But behind the scenes two rival families via for power: the Condés, rumoured to be descended from an angel; and the Orléans, who claim a demon amongst their ancestors... Angélique was born into this world. She’s a sweet seventeen year old, and she has a secret power: she’s an empath, able to sense the emotions of others, and she thinks her ability has gone unnoticed... until the day she has to use it, to escape an attempt on her life. Who would want to kill her? And why? The answer lies deep in the files of Louis xxiv’s sinister secret service – and to seek them Angélique must first become a spy and then, perhaps, a traitor... Plunging the reader into a highly original and carefully thought-out universe which plays with the contrast between the traditional values of the monarchy and an ultra-contemporary context, Ange Guéro offers us here a novel of exceptional commercial potential. The author skillfully sets up the dilemma of her heroine, catapulted into the universe of the royal court and its web of intrigue, where she finds herself torn between the role demanded by her social rank and her own feelings. BLOOD CURSE is also a return to the original myth of the vampire, cruel and dangerous, a far cry from the vapid, toned-down versions we usually see today. Ange Guéro is one of the most renowned graphic novel writers in France, whose work includes THE LEGEND OF THE DRAGON-KNIGHTS (now published by Marvel). She is a multi-award winning adult and children’s fiction writer whose work is already translated into a number of languages.\ “Ange possesses an undeniable talent as a storyteller, the art of recounting adventures in breath-taking fashion.” Le Monde



Audouin-Mamikonian, Sophie: TARA DUNCAN V .11: THE WAR OF THE PLANETS LA GUERRE DES PLANÈTES (Editions XO, September 2013, 524 papges) Ø



1 million copies of her previous titles sold in France



Ø



Animated TV series released in France ans sold to 9 channels!



In OtherWorld, in the sky, six demon planets have appeared! What do they want? Why are they here? Do they mean war? Tara and Lisbeth have a serious choice to make: they have to warn the Earthlings, teach them about magic and all of the different civilizations surrounding them: demons, dragons, spellweavers...it should be quite a shock, and all the more so when the demons begin to attack and wreak havoc... Tara and the Magicgang have no other choice but to transform themselves and infiltrate the enemy planets. They have to leave their differences behind and present a united front. This is no simple matter, as Cal and Robin are in a battle for Tara’s affections. And to top it all off, one of Cal’s past lovers proves to be a most...troublesome ally. In the next-to-last volume, Sophie Audouin- Mamikonian prepares the final moments of the series, with adventures that are, as always, a mix of love, humor, adventure and magic. Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian’s first writing attempts were feverish sketches of fantasy fiction. Since then, the pen has rarely left her hand. She wrote TARA DUNCAN between 1987 and 1990, but only found a publisher in 2003, when magic became fashionable thanks to Harry Potter. Tara Duncan’s rights have been sold in 13 languages. Married with two children, Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian lives in Paris. “...a publishing phenomenon.” Le Figaro “Tara’s wit and sense of humour keep her readers holding their breath.” Femme Actuelle “The love, laughs and magic in Tara Duncan’s new adventure will certainly meet your expectations.” Ouest-France
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FICTION Audouin-Mamikonian, Sophie: INDIANA TELLER Volume 3: AUTUMN MOON (Michel Lafon, March 2013, 380 pages) Ø



The first two volumes made the YA bestsellers list in France.



Bitten by Tyler the werewolf, Katerina has turned into a monster thirsty for blood. For the Teller clan, the rules are clear: she has to die. But Indiana is strongly opposed to it. Ready for anything to save his soul-mate, he defies his own pack in times of war – and he uses all his powers, even if it means revealing his time-turning gift. Lurking in the shadows, Tyler has only one goal: to break Indiana. And what better way is there than to turn against him the one he loves most? Indeed, in Katerina’s new claws hides the greatest of powers that could change the outcome of the ongoing war. Blinded by rage and pain, which clan will she choose? In the full moon light, the worst truths will be revealed and new enemies will come out of darkness. Clan War is declared ! “Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian has a love for the written words and fantasy : her novels are luxuriant, her writing, direct and her vocabulary, precise.” Le Monde “An ambitious project successfully managed: the universal theme of the werewolf re-written. We could almost howl with admiration.” Le Figaro Magazine



Plichota, Anne & Wolf, Cendrine: SUSAN HOPPER v. 1 LE PARFUM PERDU (Editions XO, March 2013, 396 pages) Partial English translation available Ø



Fantasy series for young adults in 3 volumes.



Ø



A new protagonist. A new dark tale.



A unique and endearing protagonist, a haunted mansion in Scotland, both zany and unsettling characters and... a mystery to solve! After the resounding success of their first series, Cendrine Wolf and Anne Plichota are embarking on a new adventure: Susan Hopper, a new cocktail dreamed up by these fantasy-loving authors. Susan is three years old when she loses her parents in a terrible fire. For ten years, she lives between an orphanage and foster homes, each experience ending in failure. Until one day, she meets the Hoppers. She and Eliot, age 15, a “Child of the Night” suffering from a genetic disorder, are immediately drawn to each other and bond through their nightly adventures. As she arrives at the Hopper’s mansion, Susan begins sharing strange dreams with Eliot, his grandfather Alfred and their little dog Georgette. All four of them are thrown into the heart of a very dark secret, sparked by a curse tightly linked to Susan’s family history, in a world where the living dead, ghosts and wandering souls intermingle... n Cendrine Wolf: 43 years old, she lives in Strasbourg. She studied sports and worked in the sociocultural environment, in so-called “problem” neighborhoods. Dynamic, spontaneous and determined, she loves illustrating, speed in every shape and form, and fantasy literature. “Nightmares, curses, phantoms... You will devour the first volume of this dark tale with fear in your stomach. A definite bestseller.” Elle “Brilliant, spirited, terrifying and full of emotion. We also recommend this young adult novel to parents – the suspenseful narrative is so addictive.” Le Parisien



Olivier Paquet: LE MELKINE (L'Atalante, 2012, 336 pages) Ø



The first volume in a fabulous saga: a cross between HARRY POTTER, FONDATION and STAR TREK.



Ø



A coming-of-age tale about a group of precocious but immature teens who roam the Galaxy encountering surprising peoples and societies.



Ø



As suspenseful as an Asimov novel, this book explores the choices we make in contemporary life and describes a struggle for social freedom.
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FANTASY FOR YOUNG ADULT The venerable school-ship Melkine has been roaming the Galaxy in glorious solitude for 300 years now, recruiting pupils who are ready to free themselves from their cultural conditioning. But when Azurea, the Banquise Media Frequency techno-prophet, declares war on the Melkine, the school-ship’s teachings and ideals for the evolution of mankind are threatened. When the planet Earth could no longer provide a home for it, humanity colonized the Milky Way. The school-ship Melkine has been roaming the Galaxy for 300 years, recruiting pupils who are ready to free themselves from the cultural conditioning inflicted on their own planets. The crew of the Melkine welcomes people from all cultures in a cheerful cacophony, and fights against conditioning in order to liberate humanity. Yet a mysterious and ageless being, the techno-prophet Azurea, has launched a personal vendetta against the school-ship and its ideals. Using both Banquise Media Frequency, his galactic communication corporation, and a range of technology, Azurea declares war on the Melkine. The trials and tribulations of a small group of teens and teachers – made up of tricks, lessons and crushes – are the basis for Olivier Paquet’s saga, which embarks readers on a voyage to the outer reaches of the galaxy, where we encounter humanity that has taken its particularities to the limit. A masterfully composed narrative with lots of suspense that looks at cheapened ideals like peace, freedom and tolerance in a new light. Olivier Paquet was born in 1973. His top-flight schooling (Sciences-Po, Poli-Sci thesis) has nourished his reflections on difference and otherness. As a science-fiction writer, he has won the 2002 Grand Prix de l'Imaginaire and the 2005 Prix Imaginales.



Brussolo, Serge: LINA AND THE FOREST OF SPELLS Volume 1: AN EVIL RAFFLE (Michel Lafon, Date: March 2013, 370 pages) Ø



One of the greatest French Fantasy writers. The huge success of Peggy Sue, translated in 23 languages, and a bestseller since its publication in 2001.A dynamic author, who communicates with its readers via Facebook and his blog.



Lina has a very strange occupation: she works as a nurse for imaginary friends abandoned in an orphanage. In her world, magic is real. As she becomes friend with one of these imaginary friends, she discovers the truth about the manager of the orphanage: he is nothing but an awfully realistic person who hates everything related to imagination. He wants to kill his patients by injecting them a reality serum! Therefore Lina decides to help her news friends to escape during the night. Unfortunately, it is a short relief… Chased by soulless armors, the manager’s army, Lina and her friends find refuge in the Forest of Spells. Up there, they discover a weird city, where everything is ruled by fate. Their passport to entry this city? A raffle ticket that will define their home, their occupation and their identity. Yet, destiny is playing its first trick. Lina becomes the cherished child of a noble couple, Kanzo, the yellow kangourou becomes a sheep, and Toddy, the shy teddy bear, is turned to… a sentenced to death! In order to save him, Lina will have to make an agreement with the lord of the Forest, and trick destiny to reverse fate. For in the Forest of Spells, everything can happen, and nobody knows which evil spirit hides within the roots. Serge Brussolo has been writing since he is twelve. A specialist of Fantasy and science-fiction, he became with his series PEGGY SUE, one the most famous French middle-grade authors. LINA AND THE FOREST OF SPELLS is his new trilogy: a modern and mysterious fairytale that will inspire a new generation of readers. The Rights rights for many collections by Brussolo are sold to Eksmo. “Brussolo the magician. A true storyteller. He will never tire his readership.” Elle “The most crazy French author in the Fantasy field.” France-Soir “All his editors agree that Brussolo has its own literary genre.” Le Nouvel Observateur “One of the most original voices of French literature.” Le Monde
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